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ABSTRACT

Battery energy storage systems have become essential in the operation of many modern

power-distribution systems, such as dc microgrids, electric ships, and electric aircraft. En-

ergy storage systems often rely on the operation of bidirectional converters to control the

power flow. In modern power systems, these bidirectional converters are typically a part

of an extensive converter system, a multi-converter system that consists of several electrical

converter-based sources and loads. Even though each converter in a multi-converter system

is standalone stable, adverse interactions between the interconnected converters can present

issues to the system’s performance and stability.

Assessing the stability of multi-converter systems is usually challenging, given that the

systems are complex, and the dynamics are affected by various operating modes and points.

Recent studies have presented methods for assessing the stability of interconnected convert-

ers through impedance-based stability criterion. Impedance-based analysis is particularly ad-

vantageous for complex multi-converter systems as this method does not require the knowl-

edge of intricate details of the system’s parameters. The method can also facilitate adaptive

stabilizing control schemes using reliable and fast identification implementations. However,

impedance identification of multi-converter systems is typically challenging due to the cou-

pled nature of the interconnected converters and potential non-linear behavior. Moreover,

the bidirectional power flow of battery energy storage systems further complicates the sta-

bility assessment.

This thesis presents small-signal modeling methods, online stability assessment methods,

and adaptive stabilizing control strategies formulti-converter systems that have bidirectional

converters. The accuracy of traditional, small-signal-model-based converter control design

is enhanced with a procedure that extends a converter’s small-signal model with given load

and source dynamics. In addition, frequency response identification methods are used to

assess the system stability under varying operating conditions. The presented identification

methods offer reliable and quick impedance measurements and stability assessment among

several converters. The design aims tominimize the interference on the system, which allows

the identification during the system’s regular operation. The stability assessment provides a

platform for adaptive stabilizing control methods, and two such techniques are implemented

on a bidirectional converter. Several experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the

proposed methods.
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�퐺
R
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�퐿
Cem-v
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�퐿
ci
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�퐿
cd

Control loop gain of output current d-component feedback con-
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�퐿
co
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�퐿
v

Control loop gain of output voltage feedback controller

�푇oi Reverse transfer function

�푌in Input admittance transfer function

�푌o Output admittance transfer function
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Climate change is among the most significant challenges of the 21st century, and an over-

whelming body of evidence has presented considerable ecological and economic threats dri-

ven by the change [7], [8]. The scientific community has widely acknowledged the influence

of human actions in progressing climate change and recognized greenhouse gas emissions as

the main contributor to the increasing global temperatures [9]. Accordingly, authorities

have established and adopted various environmental policies to halt global warming. Sig-

nificantly, in the Paris Agreement of 2015, 196 nations signed an agreement to confine the

increase of global average temperature to below 2◦C and pursue a limit of 1.5◦C [10]. Even

though the signatories accounted for 97 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions and other

additional measures taken since then, the established policies are still assessed as insufficient

[11]–[13]. Increasing the number of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar power

is considered one of the most critical factors in achieving the climate goals [14]. However,

despite significant renewable energy additions in 2021, global CO2 emissions rose to a record

high due to adverseweather and energymarket conditions and rapid economic recovery after

the COVID-19 pandemic [15].

To utilize the full potential of renewable energy generation, energy storage systems are

deemed essential [16]. Energy storage systems, such as battery energy storage systems (BESS),

provide flexibility to the intermittent renewable energy production and to improve the effi-

ciency, practicality, and reliability of renewable energy sources, thus advancing their adop-

tion and furthering their usability and potential [17]. Additionally, BESS can strengthen

and improve power system stability through various grid-supporting control solutions and

provide flexibility for the balance between generation and demand [16], [18]–[20]. In ef-

fect, energy storage systems are becoming increasingly prevalent in modern power systems.

Global battery storage capacity increased by 5 GW in 2020, which is almost twice as high

as the increase in 2019 [21]. The importance of BESS is also gradually recognized on a soci-

etal level. For example, California officials will require new commercial buildings to install

battery energy storage starting from 2023 [22].

The efficient use ofmost BESS relies on power-electronics-based converters. In fact, mod-
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of a modern electric power system.

ern power systems with BESS applications typically consist of several interconnected con-

verters, some of which can have bidirectional power flow. Such power-electronics-based con-

verters are dominated by fast, semiconductor-induced electromagnetic dynamics rather than

conventional, slow electromechanical dynamics. Therefore, the converter systems allow for

robust converter output regulation. However, the dynamic behavior of the converter sys-

tems introduces new challenges to the power system stability [23]–[25]. For example, a lack

of system inertia and the risk of improper converter control introduce design challenges and

make the converter systems inherently more prone to instability compared to traditional

power systems [26], [27]. Moreover, the stability issues in converter-driven systems are of-

ten complex to analyze, and their specific root causes are challenging to identify and predict

[28].

Due to the increasing demand for applications facilitated by power-electronic converters,

the modern power grid is transforming toward a decentralized, converter-penetrated system

where various types of production and consumption intermesh [29]. Fig. 1.1 illustrates an

electric power system that uses power-electronic converters to bring together several types of

energy production, consumption, and storage. In fact, such multi-terminal dc systems have

become an attractive alternative for enabling the efficient integration of renewable energy

sources and storage solutions [30], [31]. However, securing stability at each bus becomes

difficult due to complex interactions between the interconnected converters [32]. Conclu-

sively, robust and reliable power converters capable of operating under various operating

conditions and as a part of complex power systems are critical for the successful facilitation

of modern power systems.
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Stability Issues in Multi-Converter Systems

A system consisting of many converters and various sources and loads can exhibit degraded

stability due to interactions between the interconnected devices, even though each converter

in the system is standalone stable. For example, distributed energy sources, such as photo-

voltaic (PV) and wind, have been found to have a considerable effect on the system’s damp-

ing performance, which can lead to oscillation and instability [33], [34]. On the load side, a

major challenge is the constant power load (CPL) instability problem that occurs in multi-

converter systems with power-electronic loads when the load converter dynamic response

is faster than the source converter dynamic response. The high control bandwidth of the

load converters introduces a negative incremental impedance at the point of coupling with

the dc bus: input current increases when input voltage decreases, and vice versa. The nega-

tive incremental impedance of CPLs has a destabilizing effect on the system [35]–[42] and

is the main reason for interaction dynamics in dc multi-converter systems [43], [44]. In

particular, when a CPL is connected in parallel with a source converter, their impedances

may cause underdamped or unstable oscillation. To avoid such interaction-based stability

issues, the control systems of the converters are often designed to ensure robustness, even

for interfaces with low damping. However, ensuring robustness can easily lead to overly

conservative controller design and the controllers may be designed based on the worst-case

scenario, leading to decreased system performance in some operating points.

Multi-converter systems typically experience many changes in their system dynamics

during their operation, which complicates the stability analysis. The dynamics of the multi-

converter systemmay vary drastically and unpredictably due to factors such as changes in the

devices’ control modes, operating modes, or the network’s topology. For example, a change

in power flow direction can cause loss of stability even though the system is stable with the

initial power flow direction [45]. Furthermore, each of the converters’ control loops poses a

risk to the multi-converter system’s performance, and variations in a converter’s controller

parameters can have a detrimental effect on the system’s small-signal stability [46]. Similarly,

adding a new device to a multi-converter system can cause the system to become unstable

if the system’s dynamic performance, such as damping, degrades. Since the multi-converter

system’s structure can also change over time with new devices or hardware upgrades, for

example, it becomes more and more challenging to keep track of the changes and form an

accurate and reliable model of the system.

Traditional stability analysis methods are insufficient for addressing the stability issues of

modern power systems where multiple power-electronics converters are connected together.

The stability analysis of a power grid is conventionally performed by considering the large-

signal stability of the system through an analysis of the voltage stability, rotor angle stability,

and frequency stability [47]–[49]. In multi-converter systems, however, the stability can be

lost due to the dynamic interactions between the converter and the other devices [28], [50].
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The small-signal stability can be assessed by considering the impact of the source or load on

the controller dynamics or by examining the compatibility of the terminal impedances of

the converter and the interfacing bus [51]. Although the former method provides insights

into multi-converter interactions through the participation factor and sensitivity analysis, it

relies on the complicated full-state small-signal model, where themodel order will increase as

the number of converters increases [52]. Moreover, the approach needs complete knowledge

of the system model that could be hard to obtain due to unknown parameters and variables.

The other small-signal stability-assessment method is known as impedance-based stability

analysis. This method describes the relationship of the voltage and current at the converter

terminals and the analysis is performed in frequency domain. The main advantage of such

impedance-based analysis is that, rather than relying on dynamic modeling, the terminal

impedances can be extracted by measurements without having detailed information on the

system parameters. However, the impedance-based stability analysis is typically interface-

specific and provides analysis only in the local scope [51], [53]. Thus, its use for multi-

converter systems may become problematic, requiring more general and efficient stability

analysis methods.

Broadband Methods in Stability Analysis of Multi-Converter Systems

Nonparametric frequency-response measurements provide an efficient tool with which to

apply the impedance-based approach in the stability analysis of multi-converter systems. In

the method, the system is excited with an external voltage or current perturbation. The im-

pedance is then identified by measuring the resulting output voltage and current and trans-

forming the measurement data to the frequency domain. Typically, the perturbation should

be designed in such a way that it interferes with the regular operation of the system as little

as possible. One of the most basic perturbation signals is a sine signal, which facilitates the

frequency-response identification at the chosen frequency. However, such a measurement

may take a long time when the frequency response is measured at a wide frequency band.

Moreover, the practical implementation of a sine signal is not straightforward due to the

infinite number of signal levels.

Broadband methods offer attractive attributes to the perturbation signal design of on-

line frequency-response measurements. A broadband perturbation excites multiple frequen-

cies simultaneously, thus decreasing the required measurement time significantly rather than

measuring each frequency component individually [54]. Specifically, a class of periodic and

deterministic perturbations known as maximum-length binary sequence (MLBS) has favor-

able characteristics for the online identification of converter systems. The main advantage

of the MLBS is its largely controllable spectral-energy content. Another advantage is the

signal binary form; only two levels of data points are required. Therefore, the signal can
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be implemented even with a low-cost signal generator, the output of which can only cope

with a small number of signal levels. TheMLBS perturbations have a low crest factor, which

means that the signal energy is high in relation to the signal amplitude in the time domain

[54]. Additionally, unlike typical multi-sine signals, MLBS signals do not include large peaks

in their time-domain waveforms.

In a typical multi-converter system, the individual converters are coupled. This compli-

cates the bus impedance identification process. For example, in the case of two converters,

the source converter output impedance must be identified with a perturbation only from

the source converter. Similarly, the load converter input impedance must be identified with

a perturbation only from the load converter. The bus impedance can then be constructed

based on the two separately identified impedances. In essence, the impedance identifications

of coupled systems must be performed sequentially to avoid interference between the dif-

ferent perturbations. As the amount of converters increases, the bus identification process

becomes challenging as many individual input/output identifications have to be performed.

Such a procedure accumulates the required measurement time and may yield unreliable re-

sults if the operating point changes between the individual impedance measurements. A

more beneficial approach is to use multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques with

uncorrelated perturbation signals [55]. In this method, several orthogonal perturbation sig-

nals are fed into the system simultaneously. This simultaneous identification is possible since

each of the orthogonal perturbation signals has energy at different frequencies. Thus, the

identification can be performed during a single identification cycle. In effect, the approach

guarantees the same operating conditions for each identified impedance. Themethod is espe-

cially advantageous for systems that include renewable energy sources, as they tend to shift

the converters’ operating conditions, making the results inaccurate if the measurement takes

a long time.

1.2 Aim and Scope of the Thesis

The goal of this work is to provide modeling methods and adaptive control techniques for

enhancing the stability of BESS. The methods enable a more robust and reliable design of

systems with high penetration of converters, which advances the deployment of modern

power systems and expands renewable energy production capacity. The methods can be

employed online during the system’s regular operation, allowing for performance regulation

even under changing operating conditions. Moreover, the methods can be applied both in

local and global scope, providing comprehensive surveillance and regulation of the stability

and performance of the BESS’s power-electronic converter and the whole multi-converter

system.

This thesis presents identification and control methods that monitor and enhance the
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Figure 1.2 Graphical abstract of the thesis.

stability of renewable-energy-penetrated multi-converter systems. The identification meth-

ods are based on broadband methods, such as periodic pseudo-random sequences, and allow

rapid identification of multivariable systems. Procedures for efficient utilization of such

broadband identification methods are provided, focusing on their reliability in modern bidi-

rectional converters andmulti-converter systems. The presented identificationmethods pro-

vide performance evaluationwithout requiring detailed knowledge of the devices or separate

communication channels.

The introduced control methods further utilize the performance metrics provided by

the identification methods. The stabilizing control methods utilize a BESS to enhance the

multi-converter system’s dynamic performance. The BESS is employed to introduce a vir-

tual impedance into themulti-converter system dynamics to acquire the desired performance

and stability conditions. The introduced stabilizing control methods provide stability and

performance enhancement for different applications, and their effects on the regular con-

verter control are considered and restricted.

Fig. 1.2 presents a graphical abstract of this work. The illustration presents a modern

multi-converter system with several sources and loads, including solar panels and a BESS.

The detailed device parameters and operating modes may be unknown, posing a risk of ad-

verse interactions between the interconnected devices. Therefore, the BESS controller is

set to employ algorithms that adaptively enhance the system’s stability. First, the system’s

dynamic performance is identified from the resulting currents and voltage with broadband-

based frequency response measurements. Based on the identified performance metrics, the

BESS converter control is adjusted to achieve the desired virtual impedance that prevents
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stability degradation and optimizes the multi-converter system’s performance.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• A procedure for selecting design criteria and identifying limitations for broadband

impedance measurements of multi-converter systems with bidirectional converters

• Real-time implementation of stability and performance assessment formulti-converter

systems with bidirectional converters

• A stabilizing controller that offers adaptive virtual capacitance with a bidirectional

converter

• A stabilizing controller that optimizes damping of dc multi-converter systems with a

bidirectional converter

1.2.1 Research Challenges

The modeling and stability assessment of multi-converter systems involves multiple chal-

lenges. Although many of the obstacles are general for dynamic analysis and system iden-

tification, some challenges are particularly present in multi-converter systems with bidirec-

tional converters. The main challenge in assessing such systems is their innate complexity

and versatility. The variable nature of power flows, loads, and other phenomena cause the

power system dynamics to vary constantly. Due to the complex structure of these systems, it

may be challenging to identify the interfaces suitable for reliable stability assessment. In ad-

dition, adverse interactions between the various sources and loads, especially constant power

loads, pose risks to the system’s stability and further complicate the analysis. Accordingly,

the unknown effects of the sources and loads make the converter control design demanding,

and sufficient safety margins may be difficult to determine.

Another challenge for the stability assessment of multi-converter systems is the limited

and inaccessible information of the system parameters. Some of the subsystems, such as load

or source converters, may have entirely unspecified internal dynamics since the detailed con-

troller structure of each subsystem is typically unknown. Additionally, the parameters of

passive components (and their parasitic components) typically have uncertainties and their

values may be strongly operating-point-dependent. Consequently, parametric methods are

typically impractical and highly demanding for multi-converter systems. The lack of accu-

rate and reliable models may jeopardize the system’s stability and problematize the analy-

sis, so measurement-based approaches are more favorable than modeling-based approaches.

Such measurement methods should also be capable of performing a fast re-assessment of the

system stability to keep up with the varying operating conditions.

Several difficulties challenge the identification process required for the measurement-

based stability analysis. As the measurements typically require the introduction of a pertur-

bation to the system, an inherent trade-off exists between the measurement accuracy and the
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interference to the system’s regular operation and power quality. In effect, the perturbation

signal’s time-domain amplitude and frequency-domain spectrum must be carefully designed

for the system under study [56]. This is particularly problematic in multi-converter systems

since each perturbing device affects each other one, leading to cross-effects and interaction

due to their coupled nature through the shared bus connection. Furthermore, nonlinear op-

erating points and other phenomena can introduce additional challenges as the identification

methods are typically designed for linear systems.

Lastly, there are several challenges related to the practical implementation of the system

identification. Preferably, the measurements should be implemented by applying the exist-

ing devices so that external instruments or hardware are not required. In effect, the pertur-

bation signal is typically introduced into the converter via the control feedback path (such

as the modulation signal or the reference voltage) or directly into the duty cycle. Therefore,

the method should be straightforward to perform on a digital controller, or a separate mea-

surement instrument is required. In addition, the point of perturbation introduction must

be considered carefully to guarantee meaningful results since stability analysis is typically

interface-specific, providing analysis only in the local scope.

1.2.2 Research Questions

The research questions in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• How can a virtual impedance be applied to enhance the stability of a BESS-connected

power-distribution system?

• How can a bidirectional converter be applied to emulate a virtual capacitor?

• What are the design criteria for a virtual-impedance-based controller in a power-distri-

bution system that has bidirectional power flow?

• What are the design criteria for an adaptive virtual-impedance-based controller in a

power-distribution system with bidirectional power flow?

• What are the limitations in applying virtual-impedance-based controllers in multi-

converter systems?

• What are the design criteria and limitations for a broadband frequency-response mea-

surement of a multi-converter system that has bidirectional converters?
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1.3 Literature Review

The first invention of electric battery cells dates to the early 19th century, when they were

applied as small electric generators [57]. By the end of that century, BESS were increasingly

applied in industrial plants, railways, and commercial lighting to improve the process proce-

dures and enhance economics [58], [59]. Technological advancements in power-electronic

converters after the development of commercial semiconductor switches in the 1950s have

allowed BESS to be used in more advanced applications such as in renewable energy systems,

railway, automotive, ships, aerospace, elevators, dc microgrids, uninterruptable power sup-

plies, distribution networks, and smart grid applications [16], [60]–[70]. In particular, BESS

has become an integral part of new PV applications [71] and dc micro-grids [72]–[74], and

the use of large-scale BESS is becoming increasingly popular [75].

The dynamic behavior of BESS is typically mainly dominated by the dynamics of their

designated power-electronic converters. Appropriately, small-signal dynamical models have

been derived for various dc-dc converters of BESS applications, such as bidirectional buck-

boost, flyback, dual-Cuk, and dual active bridge (DAB) converters, have been analyzed [76]–

[82]. Likewise, dynamical models exist for grid-connected applications, such as electric ve-

hicle chargers [83], [84]. For such applications, the BESS is typically connected to the grid

either through an inverter or via a combination of a dc-dc converter and an inverter. Rather

than focusing only on the converter small-signal models, some models have been extended

to include the effect of various non-ideal sources and loads, such as battery impedance [84],

[85], PV source [86], [87], and load impedance/resistance [86], [88]–[90]. Such models

are particularly useful for converter design as they provide the converter’s source- and load-

affected control dynamics. Additionally, the dynamical models can facilitate stability anal-

ysis, such as impedance-based stability analysis. Introduced by Middlebrook in 1976 [91],

the impedance-based stability analysis studies the closed-loop stability between two cascaded

power-electronic devices by assessing the ratio of the equivalent impedances of both subsys-

tems [84], [92]. This ratio is called the minor-loop gain.

In modern power systems, BESS is typically a part of a multi-converter system that con-

sists of several electrical, converter-based sources and loads with unpredictable and varying

dynamical behavior. Therefore, measurement-based stability assessment is preferable to rely-

ing solely on analytical models. The impedance-based stability analysis of cascaded systems

has offered a valuable foundation for developing such methods, and it has been extended

to consider multi-converter systems through several approaches. Various impedance-based

stability criteria have been presented [53], [93], and impedance-based stability analysis has

been recently applied for dc microgrids and other modern power systems [94]–[96]. A sup-

plementary approach was taken in [97], where the impedance ratio was chosen based on the

converters’ role in contributing to the current and voltage control instead of their role as
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load and source converters. Alternatively, a passivity-based stability criterion, introduced in

[98], uses an approach in which the stability is analyzed based on the passivity of the bus im-

pedance. The bus impedance is defined as the equivalent impedance of all the interconnected

sources and loads, which simplifies the analysis to one parameter (bus impedance) instead of

a ratio of two (source and load impedance). In [99], the passivity-based stability criterion is

extended to converter systems with multiple bus connections. The stability analysis of bus

impedance is especially advantageous for systems with bidirectional power flow as it does

not require the converters to be categorized as loads or sources.

The recent interest in impedance-based stability analysis has advanced research on imped-

ance shaping and other stabilizing control features. One approach is to add passive or active

circuit components to the existing system to alter the operating conditions to more favor-

able ones [43], [100]. Alternatively, several stabilizing control methods have been proposed

that reshape the converter output impedance with a specific control feature, such as vir-

tual resistor [41], [101], virtual capacitor [102], virtual negative inductor [103], and virtual

impedance [104]–[106]. Moreover, following the introduction of bus impedance analysis,

several methods have been proposed to damp undesired resonances in the bus impedance,

such as a specific adjustment of the source-converter controller [107], additional damping

term in the source-converter controller [108], and a positive feed-forward controller in the

load-converter controller [109]. In [46], the stabilizing methods have been found to be more

effective on source converters than load converters. Alternatively, rather than adding new

control features, another approach for stability enhancement is to utilize the system identi-

fication for implementing auto-tuning of the regular converter controller [107].

Fast, measurement-based impedance identification is required to facilitate the online im-

pedance-based stability analysis and the associated stabilizing control features. Early im-

plementations of impedance identification were typically performed by introducing severe

transients to the system [110], [111]. Such impulse-like transientsmay disturb the systemop-

eration and provide results only at limited frequencies. An improved identification method

was used in [112], where the system was perturbed by controllable sinusoidal signals, and in

[113], multi-sine signals were introduced for impedance identification. In [114], the identi-

fication procedures were further improved by utilizing the converter itself in the perturba-

tion injection, which removed the need for an additional measurement instrument, although

some high-power applications still require it [115], [116]. Recently, binary-sequence-based

broadband methods, such as MLBS, have been used for impedance identification to analyze

system stability and facilitate advanced control and protection features [109], [117]–[120].

In [55], similar methods were considered forMIMO systems as orthogonal binary sequences

were introduced for impedance identification. In [121], binary orthogonal sequences were

used to identify the d- and q-components of grid impedance simultaneously, and in [122],

orthogonal binary injections were used to perform bus-impedance identification in a multi-

converter system.
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1.4 Summary of Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.

• A method to obtain a small-signal model for a grid-connected inverter that includes

the effect of an arbitrary non-ideal current-type source (or sources) on the inverter

dynamics

• A method to obtain a small-signal model for a grid-connected inverter that includes

the effect of PV and BESS sources on the inverter dynamics

• A method to identify limitations and selecting a perturbation for broadband imped-

ance measurements on bidirectional DAB converters

• A design method for broadband impedance measurements on multi-converter sys-

tems.

• A real-time method that assesses stability and level of damping of multi-converter sys-

tems with bidirectional converters

• A design method for a virtual-capacitance-based stabilizing controller on a bidirec-

tional converter to enhance system stability

• A design method for a resonance-damping impedance-based stabilizing controller on

a bidirectional converter to enhance multi-converter system stability

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters and six publications [P1–P6]. The contents of the chap-

ters can be summarized as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background for the dynamical analysis and identi-

fication of multi-converter systems with bidirectional converters. First, individual bidirec-

tional converters are discussed: dynamic models of a bidirectional buck-boost converter, a

bidirectional DAB converter, and an inverter are presented. Then the stability and dynamic

performance of amulti-converter system are analyzedwith bus impedance transfer function.

Finally, broadband identification methods are discussed in detail.

Chapter 3 briefly describes the main methods used in this thesis. The chapter is di-

vided into three sections. The first section outlines broadband identification implementation

methods on bidirectional converters; the second presents converter control design methods

with source and load effect; and the third suggests two different methods for stabilizing con-

trol design with virtual impedance.

In Chapter 4, the methods proposed in this thesis are implemented on experimental se-

tups. This chapter summarizes the experiments performed in the original publications that
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form the foundation of this thesis. The experimental results verify the performance and

applicability of the proposed methods.

Finally, Chapter 5 draws conclusions that summarize the thesis. The presented methods

are given a critical review, where limitations and potential challenges in the presented meth-

ods are discussed. Moreover, the discussion considers the general challenges in the stability

assessment of complex systems that have a high penetration power-electronic converters.

The last section discusses the potential future research topics based on the results of this

thesis.
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2 THEORY

This chapter introduces the theoretical background for a dynamic analysis and stability as-

sessment of multi-converter power-electronics systems that have bidirectional converters.

First, the control principles of bidirectional converters are discussed briefly and several dy-

namical models are presented for different converter topologies: a buck-boost converter, a

DAB converter, and a three-phase two-level inverter. After this, the impedance-based sta-

bility analysis is presented to assess the stability and dynamical performance of a multi-

converter system. The adverse effect on system stability caused by a CPL will be discussed

and demonstrated.

2.1 Dynamic Modeling of Bidirectional Converters

The small-signal dynamics of a BESS mainly depends on the chosen control scheme and con-

verter topology. Accurate converter small-signal models are essential for designing converter

control parameters such that the necessary safety margins are met and the system is stand-

alone stable. Moreover, the models provides information on the converter impedance, thus

facilitating compatibility studies between the BESS and its sources and loads, which will lead

to a more comprehensive stability assessment being made.

2.1.1 Control of Bidirectional Converters

The control design of bidirectional converters is typically limited by various requirements.

For example, specific considerations may relate to the desired converter topology or appli-

cation-related control functions. Primarily, the bidirectional converters of a BESS require

control schemes that adjust the circuit to produce an appropriate power flow in and out of

the energy storage. These charging and discharging processes are typically achieved by con-

trolling the energy storage current or voltage depending on the application and battery type.

The executed control scheme can also vary depending on such factors as the battery state of

charge or the power-flow direction.

In this thesis, the converters are typically controlled with conventional proportional-

integral (PI) controllers using either current control or cascaded control with a current-

controlling inner loop and voltage-controlling outer loop. Fig. 2.1 presents block diagrams
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Figure 2.1 Typical power-electronic converter control block diagrams of a) current control, and b) cascaded control.

of such control schemes. However, the presented methods are valid with any control type

as long as the converter’s frequency responses, such as loop gain and output impedance, can

be assessed or measured. In general, the crossover frequencies of control loops are restricted

by possible zeros and poles in the converter dynamics, as well as the switching dynamics.

For example, the crossover frequency should typically be at least two times higher than the

frequency of a right-hand plane (RHP) pole [123]. Such considerations can be especially

important with bidirectional converters, as the system dynamics may change profoundly

depending on the power direction (compare, for example, buck and boost converters). Ad-

ditionally, in the cascaded control scheme, the inner and outer control loop should be de-

coupled.

Converters with ac variables, such as three-phase inverters, require additional tools if lin-

ear (PI) controllers are employed. For balanced three-phase systems, a rotating orthogonal

reference frame (�푑�푞-frame) can be adopted along with the Park transformation to transform

the ac variables into dc. Thereby, a variable �휁abc in the �푎�푏�푐-frame is transformed into a vari-

able �휁dq in the �푑�푞-frame via the operation �휁dq = P(�휃)�휁abc, where �휃 is the angle between the

perpendicular (i.e., �푑) axis of the �푑�푞-frame and the �푎 axis of the �푎�푏�푐 frame. Note that �휁dq
and the �푑�푞-frame should rotate with the same angular frequency to ensure their synchronous

rotation. To this end, with grid-connected converters, it is common practice to use the an-

gular frequency �휔�휁 provided by a phase-locked-loop (PLL) for the angular frequency of the

�푑�푞-frame.

One of the fundamental aims of converter control design is to modify the converter’s

output impedance to the desired shape. In the case of a current-controlled converter, the

impedance can be described as a CPL since the converter has a negative incremental imped-

ance within the feedback control loop bandwidth, i.e., the impedance magnitude is resistive

with a −180◦ phase. In contrast, the impedance of a voltage-controlled converter has a rel-

atively small magnitude, except for a resonance peak around the voltage control cross-over

frequency. Similarly, droop-controlled converters have the same impedance characteristics as

voltage-controlled converters except for very low frequencies, in which the impedance mag-

nitude is affected by the droop coefficient [124]. Thus, the chosen controller determines the
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Figure 2.2 A bi-directional buck-boost dc-dc converter a) schematic, and b) linear equivalent circuit in open-loop.

shape of the BESS output impedance.

Additionally, appropriate safety measures pose a critical perspective to the control design

of energy storage applications due to their high energy levels. Energy storages are very sensi-

tive to over-current and over-voltage, and the controller should limit the operation through

means such as appropriate saturation limits to avoid placing excessive stress on the energy

storage at its terminals. The converter also provides short circuit protection and allows the

disconnection of the BESS to perform maintenance upstream etc. Energy storages are also

susceptible to over- and under-charge. For example, extended periods of undercharging a

battery can lead to excessive sulphation and stratification, whereas overcharging can cause

gassing and grid corrosion. In fact, specific battery management systems are typically ap-

plied at the cell, module, and string levels to protect the system against imbalance as well as

over-voltage, over-current, and overheating.

2.1.2 Bidirectional Buck-Boost Converter

A bidirectional buck-boost converter is a typical example of a traditional dc-dc converter

that can be used in battery applications. Its main advantages are simplicity, small size, and

low price. These converters are particularly beneficial for battery systems where the battery

voltage varies widely due to variations in the battery state of charge. The main disadvantage

of utilizing a buck-boost converter in battery applications is the lack of galvanic isolation,

which makes it unsuitable for some applications. In such cases, the isolation would have to

be acquired by other means, such as through a separate transformer. Moreover, the buck-

boost converter’s ability to boost voltage may not be enough for larger battery applications,

and the efficiency may be poor depending on the operating point.
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Fig. 2.2a presents a schematic diagram of a bidirectional buck-boost converter for con-

necting the battery storage to the common dc bus. Only one of the switches is active at a

time: �푆bess
2

when discharging (boost mode) and �푆bess
1

when charging (buck mode). Here, the

output current �푖bess
out

is defined as an output variable. Thus, the dc bus can be modeled as

a constant voltage source. Note that the positive current direction is as it is in discharging

mode, and in charging mode, the current is defined as negative.

In order to derive a small-signal model for the system, the state vector and input and

output vectors are defined as

x̂(�푡) =


�푣
bess
Cb

�̂푖
bess

L


, û(�푡) =



�푣
bess
in

�푣
bess
out

�푑
bess


, ŷ(�푡) =


�̂푖
bess

in

�̂푖
bess

out


, (2.1)

respectively, where �푣bessCb is the voltage over the capacitor and �̂푖
bess

L is the current through the

inductor. The hat above the variables implies a small-signal (ac) variable. The switch �푆bess
2

is controlled by duty cycle �푑bess and switch �푆bess
1

by its opposite, 1 − �푑bess. The linearized

state-space representation can be presented in a matrix form as

�푑x̂(�푡)

�푑�푡
= Ax̂(�푡) + Bû(�푡) (2.2)

ŷ(�푡) = Cx̂(�푡) + Dû(�푡), (2.3)

where the state, input, output, and feed-through matrices A, B, C, and D, respectively, are

defined as [P3]
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,

C =


−

1

�푟bess
Cb

1

0 1 − �퐷bess


, D =



1

�푟bess
Cb

0 0

0 0 −
�푉bess
in

+(�퐷bess−1)�푉bessout

�푅eq2


,

(2.4)

where

�푅eq1 =
(
�푟bessL + �푟sw1

) (
�퐷bess − 1

)
− �퐷bess

(
�푟bessL + �푟sw2

)
,

�푅eq2 = �푟bessL + �푟sw1 + �퐷bess
(
�푟sw2 − �푟sw1

)
,

�푉eq =
(
�푟bessL + �푟sw2

)
�푉bessout +

(
�푟sw1 − �푟sw2

)
�푉bessin .

(2.5)
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The variables correspond to Fig. 2.2a, except for �푟sw1 and �푟sw2, which are the internal on-time

resistances of the switches �푆bess
1

and �푆bess
2

, respectively. Moreover, the capital letters represent

the steady-state values.

Based on the state-space representation, the transfer functions from the input variables

to the output variables at open loop can be solved in the s-domain by noting that

ŷ(�푠) =
(
C(�푠I − A)−1B + D

)
û(�푠), (2.6)

where I is the identity matrix [125]. As a result, the converter open-loop dynamics can be

presented in a matrix-form as


�̂푖
bess

in

�̂푖
bess

out


=


�푌bess
in-o

�푇bess
oi-o

�퐺bess
ci-o

�퐺bess
io-o

−�푌bess
o-o

�퐺bess
co-o




�푣
bess
in

�푣
bess
out

�푑
bess


, (2.7)

where the 2x3 matrix consists of the open-loop transfer functions between the input and the

output variables, denoted as follows: the input admittance �푌bess
in-o

, the reverse transfer func-

tion �푇bess
oi-o

, the control-to-input transfer function�퐺bess
ci-o

, the input-to-output transfer function

�퐺bess
io-o

, the output admittance transfer function�푌bess
o-o

, and the control-to-output transfer func-

tion�퐺bess
co-o

. Note that the output impedance has aminus-sign to complywith positive current

direction. Fig. 2.2b illustrates the converter linear equivalent model in open-loop. Note that

(2.7) is a general presentation for the small-signal dynamics and can be applied to any type

of dc-dc converter.

The converter open-loop model in (2.7) can be applied for control design. The closed-

loop dynamics can be presented as


�̂푖
bess

in

�̂푖
bess

out


=

Mbess︷                      ︸︸                      ︷
�푌bess
in

�푇bess
oi

�퐺bess
ci

�퐺bess
io

−�푌bess
o

�퐺bess
co




�푣
bess
in

�푣
bess
out

�̂푖ref


,

(2.8)

where Mbess denotes a matrix of the closed-loop transfer functions and the reference signal

is used as a system input. By utilizing feedback control from the output current, the transfer

function matrix can be presented as

Mbess =



�푌bess
in-o

−
�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
ci-o

�퐺bess
io-o

1 + �퐿
co

�푇bess
oi-o

+
�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
ci-o

�푌bess
o-o

1 + �퐿
co

�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
ci-o

1 + �퐿
co

�퐺bess
io-o

1 + �퐿
co

−
�푌bess
o-o

1 + �퐿
co

�퐿
co

1 + �퐿
co


, (2.9)
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where the control loop gain is defined as �퐿
co

= �퐺
PI
�퐺bess
co-o

with a PI controller �퐺
PI
. Similarly,

if the input current is controlled, the transfer function matrix can be presented as [P2]

Mbess =



�푌bess
in-o

1 + �퐿ci

�푇bess
oi-o

1 + �퐿ci

�퐿ci

1 + �퐿ci

�퐺bess
io-o

−
�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
co-o

�푌bess
in-o

1 + �퐿ci
−

(
�푌bess
o-o

−
�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
co-o

�푇bess
oi-o

1 + �퐿ci

)
�퐺
PI
�퐺bess
co-o

1 + �퐿ci


, (2.10)

where the control loop gain is defined as �퐿ci = �퐺
PI
�퐺bess
ci-o

.

2.1.3 Dual Active Bridge Converter

Adual active bridge (DAB) converter is amodern dc-dc converter suitable for various battery

applications. The converter was originally proposed by deDoncker et al. [79] and has gained

prominence in battery applications due to its flexible power flow control, zero voltage-

switching, high efficiency, galvanic isolation, and modular structure [65], [79], [126]. An

example of a DAB converter schematic is shown in Fig. 2.3, where the high voltage (HV)

side is defined as the output side and low voltage (LV) side as the input side. The converter

consists of two filtering capacitors, two full-bridges, a high-frequency transformer, and an

energy-transferring inductance. The inductance �퐿DAB
tot

denotes the (total) equivalent induc-

tance, which is associated with the transformer’s leakage inductance and possible additional

inductive components.

The ac stage between the two full bridges differentiates the DAB converters from the

more traditional dc-dc converters that do not have an ac stage and can therefore be con-

trolled only by the duty ratio. In contrast, the DAB converters can be controlled not only

by the pulse-width-modulated duty ratios of the HV-side and LV-side full bridges but also

by the phase shift between those modulating signals [79]. In fact, one of the most popular

modulation techniques for DAB converters is phase-shift modulation, in which the phase

shift is varied to control the transferred power, and the duty ratios are kept constant. This

modulation method is simple and allows for high power and efficiency, especially if soft-
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switching can be used. The control manages the power transfer between the two dc buses

as the leading bridge delivers power to the lagging bridge. For example, if the modulating

signal of the HV-side bridge is delayed by a phase shift �휙 in comparison with the modulating

signal of the LV-side bridge, the achieved power transfer can be given as

�푃DAB =
�푛tf�푉lv�푉hv

2�휋 �푓sw�퐿tot
�휙

(
1 −

|�휙|

�휋

)
(2.11)

where �푛tf is the transformer turns ratio (�푛hv/�푛lv), �푉lv and �푉hv are the dc voltages of the LV

and HV side, �푓sw is the switching frequency, and �퐿tot is the (total) equivalent inductance.

The small-signal dynamics of a DAB converter depend on the chosen passive and active

components as well as the chosen control scheme and the load dynamics. If the system

output variables are defined as the HV-side voltage and the LV-side current, the open-loop

control-related transfer functions of the DAB converter in Fig. 2.3 can be given as

�퐺DABco-o =
�푉hv

�푛tf2�휋 �푓sw�퐿tot

(
1 −

2|�휙 |

�휋

)
�푍load

1 + �푠�퐶hv�푍load
,

�퐺DABci-o =
�푉hv

�푛−1
tf

2�휋 �푓sw�퐿tot

(
1 −

2|�휙|

�휋

)
,

(2.12)

where �푍load is the load impedance and �퐶hv the HV-side capacitance. The open-loop output

impedance of a DAB converter connected to a load can be given as

�푍DABo-o = −
�푍load

1 + �푠�퐶hv�푍load
, (2.13)

and by utilizing feedback control from the input current, the closed-loop output impedance

can be given (as in (2.10)) as

�푍DAB-cco = −

(
�푍DABo-o −

�퐺
PI-c

�퐺DAB
co-o

�푇DAB
oi-o

1 + �퐿ci

)
, (2.14)

where �퐿ci = �퐺
PI-c

�퐺DAB
ci-o

is the control loop gain of the input current controller. Then, if

cascaded control is used such that the current control operates as the inner control loop and

an outer control loop regulates the output voltage, the output impedance can be given as

�푍DAB-casco = −

�푍DAB
o-o

+ �퐿ci

(
�푍DAB
o-o

+ �푇DAB
oi-o

�퐺DAB
co-o

�퐺DAB
ci-o

)
(
1 + �퐿v

) (
1 + �퐿ci

) , (2.15)
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where �퐿v = �퐺
PI-v

�퐿ci

1 + �퐿ci

�퐺DAB
co-o

�퐺DAB
ci-o

is the control loop gain of the outer voltage controller. Note

that similar representations can be achieved regardless of the chosen converter topology.

Cascaded control scheme can also control variables on the same side; for example, control

of output current in the inner loop and output voltage in the outer loop. For the inner loop

dynamics, the output current is an output signal, and the current-control-affected dynamics

can be given as in (2.9). Then, these dynamics have to be mapped such that output voltage

becomes the output signal and output current an input signal [127] as


�̂푖
DAB

in

�푣
DAB
out


=


�푌DAB-B
in

�푇DAB-B
oi

�퐺DAB-B
ci

�퐺DAB-B
io

−�푍DAB-B
o

�퐺DAB-B
co




�푣
DAB
in

�̂푖
DAB

out

�̂푖ref



=



�푌DAB
in

+
�퐺DAB
io

�푇DAB
oi

�푌DAB
o

−
�푇DAB
oi

�푌DAB
o

�퐺DAB
ci

+
�퐺DAB
co

�푇DAB
oi

�푌DAB
o

�퐺DAB
io

�푌DAB
o

−
1

�푌DAB
o

�퐺DAB
co

�푌DAB
o





�푣
DAB
in

�̂푖
DAB

out

�̂푖ref


,

(2.16)

where the superscript DAB denotes the current-control-affected dynamics with output cur-

rent as the output signal and the superscript DAB-B denotes the same dynamics with output

voltage as the output signal. The output-side-cascaded-control-affected closed-loop output

impedance can then be given by plugging the DAB-B denoted dynamics in (2.15) as

�푍DAB-casc-oo = −

1

�푌DAB
o-o

+ �퐿ci

©«

1

�푌DAB
o-o

−
�푇DAB
oi-o

�푌DAB
o-o

�퐺DAB
co-o

/�푌DAB
o-o

�퐺DAB
ci-o

+
�퐺DAB
co-o

�푇DAB
oi-o

�푌DAB
o-o

ª®®®®®®¬(
1 + �퐿B

v

) (
1 + �퐿ci

) , (2.17)

where the mapped control loop gain of the outer voltage controller is

�퐿Bv = �퐺PI-v
�퐿ci

1 + �퐿ci

�퐺DAB
co-o

/�푌DAB
o-o

�퐺DAB
ci-o

+
�퐺DAB
co-o

�푇DAB
oi-o

�푌DAB
o-o

. (2.18)

Note that such a control scheme does not directly limit the input side variables through

saturation limits so additional protection features should be implemented.

Accurate modeling of the power and dynamics of a practical DAB converter can be chal-

lenging. If methods other than the phase-shift modulation are used, the relationship between
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the power transfer, phase shift(s), and duty ratio(s) is more complicated and operating-point

dependent [5], [128]–[132]. In addition, the presence of deadtime can further complicate

the DAB converter power transfer characteristics. The deadtime is a necessary time dur-

ing which all the switches of an H-bridge are turned off to avoid short circuit through the

low-resistance paths of simultaneously conducting switches. The presence of deadtime is

a fundamental requirement in most power electronic converters, and it is present in DAB

converters regardless of the chosen modulation and control strategy. The deadtime affects

the power transfer characteristics of DAB converters through various voltage distortion phe-

nomena, such as voltage polarity reversal, voltage sag, phase drift, and duty-cycle abnormity

[133]. In fact, the presence of deadtime can lead to a false interpretation of the system sta-

bility margins if not considered properly [134]. While various methods to avoid or mitigate

deadtime effects in DAB converters have been suggested [135]–[138], the applicability of

these methods depends strongly on the chosen application, such as the modulation and con-

trol method, and should therefore be considered based on the specific application.

2.1.4 Three-Phase Inverter

Inverters are required to connect dc sources, such as batteries and PV sources, to the electric

grid. Three-phase, two-level converters are typical examples of inverters. Fig. 2.4a shows a

schematic of a three-phase current-fed inverter. In the literature, the inverter dc side is often

modeled with a voltage-type source (i.e., a voltage source converter, or VSC). However, if

the inverter controls the dc bus voltage, the dc side must be considered with a current-type

source. Such a current-fed model is required, for example, when the inverter is connected

directly to a battery or a PV source and dc voltage control is needed. The dynamics of VSC

are well established, and small-signal models can be found, for example, in [127]. In this

section, the focus is on the current-fed inverter model.

Using the �푑�푞 reference frame, the dynamic open-loop behavior of the current-fed inverter

shown in Fig. 2.4a can be presented in a matrix form as [P2]



�푣
inv
in

�̂푖
inv

od

�̂푖
inv

oq



=



�푍 inv
in-o

�푇 inv
oid-o

�푇 inv
oiq-o

�퐺 inv
cid-o

�퐺 inv
ciq-o

�퐺 inv
iod-o

−�푌 inv
od-o

�퐺 inv
crqd-o

�퐺 inv
cod-o

�퐺 inv
coqd-o

�퐺 inv
ioq-o

�퐺 inv
crdq-o

−�푌 inv
oq-o

�퐺 inv
codq-o

�퐺 inv
oq-o





�̂푖
inv

in

�푣
inv
od

�푣
inv
oq

�푑
inv

d

�푑
inv

q



, (2.19)

where the 3 x 5 matrix consists of the transfer functions between the input and output vari-

ables. The derivation of the transfer functions can be found, for example, in [139]. Fig. 2.4b

illustrates the linear equivalent model in open-loop. Note that (2.19) can be considered a

general presentation of inverter small-signal dynamics that applies to any type of inverter
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Figure 2.4 A two-level three-phase inverter a) schematic, and b) linear equivalent circuit presented in �푑�푞 reference

frame.

with similar system input and output variables.

A conventional, cascaded control scheme can be implemented on the current-fed inverter.

The outer dc-voltage controller provides the reference for the inner �푑-current controller. As-

suming that no reactive power support is desired (unity power factor), the �푞-current reference

is set to zero. Alternatively, the �푞-current reference can be given by an outer control loop,

such as an ac voltage controller. The closed-loop input impedance during cascaded control

can be given as

�푍 invin =
1

1 + �퐿v

(
−�푍 invin-o +

�퐺
PI-cd

�퐺 inv
cid-o

�퐺 inv
iod-o

1 + �퐿cd

)
, (2.20)

where �퐿cd = �퐺
PI-cd

�퐺 inv
cid-o

is the control loop gain of the inner �푑-current controller and

�퐿v = �퐺
PI-v

�퐿cd

1 + �퐿cd

�퐺 inv
cod-o

�퐺 inv
cid-o

is the control loop gain of the outer voltage controller.
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Figure 2.5 Equivalent source-load system based on Norton and Thevenin equivalents.

2.2 Impedance-Based Stability Analysis

Impedance-based stability analysis is a commonmethod for the stability analysis of intercon-

nected power-electronics systems. Themethod assesses the system stability by examining the

ratio of the subsystem’s terminal impedances or admittances. Since no other information on

the system details is required, the analysis offers a straightforward and general procedure for

the stability analysis at the interface between the two systems assuming that the required

admittance and impedance terms can be identified.

The source and load subsystems can be represented by small-signal equivalent models

using either a Norton or a Thevenin equivalent. Fig. 2.5 shows an example of such a system

with current-type source and voltage-type load. Using Kirchhoff’s current law, the current

flowing to the load can be obtained as

�푖load =
�푖source − �푌source�푣source

1 + �푌source�푍load
, (2.21)

where �푖source is the source current,�푌source the source equivalent admittance, �푣source the output

voltage of the source subsystem, and �푍load the load equivalent impedance. According to basic

control theory, the system is stable if the poles of (2.21) have a negative real part. Hence, the

impedance-based stability can be defined through the poles of the term

1

1 + �푌source�푍load
. (2.22)

Assuming the subsystems are stand-alone stable, examining the term in (2.22) is both a nec-

essary and a sufficient condition for the system stability. Note that the term in (2.22) is

also analogical to the transfer function of a closed-loop system with a negative-feedback

�퐿 = �푌source�푍load. This term is also known as the minor loop gain. Thus, the system stability

can be examined similarly to a conventional feedback system using the Nyquist criterion

[127].
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Figure 2.6 Bode diagram of an exemplary source impedance and CPL impedance.

The impedance-based stability analysis is an effective tool for analyzing the effect of a

CPL. Such load converters typically have a high control bandwidth that introduces a negative

incremental (small-signal) impedance at the converter’s source-side bus: the input current in-

creases when the input voltage decreases, and vice versa. Meanwhile, the source converter’s

impedance has a peak magnitude around the voltage control bandwidth. This magnitude

peak is caused by the control dynamics. Within the current control bandwidth, the current

control gain is high and the closed loop impedance is similar to the open loop impedance.

Yet, within the voltage control bandwidth, the voltage control gain becomes more promi-

nent and lowers the magnitude at frequencies lower than the control bandwidth. If the load

and the source impedances are of equal magnitude and opposite phases, the denominator

in (2.22) becomes very small and the system exhibits significant resonance. Essentially, the

resonance is caused by a resonant pole that occurs close to the voltage control cross-over

frequency. Fig. 2.6 shows exemplary source and load impedances that demonstrate the phe-

nomena. In summary, when a CPL is connected in parallel with a source converter, their

impedances may cause under-damped or unstable oscillation around the frequency of the

voltage control bandwidth.

2.3 Discussion

This chapter has established the theoretical background for the small-signal assessment of

various converters and their control loops essential in BESS applications. It has been shown

that the converter output impedance plays an important role in the converter control de-

sign and in assessing the system stability. A theoretical method for dynamically analyzing

the interactions between a source converter and a load converter using their impedances and

admittances was presented, and the adverse effect of CPL was demonstrated. The presented
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theory lays the basis for the stability analysis, identification, and enhancement methods pre-

sented later in this thesis. The next chapter extends the converter models and analysis to

multi-converter systems and presents stabilizing control methods suitable for bidirectional

converters.
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3 METHODS

This chapter presents the methods applied in the thesis. The chapter is divided into four

sections. The first section presents the derivation of source-affected dynamic models and

studies the effect of a BESS on PV-inverter control dynamics. The second section presents

impedance-based stability analysis for multi-converter systems. The third section utilizes

broadband methods for impedance identification, and in the fourth section, stabilizing con-

trol methods are implemented on bidirectional converters.

3.1 Source Dynamics

Most electric sources and loads, such as a PV source or the electric grid, have non-ideal char-

acteristics compared to a pure voltage or current source, which can affect the converter’s

internal dynamics [140]. One method for analyzing such systems is to extend the converter

models so that the converter transfer functions incorporate the sources (and loads) [P1].

This section presents a general method to include source dynamics into a converter model.

Specifically, the method extends the small-signal model of an inverter with the impedances

of a PV source and a dc-dc converter. The derived model is used to study the effects of a

BESS on the PV-inverter’s stability.

Fig. 3.1a shows a grid-connected system consisting of a PV-inverter and a BESS. The

linear small-signal model of the three-phase inverter was given in (2.19) at open loop, but

lacks the effect of the PV source and the BESS. The dc-dc converter closed-loop dynamics

were given in (2.9), and the non-ideal characteristics of the PV source — i.e., the dynamic

resistance — can be presented using an admittance term of

�푌
pv

o
=

1

�푟
pv

(3.1)

in parallel with the current source. Fig. 3.1b presents the corresponding linear equivalent

model.

Based on Fig. 3.1a and Kirchhoff’s current law, the BESS and PV source dynamics can be

included to the inverter dynamics (2.19) by replacing the input current with �푖inv
in

= �푖
pv

o
+ �푖bess
o

.
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Figure 3.1 A BESS-PV-inverter a) schematic, and b) linear equivalent circuit.

Thus, the d-component of the source-affected control-to-output-current inverter transfer

function can be given as [P2]

�퐺 inv-Sco-d = �퐺 invco-d −
�퐺 inv
io-d

�퐺 inv
ci-d

�푌S
o

1 + �푍 inv
in
�푌S
o

, (3.2)
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Figure 3.2 Frequency response of �퐺inv-S
co-d

for different PV operating points when BESS is a) disconnected, or b)

discharging.

where�푌S
o
= �푌

pv

o
+�푌bess

o
. The full closed-loop source-affected small-signal model can be found

in Appendix A. Note that the poles of the source-affected small-signal model (e.g., (3.2)) cor-

respond to the poles of the system obtained through the impedance-based modeling (2.22).

The effect of a BESS on PV-inverter dynamics can be analyzed with the derived source-

affected transfer functions [P2]. Fig. 3.2 compares the source-affected control-to-output-

current frequency responses (3.2) in different scenarios: the BESS is either disconnected or

discharging, and the voltage over the PV (�푣inv
in

in Fig. 3.1) is

i) Above the maximum power point (MPP) voltage (PV operates in the constant voltage

region),

ii) Equal to the PV source’s MPP voltage, or

iii) Below the MPP voltage (PV operates in the constant current region).

The operating point of the PV source clearly has a strong effect on the dynamics at low

frequencies. Particularly, when the PV source is operated below the MPP voltage, the trans-

fer function includes a low-frequency RHP zero that increases the phase at low frequencies

to 180o instead of 0o. However, when the BESS is connected and discharging, both the PV

and the BESS have an effect on the frequency response. The BESS shifts the RHP zero to a

lower frequency compared to a situation without the BESS. Fig. 3.3 compares the root-loci

plots of the zero with and without BESS at several PV voltages in a range of voltages around

the MPP voltage (at MPP the zero is at 0 rad/s). Note that a similar result applies when

charging the BESS [P2].

The location of the low-frequency RHP zero in the source-affected control-to-output-

current frequency responses (3.2) can limit the control design. Since the inverter is operated

using a feedback-based cascaded control scheme in which the outer loop controls the dc-bus

voltage and the inner loop the inverter current, the RHP zero of the inner control loop

becomes an RHP pole in the outer control loop. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the location
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Figure 3.3 The low-frequency zero of the PV- and BESS-affected �퐺inv-S
co-d

for varying dc bus voltages when the

BESS is a) disconnected, or b) discharging.

of anRHPpole can be a critical factor for reliable control design, and the crossover frequency

should be at least twice as high as the RHP pole frequency. However, the dc-voltage control

should be tuned for a low crossover frequency due to the limitations set by the cascaded

control scheme and to mitigate second harmonic ripple caused by unbalanced grid voltages.

Since the BESS lowers the RHP zero (and pole) frequency, the inverter dc-voltage control

is less likely to become unstable than when it is disconnected. Therefore, the BESS has a

stabilizing effect on the PV-inverter.

The source-affected models allow the detailed analysis of the converter transfer functions

and can be useful for control design and stability analysis. The source can be considered as

an input filter, dc-dc converter, long dc cabling, a PV generator, and so on. However, such

methods might not be suitable for all situations. The derivation of source-affected models

becomes challenging as the system complexity increases. For example, the control struc-

tures can be complex and can vary depending on the control mode. Additionally, detailed

information on the system might not be available to form the models. Rather, adaptive and

nonparametric stability assessment methods that do not require detailed information about

the system variables can be beneficial.

3.2 Stability Analysis of Multi-Converter Systems

A bidirectional converter can often be considered as part of a more complicated multi-

converter system in which several converters are connected to a common dc bus. Fig. 3.4

demonstrates such a system of �푚 bus-connected converters. Such a system, consisting of

many converters and various sources and loads, can exhibit degraded stability due to in-

teractions between the interconnected devices even though each converter in the system is

standalone stable.

Several stability assessment methods have been proposed in the literature to consider

the stability of such multi-converter systems. For systems that adopt adaptive controllers,
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the impedance-based approaches are especially suitable as they can benefit from online fre-

quency response identification. The stability of multi-converter systems can be assessed by

considering the multi-converter system as a single-port impedance, bus impedance. For a

multi-converter system of �푚 bus-connected converters, the system’s bus impedance �푍bus can

be given as a parallel connection of the bus-connected impedance, i.e., [98]

�푍bus (�푠) =
1

�푍 -1
1
+ �푍 -1

2
+ ... + �푍 -1

m

, (3.3)

where�푚 impedances are identified at the bus-side of the corresponding subsystem (as shown

in Fig. 3.4). The positive current directions are defined as from the common dc bus into the

converters. The interconnectedmulti-converter system can be shown to be passive, and thus

also stable, if the following requirements are met [98].

1. �푍bus (�푠) does not have RHP poles

2. Re{�푍bus ( �푗�휔)} ≥ 0,∀�휔 > 0

Passivity is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for stability. Additional concepts are

required to assess other performance metrics of the multi-converter system (e.g., the level

of damping), such as the allowable impedance region (AIR) introduced in [99]. Whereas

passivity limits the bus impedance to the RHP, the AIR is defined within the RHP as a

semicircle with a radius that limits the maximum damping to a desired value, �푄max.

Similar to adverse impedance-based interactions within a source-load system, degrading

interactions within a multi-converter system can occur between CPLs and voltage control-

ling converters: The resonance peak in the voltage-controlling converter’s impedance can

cause the denominator in (3.3) to become very small if the converter impedances have equal
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magnitudes with opposite phase, leading to a resonance. In such a case, the bus impedance

is typically characterized by a single prominent resonance peak that can be expressed as a

second-order system as [99]

�푍bus ( �푗�휔) = �푍o-bus
�푠�휔o

�푠2 + �푠�휔o/�푄bus + �휔2
o

, (3.4)

where �푍o-bus is the characteristic impedance, �휔o is the resonance frequency, and the quality
factor �푄bus specifies the level of damping. The bus impedance magnitude peaks at the res-

onance frequency to a real value, �푍bus ( �푗�휔o) = �푍o-bus�푄bus. Now, the AIR can be defined in

the complex plane as a semicircle with a radius of �푍o-bus�푄max. This condition can be nor-

malized by dividing the bus impedance and the AIR radius by �푍o-bus. Thus, the normalized

AIR radius equals to the desired quality factor �푄max. Accordingly, the chosen bus imped-

ance attenuation is achieved if the normalized bus impedance �푍bus-N ( �푗�휔) remains within the

corresponding AIR.

3.3 Broadband Methods in Bus-Impedance Identification

Power-electronic converters can be regarded as linear, time-invariant systems up to half their

switching frequency. The converter dynamics can be studied nonparametrically in the time

domain using impulse response functions and in the frequency domain through Fourier

transformation; i.e., using frequency response functions [141]. In fact, frequency response

functions are a valuable tool for examining the dynamics of switched-mode converters, such

as their output impedance or control-related transfer functions, and impedance identifica-

tion through measurement-based techniques can benefit the control and design of power

converter systems.

Fig. 3.5 shows a generic measurement setup for obtaining the system frequency response.

In the setup, a perturbation �푒(�푡) is introduced to the system. For example, in power-electronic

converters, the excitation signal is typically added to the converter controller’s reference

value, duty cycle, or other variables. Then the input and output signals are measured and
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the frequency-response function is computed as

�퐺 ( �푗�휔) =
�푌 (j�휔)

�푈 (j�휔)
, (3.5)

where �푈 (j�휔) and �푌 (j�휔) are the Fourier-transformed measured input and output signals, re-

spectively.

The selection of an appropriate excitation signal is critical for identifying the system fre-

quency response. The excitation should result in the desired frequency content in the input

and output signals while causing minimal degradations in the system’s regular operation

and avoiding any significant corruptive distortions caused by the noise and the plant itself.

A single-tone sine wave is a trivial excitation signal, where all the excitation energy occurs

at a single frequency, resulting in a maximal signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio [142]. However,

when using the single-tone sine, multiple sequential measurements are required to obtain

the frequency response in a wide band, thus increasing the measurement time unsuitable for

applications requiring more rapid identification. Instead, broadband methods are desired

where multiple frequency points are excited simultaneously.

3.3.1 Broadband Identification with Pseudo-Random Binary Sequences

Pseudo-random sequences (PRS) are a class of deterministic and periodic broadband signals.

PRS signals have a largely controllable bandwidth and frequency resolution and a small num-

ber of signal levels, making them easy to implement on a digital controller [142]. Con-

sequently, these sequences have been used as excitation signals to identify various power-

electronic systems and their frequency responses [118], [143], [144].

One of the most popular PRS is the maximum-length binary sequence (MLBS). The

MLBS signal has a low peak factor [54], which means that the signal has a very high total

energy in relation to its time-domain amplitude. Owing to this characteristic, the MLBS

is suitable for exciting sensitive systems requiring minimized perturbation on their regular

operation during the identification process. The MLBS signal has only two signal levels, and

it can be generated with shift registers that consist of bits 0 and 1 and an exclusive-or (XOR)

operation [145]. The resulting binary signal can then be mapped to −�퐴 and �퐴, creating a

symmetric excitation signal with an amplitude of �퐴 and an average value close to zero.

In the design procedure of an MLBS signal, the following application-dependent specifi-

cation variables are established first: [54]

• Desired frequency resolution

• Required measurement time

• Measurable bandwidth in the frequency domain

• Desired SNR in the time domain
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Figure 3.6 An MLBS signal a) in time-domain and b) its energy spectrum.

Then, the design variables can be adjusted to meet and optimize these criteria:

• Sequence length

• Generation frequency

• Amplitude

• Number of periods for averaging

The MLBS power spectrum is evenly spaced with a constant frequency resolution of �푓res =

�푓gen/�푁 , where �푁 is the sequence length and �푓gen is the sequence generation frequency and the

frequency at which the signal energy decreases to zero. TheMLBS sequence length is always

�푁 = 2�푛 − 1, where �푛 is a positive integer. Hence, the available sequence lengths are limited

and each available sequence is approximately twice as long as the previous one. The sequence

time is always inherently inversely linked with the frequency resolution and can be given as

�푡mlbs = 1/ �푓res = �푁/ �푓gen. Since the sequence exists only in specific, doubly increasing lengths,

unnecessarily long sequences should be avoided as it considerably increases themeasurement

time. Fig. 3.6 presents an exemplary MLBS signal in the time and frequency domain (�푁 =

15 and �푓gen = 2 kHz). The energy spectrum is constant at low frequencies, but decreases

to zero at the generation frequency due to the discrete, zero-order-hold dynamic behavior

of the sequence. The measurable bandwidth is typically considered to be the frequency at

which the spectral energy has dropped to half of its maximum power; approximately, �푓bw ≈

0.44 �푓gen. Thus, the generation frequency should be designed to be high enough to obtain

accurate identification results for the desired frequency range.

In the frequency-responsemeasurement, the excitation amplitude �퐴 should be high enough

to reach the desired SNR level, but low enough not to disturb the system’s normal opera-

tion more than necessary. For example, in power-electronic systems, the excitation signal

amplitude should be high enough to increase SNR and the identification accuracy, but low

enough to guarantee that the system variables, such as currents and voltages, remain within
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the allowable limits and that the perturbations do not excessively degrade the power qual-

ity [56]. When implementing the broadband identifications on power-electronic converters,

the excitation signal is typically added to the converter controller’s reference value, duty cy-

cle, or other variables. In case the excitation signal is added to the controller references, the

controller takes care of the accurate perturbation within the control bandwidth. If the per-

turbation is added to another variable, such as the duty ratio, the amplitude requires more

careful design to ensure that the perturbation produces high enough spectral energy to the

whole frequency band of interest. Depending on the effects of noise and other distortions,

the amplitude is typically chosen so that the excited variables deviate nomore than 5 percent

from their nominal values.

The desired SNR may be difficult to achieve if the system has high levels of noise and

disturbances, and several methods can be used to increase the measurement accuracy. For

example, the excitation sequence can be repeated and the measurements averaged over these

periods. Averaging the measurements mitigates the effect of nonsystematic noise, such as

white noise and other random errors, which are typical in power-electronic systems. How-

ever, this averaging process leads to an increasedmeasurement time �푡meas = �푁P�푡mlbs, where �푁P
is the number of periods. Moreover, systematic noise cannot be mitigated using averaging,

and other methods may be required.

In addition to averaging, the SNR can be increased with methods that mitigate the effects

of system distortions. For example, the system distortions can cause steady-state variation in

the input and output signals, degrading the identification accuracy. Depending on the noise

type, themitigationmethods can include careful selection of the excitation signal parameters

(such as the measurement time or the excited frequencies), or the source of the corruptive

noise can be mitigated, avoided, or eliminated through filtering, control design, etc. For ex-

ample, converter systems typically include harmonics that disturb the system identification,

and the impact of such periodic oscillations on the identification accuracy can be mitigated

with an appropriate excitation signal that has a measurement time equal to a multiple of

the harmonic signal’s period length [146]. Thus, the spectral leakage of the harmonic is

mitigated, and the measurement is less corrupted by the critical harmonic(s).

Another issue for the identification accuracy is nonlinear system behavior. In fact, in the

presence of nonlinear behavior or when operating close to system limits, increasing the am-

plitude may not improve the accuracy, but may yield unreliable results [P5]. Typical sources

of nonlinear behavior in converter systems include switching dynamics, nonlinear parame-

ters (for example, nonlinear inductances, capacitances, and couplings between components),

and nonlinear dynamics, such as saturation and deadtime. If the relationship between the

excitation signal and the perturbed variable(s) is nonlinear, the excitation energy at a specific

frequency may not translate to the same frequency in the perturbed variable(s), degrading

the measurement accuracy. Thus, nonlinear operating points should be identified to avoid

or mitigate their effects. For example, identifying the output impedance of a DAB converter
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using the duty ratio as the excitation variable may be unfeasible at some set points due to

a strong nonlinear relationship between the duty ratio and the output power [P5]. On the

other hand, the same identification can yield a much more accurate result using the phase

shift as the excitation variable since the nonlinear effects are then avoided [P5]. Therefore,

it is vital to consider the effect of nonlinear system dynamics at the selected set point such

that any necessary mitigation actions can be taken.

3.3.2 Multivariable Identification with Orthogonal Sequences

Identifying the relevant dynamics of complexMIMO systems may require the identification

of several transfer functions. For example, based on the bus-impedance definition (3.3), the

bus-impedance-based stability assessment of multi-converter systems requires the identifica-

tion of several impedances, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The dynamical behavior of MIMO systems

can be generally characterized by a �푛u x �푛y matrix of transfer functions, where �푛u is the num-

ber of system inputs and �푛y is the number of system outputs. For example, for a system of

two interacting single-input and single-output (SISO) subsystems where the two outputs are

dependent on the inputs of both subsystems, a transfer function matrix Gtf can be given as



�푦
1

�푦
2


=

Gtf

︷          ︸︸          ︷


�퐺
11

�퐺
12

�퐺
21

�퐺
22





�푢
1

�푢
2


.

(3.6)

The transfer functions �퐺
11

and�퐺
22

represent the direct relationships between the input and

output variables of the same subsystem, and the transfer functions �퐺
12

and �퐺
21

represent

the cross-couplings between the two different subsystems. The MLBS signals can be used to

identify the transfer function matrix of a MIMO system by using a sequential identification

approach: each subsystem is excited sequentially, and the output responses are measured

separately for each input. However, such an approach multiplies the required measurement

time, and variations in the operating conditions between the separate identification cycles

can corrupt the results.

Orthogonal sequences offer an approach for identifying multiple transfer functions si-

multaneously. In this method, a set of excitation sequences are used that are orthogonal

with each other and therefore do not excite the same frequencies [54]. The first sequence

can be chosen as any MLBS, and the orthogonal sequences are generated in a recursive man-

ner based on the values of the previous one. Since the sequences do not share energy on

the same frequencies, multiple orthogonal sequences can be employed simultaneously to

identify multiple different transfer functions without the risk of them interfering with each

other. As a result, the overall measurement time becomes much shorter than when using
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Figure 3.7 An MLBS and its orthogonal sequence a) in time-domain, and b) the energy spectrum. The vertical

dashed lines in the time-domain figure mark the repeating sequences (periods).

the sequential approach for the identification of multiple transfer functions. Additionally,

applying orthogonal sequences ensures that each response is identified under the same sys-

tem operating conditions, which may not be the case if sequential perturbations are applied.

Therefore, orthogonal excitation signals are particularly advantageous for bus impedance

identification of multi-converter systems: all the interconnected terminal impedances can

be identified simultaneously by adding each orthogonal sequence to the corresponding con-

verter and performing Fourier techniques on the resulting currents and bus voltage [98].

One method for generating orthogonal sequences utilizes a Sylvester construction in

which different Hadamard matrices are constructed recursively [147]. The Hadamard ma-

trix is a 2�푘 x 2�푘 matrix, where �푘 is a non-negative integer, and it consists of values +1 and

−1 such that the matrix rows are mutually orthogonal (i.e., each row represents a perpen-

dicular vector). The Hadamard matrix with �푘 = 0 is defined as H
1
= [1], from which each

consequent Hadamard matrix can be constructed recursively following a sequence of

H
2:

=



H2:−1 H2:−1

H2:−1 −H2:−1


. (3.7)

Then, the orthogonal sequence (�푘 + 1) can be generated by concatenating the previous or-

thogonal sequence (�푘) with itself, transforming this sequence into a vector form, and multi-

plying this vector with another vector that contains the repeated �푘 �푡ℎ row of the Hadamard

matrix Hk using element-wise multiplication [54]. Thus, the second orthogonal sequence is

equivalent to repeating the previous sequence twice and inverting every second bit.

Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the time-domain signals and frequency spectra of a 15-bit-long

MLBS and its 30-bit-long orthogonal sequence ( �푓gen = 2 kHz). The energy values are scaled
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to clarify the illustration. The energies of both sequences drop to zero at the generation

frequency. The signals are orthogonal as they do not have energy at the same frequencies.

Therefore, assuming the system is linear, transfer functions with different inputs can be iden-

tified simultaneously without interference between the individual identifications.

The length of each orthogonal sequence is always doubled compared to the previous

sequence. In fact, the desired identification time typically sets limitations on how many

orthogonal sequences can be employed. However, in a case where averaging is desired to im-

prove the measurement SNR, the total identification time may be less affected by carefully

allotting which sequence is used with which identification: the shortest sequence (i.e., the

first sequence) should be employed for the measurement with the highest noise because the

shortest sequence is repeated, and thus averaged, more than the longer sequences. Similarly,

the longest sequence should be employed for the measurement with the lowest noise level.

This way, fewer additional periods are required for accurate results compared to allotting the

sequences differently. Moreover, the second sequence can be assigned for the most sensitive

identification as it cancels out the effect of even-order nonlinearities due to its inverse-repeat

binary sequence characteristics [148]. In fact, nonlinear system dynamics may cause the or-

thogonal excitation signals to correlate with each other, corrupting the identification results.

Thus, the application-dependent nonlinear operating points should be identified and their

effects mitigated or avoided appropriately.

Since the convertersmight employ different switching frequencies, the available sequence

generation frequencies may be limited as each of the converter switching frequencies has to

be a multiple of the chosen generation frequency; i.e., �푓gen = �푛 �푓sw-m, where �푛 is a positive

integer. This requirement can limit the available resolution and measurement time, and a

balance should be found for themost suitable identification design. Additionally, to decrease

the identification time, it is essential to carefully choose the desired frequency range and

consider whether unnecessarily low frequencies could be excluded. For example, in the case

of bus impedance identification, the frequencies that aremuch lower than the voltage control

crossover frequency are not critical for the analysis and can be excluded from the desired

frequency range [P6].

3.4 Stabilizing Control with Bidirectional Converters

The stability ofmulti-converter systems can be enhanced through stabilizing control schemes

that utilize the concept of virtual impedance. These control schemes reshape the imped-

ance of one of the converters, thus achieving the desired attenuation level. Such stabiliz-

ing control methods offer a straightforward way of increasing system damping and mitigat-

ing resonances caused by, for example, adverse impedance-based interactions. If the virtual-

impedance-basedmethods are adaptive and continuous, the impedance reshaping can prevent
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Figure 3.8 Illustration of the capacitance emulation within the current control bandwidth.

impedance-based interactions from degrading the multi-converter system’s performance.

With a BESS, impedance reshaping can be achieved bymodifying the converter control to

offer additional damping to the converter’s closed-loop impedance at the desired frequency

range. Based on the bus impedance characteristics presented in Section 3.2, resonances caused

by impedance-based interactions typically occur close to the voltage control cross-over fre-

quency. Thus, the BESS converter voltage/current controllers typically offer high enough

bandwidth to introduce an appropriate virtual impedance. In this section, two different

stabilizing control methods are considered: capacitance emulation and resonance-damping

gain.

3.4.1 Capacitance Emulation

Capacitors are vital parts of electric systems because they limit changes in their voltage by

storing and releasing energy in their magnetic fields. One method of introducing a stabiliz-

ing effect with a BESS is to assign it to emulate a capacitance. This method increases damping

within the whole control bandwidth, which mitigates voltage fluctuations and enhances sta-

bility.

The idea of capacitance emulation utilizing a BESS is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. To emu-

late the capacitance within the current control bandwidth, the BESS output current �푖bess
o

is

controlled according to

�푖besso-ref = −�퐶em
�푑�푣bess
o

�푑�푡
= −�퐶em�푠�푣

bess
o , (3.8)

where �퐶em represents the emulated capacitance and �푣bess
o

the BESS output voltage article3,

[149]. Accordingly, within the control loop, the resulting closed-loop output impedance of

the BESS becomes

�푍besso-Cem =
1

�퐶em�푠
. (3.9)

The control algorithm (3.8) can be presented in discrete-time using the Euler discretization
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Figure 3.9 Control block diagram of a BESS with the capacitance emulation algorithm.

method as

�푖besso-ref (�푧) = −�퐶em
�푧 − 1

�푇s
�푣besso

= −�퐶em (�푧 − 1) �푓sw�푣
bess
o ,

(3.10)

where �푇s is the switching/sampling interval and �푓sw switching frequency. Fig. 3.9 illustrates

the discretized control structure, where a regular PI controller regulates the current. The

control algorithm was validated in [P3].

The closed-loop output impedance of the capacitance-emulating converter can be given

as in (2.17) by replacing the voltage control gain �퐺
PI-v

with �퐺
Cem-v

= −�퐶em�푠. Within the

control bandwidth, the voltage and current loop gains are high (�퐿Cem-v ≫ 1 and �퐿co ≫ 1),

so the closed loop output impedance becomes equal to 1/
(
�퐶em�푠

)
, as desired. The closed-loop

output impedance can be used to evaluate the effect of the capacitance-emulating BESS on

other parts of the converter system and to initiate impedance-based stability analysis.

3.4.2 Resonance-Damping Gain

Astabilizing controlmethod that increases damping at a specific (resonance) frequency rather

than within the whole control bandwidth can be advantageous in multi-converter systems

with CPLs. An adaptive, resonance-damping gain can be used to do this. Such a method

offers an efficient, direct, and targeted approach for the resonance mitigation as the achieved

damping enhancement is focused on the identified resonance frequency rather than within

the whole control bandwidth. This adaptive stabilizing control method is facilitated by the

bus-impedance-based stability assessment presented in Section 3.2 and the online identifica-

tion methods presented in Section 3.3.

In this control strategy, the controller has an adaptive resonance-damping gain, R-gain,

in parallel with the regular voltage controller. This R-gain is tuned adaptively based on an

online bus impedance identification to optimize the bus impedance damping around the

identified resonance frequency. The R-gain is chosen as [150]

�퐺R (�푠) =
2�퐾r�휔r�푠

�푠2 + 2�휔r�푠 + �휔2
o

, (3.11)
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Figure 3.10 Block diagram of the converter controller with a resonance gain.

where �퐾r determines the damping at the resonance frequency �휔o, and �휔r is the resonance

bandwidth. The following design criteria are used:

• The resonance bandwidth �휔r is limited below a chosen frequency �휔r-max

• The added virtual impedance has a damping level of a chosen quality factor �푄d

• The resulting normalized bus impedance �푍bus-N ( �푗�휔) remains within an AIR specified

by a chosen quality factor �푄max, and, at the resonance frequency (�푍bus-N ( �푗�휔o)), is sep-

arated from the quality factor by a chosen separation margin �퐾m

Typical ranges for these parameters are�푄max = 0.7...1, �퐾m = 0...1, and�푄d = 0.7...1. Fig. 3.10

presents a control block diagram, in which the converter employs the R-gain with a cascaded

control scheme. With the R-gain, the voltage control gain is �퐺PIR-v (�푠) = �퐺PI-v (�푠) + �퐺R (�푠).

The R-gain parameters can be determined in an adaptive manner using online bus imped-

ance identification. In this way, the resonance frequency �휔o, the characteristic impedance

�푍o-bus, and the bus impedance quality factor�푄bus are determined from the identified bus im-

pedance according to (3.4). Then, �퐾r and �휔r are selected based on the chosen design criteria

as [108]

�퐾r =
�푄d

�푍o-damp
; �휔r =

�휔o

2�푄d
, (3.12)

where

�푍o-damp = �푍o-bus
�푄d�푄bus

(
�푄max − �퐾m

)

�푄bus −
(
�푄max − �퐾m

) . (3.13)
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The resonance bandwidth is limited with [P6]

�휔r-max <
2�휋 �푓

c-inner loop-min

10
<

2�휋 �푓sw
10

; �휔r-max <
2�휋 �푓rhp-zero

2
, (3.14)

where �푓sw is the converter switching frequency, �푓c-inner loop is the inner (current) control loop

cross-over frequency, and �푓rhp-zero is the frequency of a possible right-half-plane zero in the

control-to-output voltage transfer function. This limitation verifies that the R-gain does not

increase the voltage control crossover frequency beyond the limits of stable operation, which

is restricted by the inner control loop (as the control loops should be decoupled in a cas-

caded control scheme) and possible zeros and poles in the converter dynamics [P6]. Fig. 3.11

demonstrates the effect of an R-gain (with�푄d = 0.7,�푄max = 1, and �퐾m = 0.5) on the normal-

ized bus impedance when the bus impedance is as given in (3.4) with �푍o-bus = 9, �휔o = 477

rad/s, and �푄bus = 6.5. The R-gain decreases the normalized bus impedance quality factor

from the maximum of 6 (out of scale) to values within the AIR, and to �푄max − �퐾m at the

resonance frequency. The virtual impedance (R-gain) has a damping that corresponds to the

chosen quality factor �푄d.

3.4.3 Discussion

Stabilizing controlmethods can enhance system stability andmitigate resonances using BESS

applications. Since the energy required for the mitigation is typically oscillatory in nature,

the state of charge of the BESS is not affected by such control features. The presented sta-
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bilizing control methods are particularly suitable for BESS applications as they are indepen-

dent of the power-flow directions, the converter operation modes, and the system grouping.

Moreover, the methods are well-suited for multi-converter systems. Even though adverse

resonances could also be smoothed with hardware changes, an adaptive and control-oriented

solution can offer a more optimized solution.

The capacitance-emulating stabilizing control method can optimize the system dynamics

within the control bandwidth by introducing a virtual capacitance. This method is straight-

forward to implement as it does not necessarily require additional measurements or com-

munication channels between the converters. However, the algorithm utilizes a numerical

derivative sensitive to noise, and thus an appropriate low-pass filter should be used. More-

over, this control scheme can slow down the voltage response during transients, leading to

sluggish behavior if the control feature is not tuned properly.

The resonance-damping-gain-based stabilizing control method that increases damping at

a specific (resonance) frequency rather than within the whole control bandwidth can be par-

ticularly advantageous in multi-converter systems with CPLs. This method requires more

current measurements than the capacitance emulation, but the effect on the impedance sta-

bility is more targeted and only affects a limited part of the voltage response during tran-

sients. While the capacitance emulation modifies the impedance within the control band-

width, the resonance-damping gain affects only a short frequency range around the identified

resonance frequency.

The presented stabilizing control features can benefit significantly from broadband iden-

tification methods, as the system dynamics are identified quickly to provide input to the

controller, which allows the controller to adapt to changes. The identification time is partic-

ularly critical in multi-converter systems where the system conditions may be challenging

to predict, and the operating conditions might change frequently. Orthogonal sequences

are advantageous perturbation signals in such multi-converter systems since they allow the

simultaneous identification of several separate transfer functions without interference be-

tween the measurements, which shortens the identification time.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the experimental verifications of the proposed methods. The methods

are verified through experimental tests and simulations. This chapter is divided into three

sections. The first section introduces the experimental setups; the second section presents

the experimental results related to broadband impedance identifications on a bidirectional

converter and broadband stability assessments on multi-converter systems; and the third

section presents results related to two stabilizing control algorithms employed on a bidirec-

tional converter and validates the effectiveness of the applied algorithms and their design.

The experiments can be summarized as follows.

Experiment Set 1: Design of Broadband Identification for Impedance and Stability

Analysis [P5–P6]

The first set of experiments focuses on the characteristics, performance, and challenges of

broadband frequency-response measurements performed on a bidirectional DAB converter

and on amulti-converter system. The experiments present validation for the designmethods

introduced in Section 3.3. Additionally, the experiments validate the bus-impedance-based

multi-converter system stability identification method. This set of experiments include the

following:

Experiment a): Design of Impedance Identification on DAB Converters

This experiment compares different broadband impedance identification imple-

mentations on a bidirectional DAB converter. The results are verified with a

comparison to a theoretical result. Issues related to nonlinear operating points

are identified. Design guidelines are suggested for selecting the most suitable

implementation method. The performance of the methods is compared and

verified by several experimental impedance identifications at different operating

points. [P5]

Experiment b): Design of Online Bus-Impedance-based Stability Analysis

This experiment verifies the design and implementation of a bus-impedance-

based multi-converter system stability assessment employing online broadband

identification. [P6]
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Experiment Set 2: Stabilizing Control Schemes [P3, P5–P6]

The second set of experiments validates the performance of the proposed stabilizing con-

trol methods. This set of experiments include the following:

Experiment i): Design of Virtual Capacitance Stabilizing Control

This experiment employs the capacitance-emulating stabilizing controller on a

bidirectional dc-dc converter and validates its effectiveness through simulations.

[P3]

Experiment ii): Design of Resonance Damping Virtual Impedance Stabilizing Control

This experiment implements the resonance-damping-gain-based stabilizing con-

troller on a DAB converter based on the online bus-impedance assessment. [P6]

4.1 Experimental Setups

The experiments in this thesis were conducted with two different experimental setups, as

described below. Additionally, one simulation model was implemented using MATLAB

software.

Experimental Setup 1 is a custom-built bidirectional DAB converter with a resistive

load. The converter is supplied by a battery emulator. This setup is used to study

the implementation of broadband frequency response identification on the DAB con-

verter.

Experimental Setup 2 is a multi-converter system that consists of a battery-emulator-

supplied DAB converter and two three-phase inverters. The inverters are connected

to a grid-emulator or a three-phase resistive load. All three of these converters share

the same dc bus. This setup is used to study the online stability analysis of multi-

converter systems and the implementation of a resonance damping virtual-impedance-

based stabilizing controller on a bidirectional converter.

Simulation Model is aMATLABSimulinkmodel of a grid-connected BESS-PV-inverter

system. The BESS consists of a bidirectional dc-dc converter and a constant voltage

source and the inverter is a three-phase two-level PV-inverter with L-type filters. This

simulation model is used to validate the capacitance-emulating stabilizing control al-

gorithm during a grid imbalance.

The experimental setups utilize grid- and battery-emulators to enable the system study at

varying operating points. Further details on the experimental setups and the simulation

model such as schematics and parameter values are given in the following subsections.
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4.1.1 Experimental Setup 1

The first experimental setup facilitates several broadband identification methods on a bidi-

rectional DAB converter to identify the terminal impedance of a resistive load. A power-

converter system depicted in Fig. 4.1 was constructed in the laboratory. The system con-

sisted of a custom-built bidirectional DAB converter, a battery emulator, and a resistive load.

The battery emulator operated as a constant voltage source. The DAB converter consisted

of four Imperix PEB 8024 half-bridge SiC power modules and the passive components. The

DAB converter topologywas equivalent to the one presented in Fig. 2.3. The detailed system

parameters are given in Table 4.1.

The DAB converter controller and the phase-shifted PWMwere implemented on a rapid

prototyping controller by Imperix, which provided the switching commands. In the exper-

dhvdlv

PWM
lv-side

PWM
hv-side

DAB converter

DC

DC

iout

vout Rload

DAB DAB DAB

DAB

DAB

Battery
emulator

ϕhv

DAB

ϕlv

Figure 4.1 Simplified schematic of Experimental Setup 1.

Table 4.1 Parameters used in Experimental Setup 1.

Parameter Value Description

�푉lv 100 V dc voltage on low-voltage (battery) side

�푅load 150 Ω resistive load

�퐶DAB
lv

,�퐶DAB
hv

520 �휇F capacitance on low- and high-voltage side

�퐿DAB
tot

300 �휇H equivalent inductance on high-voltage side

�푛tf 2.6 transformer turns ratio (�푛hv/�푛lv)

�푓 DAB
sw

, �푡DAB
d

50 kHz, 2 �휇s switching frequency and deadtime

�푑DAB
lv

0.5 duty ratio for low-voltage-side bridge

�푑DAB
hv

0.5 (range 0.3–0.9) duty ratio for high-voltage-side bridge

�휙DAB
lv

0 deg phase shift for low-voltage-side bridge

�휙DAB
hv

60 deg
(range 30–90 deg)

phase shift for high-voltage-side bridge
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iment, the converter was operated at open-loop to bypass the effect of the controller and the

high-voltage-side duty ratio and high-voltage-side phase-shift were varied. The low-voltage-

side phase shift was set to 0 deg and the low-voltage-side duty ratio was kept at constant

0.5. The deadtime was selected as 2 �휇s. The measured signals were recorded directly on PC

connected to the controller platform.

4.1.2 Experimental Setup 2

The second experimental setup facilitates experiments on amulti-converter system. A power

-converter system depicted in Fig. 4.2 was constructed in the laboratory. The system con-

sisted of three custom-built power converters that together form a dcmulti-converter system.

ADAB converter was connected to two inverters through a common dc bus. The DAB con-

verter was the same one as used in Experimental Setup 1 (and its topology was as in Fig. 2.3).

Inverter #1 was built with insulated-gate bipolar-transistor switches (Myway Plus MWINV-

9R144) and Inverter #2 consisted of three Imperix PEB 8024 half-bridge SiC power modules.

The inverter topologies were typical three-phase two-level inverters as in Fig. 2.4 with grid-

side filters; Inverter #1 was loaded with a star-connected resistive load and Inverter #2 was

connected to the grid through an isolation transformer. The detailed system parameters are

given in Table 4.2 for all the three converters.

As shown in Fig. 4.2 through the control-related voltage and current measurements, the

DAB converter and Inverter #1 operate under cascaded control, and Inverter #2 controls the

grid-side current. The DAB controller and Inverter #2 controller were implemented using

rapid prototyping controllers by Imperix, whereas Inverter #1 controller was implemented

on dSPACE platform. In the experiment, the DAB converter and Inverter #2 were bidirec-

tional and operated either as a load or as a source, depending on the chosen operating point.

All the converters were standalone stable such that a degradation in the system performance

Figure 4.2 Simplified schematic of Experimental Setup 2.
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Table 4.2 Parameters used in Experimental Setup 2.

Parameter Value (DAB / Inv. #1 / Inv. #2) Description

�푉bus 400 V bus voltage

�푉in 200 V (dc) / 120 Vrms (ac) / 120 Vrms (ac) source- or load-side voltage

�푅load 25 Ω load of Inv. #1 (star-conn.)

�푓sw 50 kHz / 8 kHz / 20 kHz switching frequency

�퐶 1.5 mF / 1.5 mF / 1.95 mF bus-side capacitance

�퐶f none / 25 �휇F / 10 �휇F inv. ac-side filter capacitance

�퐿tot 300 �휇H DAB total inductance

�퐿 none / 2.2 mH / 2.5 mH inv. ac-side filter inductance

�퐿2 none / none / 0.6 mH inv. grid-side filter inductance

�푓c−c 1 kHz / 500 Hz / 450 Hz current loop cross-over freq.

�휑m−c 65�표 / 65�표 / 60�표 current loop phase margin

�푓c−v 20 Hz / 6 Hz / none voltage loop cross-over freq.

�휑m−v 55�표 / 60�표 / none voltage loop phase margin

would originate from the interactions between the single converters. The measured signals

were recorded directly on PC connected to the controller platforms.

4.1.3 Simulation Model

The simulation model was used to validate the capacitance-emulating stabilizing control al-

gorithm. A simulationmodel of the power-converter system depicted in Fig. 4.3 was built on

MATLAB Simulink. The system consisted of a bidirectional dc-dc converter with a constant

voltage source and a three-phase two-level grid-connected PV-inverter with L-type grid-side

filters. The dc-dc converter topology was equivalent to the one presented in Fig. 2.2 and the

inverter topology equivalent to the one presented in Fig. 2.4. The detailed system parameters

are given in Table 4.3.

The dc-dc converter employs the capacitance-emulating control scheme shown in Fig. 3.9

with a crossover frequency of 800Hz. The PV-inverter uses a cascaded control structure that

controls the grid-side current and PV-side voltage, where the dc-bus voltage is controlled to

match theMPP operating point. In the simulation, a resonance was introduced to the dc-bus

voltage through grid imbalance by setting phase �퐴 voltage magnitude to 70 percent of the

nominal value.
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Figure 4.3 A schematic of the Simulation Model.

Table 4.3 Parameters used in Simulation Model.

Parameter Value Description

�푉 inv
in

480 V dc-bus voltage

�푉bess
in

200 V battery terminal voltage

�퐶 inv
dc

, �푟 inv
Cdc

1 mF, 90 mΩ dc-bus capacitor

�퐿inv, �푟 inv
L

1 mH, 1 mΩ inverter L-filter

�퐶bess
b

, �푟bess
Cb

1 �휇F, 10 mΩ battery-side capacitor

�퐿bess, �푟bess
L

1.3 mH, 70 mΩ battery-side inductor

�푉pv-mpp, �퐼pv-mpp 480 V, 8 A MPP conditions (STC)

�푉a,b,c 240 V grid voltage (RMS)

�푓g 60 Hz grid frequency

�푓sw 20 kHz switching frequency
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Figure 4.4 Simplified schematic of the experimental setup with the impedance identification. The excitation signal

is added either to the phase shift or duty ratio of the high-voltage-side bridge.

4.2 Broadband Impedance Identification and Stability

Analysis

4.2.1 Experiment a): Broadband Impedance Identification on a DAB

Converter [P5]

This experiment applies Experimental Setup 1. In this experiment, several implementations

of broadband impedance identification on a DAB converter are compared. The results are

compared to identify measurement and identification challenges and to establish the most

efficient method for impedance identification on DAB converters.

Fig. 4.4 presents the experimental setup with the broadband identification configuration.

The orange parts depict the implemented broadband identification configurations. The ex-

citation signal was introduced to the system through two different variables:

• Excitation was added to the high-voltage-side phase shift (with a high-voltage-side duty

ratio of 0.5)

• Excitationwas added to the high-voltage-side duty ratio (with a high-voltage-side phase

shift of 60 deg)

This allowed for straightforward comparison between the impedance-identification-imple-

mentation methods as well as a basis for observing the deadtime effects.

The excitation signal design was done with a desired frequency range of 10 Hz to 200Hz.

A 63-bit-long MLBS signal with a generation frequency of 500 Hz was applied. Three aver-

aging periods were used to mitigate non-systematic noise, which allowed for a measurement

time less than 0.4 s. The injection amplitude was selected so that the converter output volt-

age and current deviated less than 2 percent of their nominal (average) values. Fig. 4.5 shows
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Figure 4.5 The MLBS signal used for perturbation a) in time-domain, and b) its energy spectrum. [P5]
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Figure 4.6 Measured transferred power (normalized) a) as a function of the phase shift (with �퐷DAB
hv

= 0.5), and b)

as a function of the high-voltage side duty ratio (with �휙DAB
hv

= 60 degrees). The marker highlights the

nonlinear point (�퐷DAB
hv

= 0.5).

the designed MLBS both in the time and frequency domain.

Before the impedance identification, the relationship between the power transfer and

phase shift and duty ratio was studied by measuring the output power at different set-points

as shown in Fig. 4.6. In Fig. 4.6a, the relationship between the phase shift and power is linear

around the phase shift of 60 degrees. On the other hand, Fig. 4.6b shows strong nonlinearity

between the duty ratio and power around the duty ratio of 0.5: the power increases regard-

less of how the duty ratio changes (see the marker in Fig. 4.6b). The employed identification

method is based on the assumption of linearity between the perturbed parameter and con-
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Table 4.4 Perturbations used in the experimental results and their effect on voltage and current (as percentage of

average).

Perturbed variable Average Injection
amplitude

Perturbation
amplitude
in current

Perturbation
amplitude
in voltage

Phase shift 60 degrees 6 degrees 1.9 % 1.7 %

Duty ratio without offset 0.50 0.10 1.1 % 0.9 %

Duty ratio with offset 0.60 0.05 1.1 % 1.0 %
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Figure 4.7 Samples of the perturbed variables.

verter output power. Therefore, at the set-point with a duty ratio of 0.5, the impedance

measurement implementation with an excitation to the duty ratio yields unreliable results.

To verify the accuracy-degrading effects of the nonlinear set point, an additional impedance

identification was performed with an added offset to the duty ratio. This slightly increased

the converter currents and voltages (i.e., changed the set-point), but allowed for greatly im-

proved identification accuracy as the relationship between the power and duty ratio was

more linear.

After the relationships between the output variables and the perturbed variables had been

studied, the impedance identifications were carried out. The designed MLBS-based excita-

tion signal was introduced to the system by applying three different injection methods. In

the first case, the phase shift was perturbed. In the second and third cases, the duty ratio was

perturbed without and with an added offset, respectively. More details of the perturbation

parameters are given in Table 4.4, and Fig. 4.7 shows a sample of the perturbed variables.

Fig. 4.8a compares the resulting converter output impedances, and Fig. 4.8b shows the cor-

responding errors in comparison to an ideal measurement (45 dB in magnitude and zero

degrees in phase). With the phase shift excitation, the result is more accurate having less
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Figure 4.8 a) The identified output impedances for the three cases and an ideal result, and b) the corresponding

errors compared to the ideal measurement. [P5]

than 2.5 dB (5.5 percent) error in magnitude and 10 degrees in phase. On the other hand,

with the duty ratio excitation (without the offset), the result is not accurate at all, even if

the perturbation amplitude is increased. This degradation in accuracy was expected based

on the nonlinear relationship between the power and duty ratio of the DAB converter at

the applied set-point. However, with the small dc-offset that slightly increases the power,

the impedance is obtained more accurately, giving a maximum of 3.5 dB (7.8 percent) error

in the magnitude response. In the phase response, however, the maximum error is higher

and becomes significant at frequencies above 70 Hz. This phase response accuracy cannot be

improved by increasing the amplitude as the relationship between the duty ratio and output

power is nonlinear at both set-points �퐷hv = 0.5 and �퐷hv = 0.7.

The results show that a nonlinear relationship between the output variable and the per-

turbed variable strongly affects the impedance measurements on DAB converters. This ap-

plies especially when injecting the perturbation to the duty ratio due to the strongly non-

linear characteristics at certain set-points. Therefore, under such nonlinear behavior, the

perturbation should be applied to the phase shift rather than to the duty ratio. However, if

the nonlinear set-points are avoided or their effects are mitigated, sufficient measurements

could be achieved using both perturbation methods.

As a summary, three different injection methods can be applied when implementing

a broadband impedance identification on a DAB converter, and the following guidelines

should be considered in the identification implementation design:

Method 1—Injection to output voltage or current reference: In this method, the amplitude
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Figure 4.9 Simplified schematic of the experimental setup with the bus-impedance identification.

design of the excitation is less sensitive than in the other methods because the injection is

affected by the controller dynamics. The amplitude value, as well as other parameters of the

injection, can be designed by general guidelines [54].

Methods 2 and 3—Injection to duty ratio or phase-shift: In this method the amplitude design

is sensitive and set-point-dependent due to nonlinear behavior between the perturbed param-

eter and output power. Hence, it is recommended to identify the nonlinear operating points

and use the variable that produces themost linear behavior around the chosen set-point. The

perturbation amplitude can then be increased so that the desired SNR is reached without vi-

olating interference requirements. It is emphasized that, under strong nonlinearities, the

measured impedance accuracy cannot be improved by increasing the injection amplitude.

Instead, strategies to mitigate or to avoid nonlinear effects should be considered. The other

injection parameters can be designed by general guidelines [54].

4.2.2 Experiment b): Online Bus-Impedance-Based Stability

Assessment [P6]

This experiment applies Experimental Setup 2. In this experiment, aMIMO-based frequency-

response identification is implemented on amulti-converter system to identify its bus imped-

ance using the broadband identification techniques. The bus-side impedances of the three

parallel-connected converters are identified, from which the bus impedance is calculated.

Each of the three converters is perturbed with an orthogonal MLBS signal and the three

impedances are derived from the resulting voltage and current measurements. The results

facilitate the stabilizing controller used in Experiment ii).

Fig. 4.9 presents the experimental setup with the broadband identification configuration.

The orange parts depict the implemented broadband identification configuration, where the

orange arrows relate to the currentmeasurements required for the impedance identifications.
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Figure 4.10 The orthogonal signals used for perturbation a) in time domain and b) the energy spectrum. The

vertical dashed lines in the time-domain figure mark the repeating sequences (periods). The sequence

1 and 2 spectrums have been multiplied by two and three to improve readability.

The experiments were conducted at two different operating points: the DAB converter ei-

ther fed the dc bus with 500 W while discharging the battery, or consumed 350 W while

charging the battery. This change in the operating point was achieved by changing Inverter

#2 from feeding the grid with 150 W to feeding the dc bus with 700 W.

The perturbation sequences are implemented in all the three control platforms. Three

orthogonal MLBS sequences are used: Sequence 1 for DAB converter, Sequence 2 for In-

verter #1, and Sequence 3 for Inverter #2. Sequence 1 is of length �푁 = 29 − 1. Since the

sequences are orthogonal, the length of Sequence 2 is 2�푁 , and the length of Sequence 3 is

4�푁 . Fig. 4.10 shows the three sequences in both the time and frequency domain. The fre-

quency range of interest is around the voltage control cross-over frequency, which is well

within the chosen energy spectrum. The selected spectrum does not identify unnecessarily

low frequencies, which shortens the required measurement time. The sequences are gen-

erated at �푓gen = 2 kHz, which provides an 800 Hz bandwidth for the measured frequency

responses. Each of the converter switching frequencies is a multiple of the chosen gener-

ation frequency. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.10, Sequence 3 has a period length of 1.022 s,

during which the other sequences are repeated periodically. The actual injection amplitudes

are selected such that their values are 5–7 percent of the nominal voltage or current reference
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Figure 4.11 a) The low-pass filtered (500 Hz) bus voltage while discharging the battery, and b) the identified

impedances.

values.

The designed perturbations were simultaneously added to the controller reference volt-

ages and/or currents of each converter. The first perturbation was applied with three peri-

ods, the second with six periods, and the third with 12 periods (because each perturbation

length is twice that of the previous one). The resulting bus voltage and output current of

each converter were then measured using a sampling rate of 50 kHz. The measurements

were averaged over the applied periods and Fourier transform was used to obtain the output

impedances of each converter. The bus impedance was then computed based on (3.3).

First, the discharging mode was considered. Fig. 4.11a shows the bus voltage when

the battery is discharging. The minimum (394.0 V) and maximum (405.09 V) values are

also marked, meaning a voltage deviation of 2.77 percent. Fig. 4.11b shows the identified

impedances, and the resulting bus impedance is shown in Fig. 4.12a with a blue line. The

bus impedance has a magnitude of 37 dB at 21 Hz, highlighted with a marker in Fig. 4.12a.

Next, a similar study is performed while charging the battery. The voltages are com-

parable to Fig. 4.11a. The identified bus impedance is shown in Fig. 4.12a with a purple

line, and the bus impedance has a magnitude of 23 dB at 13 Hz that is highlighted with a

marker in the figure. The resonance peak in the bus impedance magnitude is 14 dB higher

while discharging the battery than while charging the battery. Fig. 4.12b presents the cor-

responding normalized bus impedances in a complex plane. The AIR is also presented, and

neither of the bus impedances stays within this area. A stabilizing controller is implemented

in Experiment ii) to improve the damping to the desired level.
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Figure 4.12 a) The identified bus impedances while discharging or charging the battery (the markers highlight the

identified resonance), and b) the corresponding Nyquist contour of the normalized bus impedance

(AIR boundary indicated with the red line, marker highlights the identified resonance).

4.3 Stabilizing Control Schemes

4.3.1 Experiment i): Capacitance-Emulation-Based Stabilizing Control

[P3]

This experiment applies the simulation model given in Fig. 4.3. In this experiment, the

capacitance-emulating stabilizing control algorithm is validated and its resonance-damping

effect demonstrated. The BESS-PV-inverter system with the capacitance-emulating bidirec-

tional converter is illustrated in Fig. 4.13.

First, the impedances of an ideal and a virtual capacitance were compared. Fig. 4.14a

presents the impedance of three different systems: 1-mF dc-bus capacitor �퐶dc (with parasitic

resistance of 90 mΩ), the same capacitor in parallel with a 1-mF ideal capacitance, and the

same capacitor in parallel with a 1-mF emulated capacitance. The increase of capacitance

decreases the impedancemagnitude and, thus, increases damping of voltage fluctuations. The

emulated capacitance has a similar impedance with the ideal capacitance within the control

bandwidth.

The resonance-damping effect of the implemented virtual capacitance was then demon-

strated. The BESS-PV-inverter with the capacitance-emulating bidirectional converter was

simulated under grid imbalance by setting phase �퐴 voltage magnitude to 70 percent of the

nominal value. This imbalance caused a second-order harmonic component (120 Hz) to
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Figure 4.14 a) Impedance of a dc-bus capacitor �퐶dc with and without an ideal and an emulated capacitance. b)

Simulated dc-bus voltage during grid imbalance; The capacitance emulation algorithm is activated at

25 ms. [P3]

the dc-bus voltage, and the capacitance emulation algorithm was used to lower its ampli-

tude, as shown in Fig. 4.14b. As a result, the second harmonic component decreased from

0.24 percent to 0.13 percent and the total harmonic distortion (THD) from 0.31 percent to

0.24 percent. Thus, the capacitance-emulating stabilizing control mitigated the resonance.
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Figure 4.15 a) A flowchart representing the adaptive resonance-damping algorithm with the chosen design criteria,

and b) the low-pass filtered (500 Hz) bus voltage without (blue) and with (orange) damping R-gain

while discharging the battery

4.3.2 Experiment ii): Virtual-Impedance-Based Stabilizing Control

[P5–P6]

This experiment applies Experimental Setup 2. In this experiment, a stabilizing controller

is implemented on the DAB converter, optimizing the bus impedance damping of the multi-

converter system. The stabilizing controller utilizes the bus-impedance identification of Ex-

periment b) and tunes the stabilizing resonance damping gain of the DAB converter voltage

controller such that the converter’s own impedance is adjusted to optimize the resulting bus

impedance around the identified resonance frequency. The identified bus impedances are

compared, both with and without the stabilizing control algorithm, to validate the effective-

ness of the controller.

After establishing the identification process presented in Experiment b), the resonance-

damping R-gain is employed on the DAB controller. The R-gain parameters were assigned

based on the identified bus impedance and (3.12) with �푄d = 0.7, �푄max = 1, and �퐾m = 0.5.

Fig. 4.15a outlines the bus impedance identification and the controller update process. The

experiments were conducted at the same two operating points as in Experiment b): the DAB

converter was either feeding the dc bus with 500 W while discharging the battery, or con-

suming 350 W while charging the battery. This change in the operating point was achieved

by changing Inverter #2 from feeding the grid with 150 W to feeding the dc bus with 700 W.

To improve stability, the proposed PI-R controller was used so that an enhanced damping

was achieved around the chosen frequency.

First, the discharging mode is considered. Following the design procedure and the identi-

fied bus impedance, the values of �퐾r = 0.17 and �휔r = 18 Hz are obtained for the R-gain. The

orange line in Fig. 4.15b shows the resulting bus voltage. The minimum (395.4 V) and maxi-
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Figure 4.16 a) The identified bus impedances with and without damping R-gain while discharging or charging the

battery (the markers highlight the identified resonance), and b) The Nyquist contour of the normalized

bus impedance with and without damping R-gain (AIR boundary indicated with the red line, marker

highlights the identified resonance).

mum (404.9 V) values are shown, resulting in 2.38 percent voltage deviation. The R-gain has

decreased the deviation by 0.4 percent. The red line in Fig. 4.16a shows the resulting bus im-

pedance. The R-gain increases the bus impedance damping around the identified resonance

frequency (21 Hz) by 26 dB, lowering it to 11 dB and thus improving the system damping.

Next, a similar study is performed while charging the battery. The R-gain parameter

values are calculated as �퐾r = 0.25, �휔r = 7 Hz. The resulting bus impedance is shown in

Fig. 4.16a with the yellow line. The R-gain increases the bus impedance damping around

13 Hz, lowering it by 11 dB to 12 dB.

In both the discharging and charging experiments, the R-gain controller enhanced the

system stability and damping around the identified resonance frequency. The R-gain con-

trollers optimized the identified bus impedances, which were well-stabilized. Fig. 4.16b

presents the identified normalized bus impedances in a complex plane in both discharging

and charging mode. Compared to the cases without the R-gain, the R-gain-affected normal-

ized bus impedances have more damping and are well-confined within the AIR boundary.

The Nyquist contour of the R-gain affected normalized bus impedances intersects with the

real axis around the requested magnitude, indicating the achievement of the desired damping

level. With the R-gain, the system damping is within the desired limits. The experimental re-

sults confirm the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive stabilization method. The BESS can

efficiently dampen the resonances in the bus impedance in both charging and discharging

modes. Therefore, despite possible network or operating mode changes, the system relia-

bility and stability can be enhanced in an adaptive manner without hardware updates or

controller re-tuning.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Battery energy storage systems (BESS) have become an essential technology inmodern power

systems. BESSs offer fast-acting energy storage and advanced power processing capabilities,

and they can strengthen and improve power system stability through various grid-supporting

control solutions and provide flexibility for the balance between generation and demand.

These characteristics have made them essential components in many power-distribution sys-

tems, such as renewable power generation, dc micro-grids, and electric transportation. Such

applications are often complex and consist of various types of converter-based sources and

loads, forming a multi-converter system.

Bidirectional power electronic converters facilitate the operation of BESSs by control-

ling the power flow. The widespread usage of power electronic converters has introduced

challenges to the power system’s stability and quality, and bidirectional devices further com-

plicate the system design and stability analysis. Consequently, the stability analysis of power

electronics has become essential. Previous studies have offered methods for evaluating the

stability of such systems by applying state-space modeling or impedance-based stability cri-

teria, where the stability is analyzed based on terminal impedance at the interface. How-

ever, the detailed dynamics and parameters of some subsystems may not be known, making

model-based approaches impractical. Additionally, the small-signal dynamics depend on the

system’s operating conditions, which may vary over time, making such analysis insufficient

in many cases.

This thesis has presented broadband stability analysis methods that can be applied in the

assessment of multi-converter systems with bidirectional converters. The methods utilize

frequency-response identification based on pseudo-random broadband sequences. Addition-

ally, stabilizing control algorithms were presented for enhancing stability and optimizing

the system dynamics as desired. The contributions of this thesis can be summarized into

three categories:

• A modeling method for including the effect of a BESS into other dynamical small-

signal models that is used to analyze the behavior of a BESS-PV-inverter under differ-

ent operating conditions. The analysis showed that PV sources can introduce sources

of instability into the inverter control loop, but adding a converter-controlled BESS

in parallel with the PV source enhances the stability and alleviates control design lim-

itations.
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• Broadband methods for identifying the impedance of bidirectional converters and

multi-converter systems. Challenges related to nonlinear operating points were ex-

amined and guidelines were suggested to avoid such issues on DAB converters. The

identification methods for multi-converter systems utilize orthogonal perturbation

signals that allow the identification of several impedances simultaneously rather than

sequentially. The presented broadband methods can be used to rapidly obtain the

system-characterizing frequency responses, thus facilitating various adaptive control

methods.

• Stabilizing controllers are proposed that can be employed on bidirectional converters

to enhance stability and optimize system dynamics. The stabilizing control methods

enhance the system stability and mitigate resonances using BESS applications. The

controllers reshape the impedance of the converter to better match the desired dy-

namics. The capacitance-emulating controller affects the dynamics within the whole

control bandwidth by introducing a virtual capacitance, while the resonance-damping-

gain-based stabilizing controller increases damping at a specific (resonance) frequency.

The presented stabilizing control methods are particularly suitable for BESS applica-

tions as they are independent of the power-flow directions, the converter operation

modes, and the system grouping. Since the energy required for the mitigation is typ-

ically oscillatory in nature, such control features affect the BESS energy level to a rel-

atively minor degree, making the applications very practical. The methods are also

well-suited for multi-converter systems.

The presented measurement and analysis methods were validated through experiments

by applying a bidirectional DAB converter and a multi-converter hardware setup. In the

experiments, several broadband impedance identifications were applied and optimized and

the presented stabilizing control features were verified. It was shown that the presented

broadband identification techniques and guidelines enabled short identification times while

achieving accurate results. The stability analysis methods were shown to accurately predict

the system stability and stability margins in different configurations.

Discussion and Criticism

The stability analysis and control design of modern converter-based power systems have

become challenging due to the ever-increasing complexity of such systems. The system con-

figurations may vary drastically and unpredictably due to factors such as changes in the de-

vices’ control modes, operating modes, and the network’s topology. For example, a change

in power flow direction can cause a loss of stability even though the system is stable with the

initial power flow direction. In fact, the increase of converters applying bidirectional power

flow further challenges the system analysis. As a result, the stability analysis methods may

have to be applied without detailed knowledge of the system configurations and operating
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modes. Consequently, the stability analysis of converter-based power systems can benefit

from measurement-based approaches. Broadband methods perform well in online applica-

tions due to their fast identification time and can facilitate adaptive control designs capable

of responding to variations in the system dynamics.

The applicability of the presented methods depends heavily on the efficiency of identify-

ing the subsystems’ terminal impedances. The identification typically requires either special

hardware or access to the control structure of the existing hardware. The presented meth-

ods allow the converters to implement the perturbation such that no additional hardware is

required. Accordingly, the converter control structure must facilitate the perturbation im-

plementation, which is typically not the case in commercial devices. Additionally, because

the employed broadband perturbations are sensitive to nonlinear relationships between the

perturbed variable and the variables used for the identification, itmay be challenging tomake

accurate identifications in applications that have such characteristics. As the issues related

to nonlinear behavior are typically highly application-dependent, this thesis presents only

general guidelines for the identification implementation in such situations with a focus on a

DAB converter, and further analysis may be required in other applications.

Another important aspect in the identification of converter systems is the generated in-

terference to the system. The created perturbation acts as a disturbance to the system, so

the system requirements and specifications limit its design. The perturbation signal’s time-

domain amplitude and frequency-domain spectrum must be designed carefully to guarantee

that the system variables, such as currents and voltages, stay within allowable limits and that

the perturbations does not excessively degrade the power quality. Even though this thesis

has presented design methods for minimizing the interference, the degrading effects cannot

be completely neglected and may become a limiting factor in sensitive applications.

Future Work

Several challenges remain in the efficient stability assessment of multi-converter systems.

Even though the broadband identification methods, particularly the orthogonal perturba-

tion signals, shorten the identification time, each identified system impedance doubles the

required time. Methods for providing faster identifications or identifying only the critical

identifications could allow the identification of more complex systems within a sufficient

identification time. Moreover, even though the utilization of orthogonal sequences makes

communication between the different devices unnecessary, a communication network is still

required for analyzing the multi-converter system stability through the bus impedance. Ad-

ditionally, the systems require logic for deciding when the stability assessment is performed.

For example, an instability detector could be used to initiate the stability analysis procedure.

Another objective for future research is to improve broadband identification procedures.

Operating points with a strong nonlinear relationship between the perturbed variable and
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the identification-related variables were found to be challenging, if not impossible, for fre-

quency response identification. Rather than avoiding such operating points, mitigation

methods could be used to alleviate the nonlinear effects, or a perturbation signal could be

used that is more suitable for identifying nonlinear systems. Moreover, methods to further

speed up the impedance identification processes would benefit the designs and allow more

reliable adaptive controllers and extend the number of suitable applications.

The stability enhancement techniques are also an important topic for future work. The

variety of multi-converter systems creates a variety of possible challenges. In this thesis,

the resonance-damping algorithmwas utilized to dampen only a single resonance frequency.

However, several resonance frequencies might exist simultaneously in a higher-order system.

For such situations, the control algorithm could be altered to dampen several frequencies.

Moreover, a possible collaboration between several stabilizing converters could be beneficial,

but such a scheme creates challenges due to even more varying dynamics, and such designs

have to be well developed such that the converters may not work against each other under

any circumstances.
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A

The source-affected inverter dynamics of a PV-inverter with a BESS were derived in Chap-

ter 3.1 and can be given as
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(A.1)

where the matrix variables are derived as

Zinv-S
in-1x2 =

[
�푍 inv
in

�퐺 inv
io-c

�푍 inv
in

]
, (A.2)

Tinv-S
oi-1x2 =

[
�푇 inv
oi-d

�푇 inv
oi-q

]
, (A.3)

Ginv-S
ci-1x2 =

[
�퐺 inv

ci-d
�퐺 inv

ci-q

]
, (A.4)
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and where
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o = �푌pv + �푌

bess
o-c , (A.8)
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in �푌 S

o . (A.9)
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Abstract—The amount of photovoltaic inverters connected to

the electrical grid is increasing. In order to control the power fed

to the grid, the inverter must be controlled, and many different

approaches for small-signal modeling have been proposed to

facilitate the controller design. However, a solar panel cannot

be modeled by an ideal current source and the photovoltaic

inverter is not connected to an ideal grid on the load side. This

paper proposes a generalized method to include the load and

source effects to the dynamic model of a photovoltaic inverter.

The method can be used to include the source impedance of the

photovoltaic generator and impedance of the distribution line in

the small-signal model of the photovoltaic inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy is revolutionizing the energy production

by becoming more and more competitive in terms of price and

small environmental effect [1], [2]. Accordingly, the amount of

grid-connected inverters is increasing to ramp-up the share of

renewable energy in the power system. Three-phase inverters

are commonly selected for the power conversion due to their

good and well-known performance [3], [4].

However, as a result, the power generation becomes more

and more scattered due to the distributed nature of the renew-

able energy production, and the grid is constructed by various

subsystems exhibiting different impedance characteristics de-

pending on the topology of the grid [5]. Generally, a grid with

high impedance is considered a weak grid if its short circuit

ratio (SCR) is smaller than 10 [6]. This finite grid impedance

may cause stability issues in photovoltaic (PV) power plants,

such as, harmonic resonances and instability [7]. In order to

analyze these phenomena, accurate mathematical models are

necessary, which capture the internal dynamic behavior of the

converters.

Small-signal modeling is widely utilized to perform reliable

and deterministic control design of three-phase power in-

verters [8]–[12]. Moreover, recent interest toward impedance-

based stability analysis has encouraged research on the output

impedance characteristics and impedance shaping [5], [13]–

[17]. Generally, non-ideal sources and loads affect the formu-

lation of small-signal models by changing the internal behavior

(e.g., control performance) of the inverter profoundly [18].

Analysis on the effect of source and load subsystems is always

required when connecting the converter power stage to a non-

ideal source or load. Practically, this is always the case and,

therefore, the inverter cannot be analyzed separately from the

source or load dynamics.

Although literature exists around the topic of small-signal

modeling with PV and weak grid, the literature partly lacks the

full-order or accurate representation of the system dynamics

with both source and load subsystems. For example, small-

signal modeling of grid-connected PV system was presented

in [10], which characterized only the control dynamics of

the converter. Similar small-signal analysis was performed in

[19], [20], which both lacked the recognition of the effect

of a PV generator (PVG) on the system dynamics. Also, no

transfer functions in the frequency domain were presented in

the paper in [19]. Small-signal analysis was also performed in

[8] and [21], yet system transfer functions were not presented

and only the time-domain behavior was analyzed. Reduced-

order model with load-effect is presented in [18], where all

the cross-couplings and dynamics related to q-components are

neglected. Thus, the model gives over-simplified and inaccu-

rate results, when the inverter does not operate at unity power

factor or the effect of cross-couplings is significant. In [22],

the full-order dynamical assessment of all system dynamics

were not presented as it concentrated on the proper stability

evaluation of the output interface, i.e., only the impedances

were analyzed. Thus, the assessment of the load impedance

e.g. on the control design was not presented.

Considering the aforementioned factors, this paper presents

the full-order small-signal model which can be used to assess

the effect of an arbitrary non-ideal current-type source (e.g. PV

generator or PV generator with a boost converter) as well as a

voltage-type load (e.g. utility grid or grid-forming inverter)

on the inverter dynamics in the dq-domain. The model is

developed with the multiple-input-multiple-output modeling

technique lacked e.g. in [10], [18], [19], [23], which simplifies

significantly the derivation of the closed-loop model and

improves accuracy of the model [9]. The main contribution of

this paper is the full-order small-signal model which considers

both the load and source effects. Furthermore, the accuracy of

the model is verified from a switching model as well as HIL

simulations.



Fig. 1. Power stage of a three-phase grid-connected PV inverter.

II. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING

The power stage of a typical grid connected photovoltaic

inverter is shown in Fig. 1. By performing averaging and lin-

earization according to technique developed by Middlebrook

[24], the linearized state space can be given as in (4). Note that

the state matrices A, B, C, and D are given in Appendix A.

The state variable, input variable, and output variable vectors

are defined as (1), (2), and (3), respectively.

X(s) =
[

îL1d, îL1q, îL2d, îL2q, ûCd, ûCq, ûCin

]T

=
[

îL1, îL2, ûC, ûCin

]T

(1)

U(s) =
[

îin, ûod, ûoq, d̂d, d̂q

]T

=
[

îin, ûo, d̂
]T

(2)

Y(s) =
[

ûin, îL1d, îL1q, îL2d, îL2q

]T

=
[

ûin, îL1, îL2

]T

(3)

sX(s) = AX(s) + BU(s)

Y(s) = CX(s) + DU(s). (4)

With minor algebraic manipulation, the equation above can

be rearranged and solved with respect to the input and output

variables as in (5) and (6).

Y(s) =
[

C(sI− A)
−1

B + D

]

U(s) = GHU(s) (5)

GH =





Zin Toi Gci

GioL GoL GcL

Gio −Yo Gco



 (6)

Hence, by selecting the inverter-side inductor current îL1 as the

controlled output current, the control-block diagram of the sys-

tem can be given as in Fig. 2. Considering the cascaded control

structure required by PV applications [23], the DC-link voltage

ûo is treated as another controlled variable. Matrices Gvc and

Gcc depict the voltage and current controllers, respectively,

Gdel represents the system delays, Gse the voltage sensing

gains, and matrix GPLL contains the PLL transfer functions

which are defined in Appendix B. Matrices D and IL1 are

gains for the steady state duty-ratio and inductor current.

According to the control-block diagrams and the transfer

function matrix in (6), the complete closed-loop dynamics

Fig. 2. Closed-loop control block diagram of a three-phase grid-connected
VSI-based inverter.

for the converter can be given as in (7)-(15), where Lin =
G

out
ci Gvc depicts the DC-link voltage control loop gain. Note

that the transfer functions with the superscript ’out’ denote

that only the current control loops (i.e. the inner control loops

of the cascaded control scheme) are connected, and they can

be found in Appendix B. In the equations below, Eqs. (7)-

(9) represent the input-voltage dynamics, Eqs. (10)-(12) are

the inverter-side current dynamics, and (13)-(15) are the grid-

current dynamics.

Ztot
in = (I+ Lin)

−1
Zout
in (7)

Ttot
oi = (I+ Lin)

−1
Tout
oi (8)

G
tot
ci = (I+ Lin)

−1
Lin (9)

G
tot
ioL = G

out
ioL −G

out
cL Gvc(I+ Lin)

−1
Zout
in (10)

G
tot
oL = G

out
oL −G

out
cL Gvc(I+ Lin)

−1
T

out
oi (11)

G
tot
cL = −Gout

cL

[

Gvc(I+ Lin)
−1

Lin −Gvc

]

(12)

G
tot
io = G

out
io −G

out
co Gvc(I+ Lin)

−1
Zout
in (13)

Y
tot
o = Y

out
o +G

out
co Gvc(I+ Lin)

−1
T

out
oi (14)

G
tot
co = −Gout

co

[

Gvc(I+ Lin)
−1

Lin −Gvc

]

(15)

Above equations determine the closed-loop dynamics of the

grid-connected converter with ideal current source and voltage

load (i.e., zero impedance). Next sections present the multi-

variable modeling procedure and analysis of both source- and

load-affected small-signal models.



III. SOURCE-AFFECTED SYSTEM DYNAMICS

Photovoltaic generator induces varying dynamical resistance

(rpv) connected across the input terminal of the converter.

This has to be considered in the dynamical model in order

to analyze the converter dynamics correctly [23]. As shown in

Fig. 3, a non-ideal source with finite admittance Ys is assumed

here, which can be included in the open-loop dynamics of

the system. Accordingly, the real input current (̂iin) of the

converter is affected by the non-ideal source current îinS as

well as the parallel admittance Ys and can be expressed as

îin = îinS − Ysûin. (16)

Consequently, the input voltage dynamics can be presented

by substituting (16) into the nominal open-loop input voltage

dynamics as

ûin = Zin

(

îinS − Ysûin

)

+ Toiûo + Gcid̂, (17)

ûin =
Zin

1 + ZinYs

îinS +
Toi

1 + ZinYs

ûo +
Gci

1 + ZinYs

d̂.

The source-affected input current can be expressed as in (18),

which is then substituted into the open-loop dynamics of the

inverter and grid currents.

îin =

(

1−
ZinYs

1 + ZinYs

)

îinS −
YsToi

1 + ZinYs

ûo −
YsGci

1 + ZinYs

d̂. (18)

Accordingly, the source-affected dynamics for input voltage,

inductor current, and grid current can be given by

ûin =
Zin

1 + ZinYs

îinS +
Toi

1 + ZinYs

ûo +
Gci

1 + ZinYs

d̂, (19)

îL1 = GioL

(

1−
ZinYs

1 + ZinYs

)

îinS

+

(

GoL −GioL

YsToi

1 + ZinYs

)

ûo

+

(

GcL −GioL

YsGci

1 + ZinYs

)

d̂, (20)

îL2 = Gio

(

1−
ZinYs

1 + ZinYs

)

îinS

−

(

Yo −Gio

YsToi

1 + ZinYs

)

ûo

+

(

Gco −Gio

YsGci

1 + ZinYs

)

d̂. (21)

IV. LOAD-AFFECTED SYSTEM DYNAMICS

By considering the output terminal of the converter as the

Point of Common Coupling (PCC), the grid-feeding converter

observes a series input impedance with the ideal grid voltage.

This grid impedance affects the voltage at the PCC by causing

phase and magnitude deviation compared to the ideal grid

which, in turn, affects the dynamics of the converter.

Before analyzing the effect of the load on the system

dynamics, the reference frame for the analysis must be se-

lected [22]. The converter reference frame is different than

Fig. 3. Load-affected model of a grid-connected inverter at open loop.

tot
inio iG $ ctot

co dG

$
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o-gu
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Fig. 4. The converter and grid reference frames.

the grid reference frame, which must be taken into account

when deriving the model. By overlooking the aforementioned

factor, the model would yield inaccurate predictions, especially

considering the cross-coupling elements between the d and q-

components. The effect of the load can be derived into the

closed-loop dynamics by first analyzing the interface at the

PCC according to Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the superscript ’c’ in the variables denotes that the

corresponding variable is inside the converter reference frame.

Hereinafter, the superscript ’g’ denotes that a variable is in the

grid reference frame. The relation between the converter and

grid reference frames can be given as

xc = Tdqx
g, (22)

where the transformation matrix Tdq can be expressed as

Tdq =

[

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

]

. (23)

The angle difference θ between the reference frames can

be calculated e.g. from the steady-state values of the grid

currents and grid voltages if the grid impedance is known.

Alternatively, the steady-state angle difference can be obtained

by simulations.

By acknowledging the aforementioned reference-frame fac-

tor, the load-affected model can be developed by first solving



the grid current under weak grid. From Fig. 4, the PCC voltage

can be given as

ûc
o = ûc

o-g + Zg î
c

o, (24)

where the grid-impedance matrix is generally presented as

Zg =

[

Zg-d Zg-qd

Zg-dq Zg-q

]

. (25)

From the closed-loop dynamics, the grid current î
c

o can be

further expressed as in (26). Note that the superscript ’tot’ is

omitted from the following equations for simplicity.

ûc
o = ûc

o-g + Zg

(

Gioîin − Yoû
c
o + Gcod̂

c
)

(26)

Solving the non-ideal PCC voltage from (26) yields

ûc
o = (I + ZgYo)

−1
ZgGioîin + (I + ZgYo)

−1
ûc

o-g

+(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGcod̂
c
, (27)

which can be substituted into the non-ideal PCC voltage

denoted by ûo. Thus, the load-affected closed-loop model, i.e.

the equations for DC-link voltage, inverter-side current, and

the grid current, can given by (28), (29), and (30), respectively.

ûin =
(

Zin + Toi(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGio

)

îin

+Toi(I + ZgYo)
−1

ûc
o-g

+
(

Gci + Toi(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGco

)

d̂
c

(28)

î
c

L1 =
(

GioL + GoL(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGio

)

îin

+GoL(I + ZgYo)
−1

ûc
o-g

+
(

GcL + GoL(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGco

)

d̂
c

(29)

î
c

o =
(

Gio − Yo(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGio

)

îin

−Yo(I + ZgYo)
−1

ûc
o-g

+
(

Gco − Yo(I + ZgYo)
−1

ZgGco

)

d̂
c

(30)

Regarding the stability analysis of the grid interface, the

generalized Nyquist stability criterion is required for the

assessment. However, the above equations are presented for the

inverter reference frame which does not suffice when analyzing

the system from the grid point-of-view. The grid current and

the grid voltage in the converter reference frame must be

represented in the real grid reference frame. Accordingly, the

coordinate transformation can be performed by denoting

î
c

o = Tdqî
g

o → î
g

o = Tdq
−1î

c

o, ûc
o-g = Tdqû

g
o-g. (31)

Note that the interpretation of the coordinate transformation

should be given careful attention. In particular, it is not

feasible to analyze some of the transfer functions in both

reference frames, whereas in a practical setup some may not

be measurable. However, considering the above, the correct

dynamics of the grid-connected inverter are obtained. Note

that the model is also valid for the analysis of the open-

loop dynamics. Stability assessment can be, therefore, readily

applied to verify the stability of the grid interface as well as

its effects on the control system performance of the converter.

Note that the stability analysis is not the topic of interest in

this paper and, therefore, is omitted.

Fig. 5. Depiction of the power stage and control system configuration.

TABLE I
OPERATING POINT AND COMPONENT VALUES.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Uin 750 V Cin 1.9 mF
Iin 20 A L1 2.5 mH

Ugrid,rms 230 V rL1 65 mΩ

ωgrid, ωs 2π60 rad/s Cf 10 µF
fs 20 kHz rCf 10 mΩ

fres 2.29 kHz L2 0.6 mH
fs/fres 8.7 rL2 22 mΩ

rsw 10 mΩ

V. MODEL VERIFICATION

This section presents the simulation results in order to vali-

date the accuracy of the developed model. The measurements

are carried with both Matlab Simulink software and with

Typhoon HIL development platform. The frequency-domain

data is measured by using PRBS-injection method, which can

also be readily applied for experimental inverters [25] as well

as by using a commercial frequency response analyzer with

sine-sweep.

The overall system configuration with the power stage and

the control structures is presented in Fig. 5. It consists of

the PV generator, inverter bridge, a grid filter, finite grid

impedance with utility grid, and the control structure. A

cascaded control system is utilized as is the common practice

in PV-inverter systems. Table I presents the power stage and

component values used in the simulations. The superscript

“tot-LS” is used to highlight that the model includes both the

source and the load effects. A delay of 1.5 times the switching

period was used.

In order to validate the model, the closed-loop frequency

responses of the system transfer functions are presented. This

is done by utilizing Matlab Simulink software and PRBS-

injection method. Note that in all the following figures, the

predicted transfer functions are presented by dotted lines, and

solid lines represent the frequency responses identified from

a MATLAB switching model. First, the input-voltage related

transfer functions are verified and presented in Figs. 6-8. Then,

the inverter-side current and grid current transfer functions are

presented in Figs. 9 and 10-13, respectively. Based on the
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results, the developed model is shown to be very accurate at

predicting the dynamic behavior of the converter with both

non-ideal source and load. Good overall accuracy is evident

between the predicted and identified frequency responses.

Furthermore, to verify the accuracy of the model at different

operating points and to demonstrate the effect the load and

the source can have on the system dynamics, the closed-loop

frequency responses of relevant transfer functions are com-

pared regarding changes in the source and load conditions. The

simulations are performed with Typhoon HIL development

platform from which the frequency responses are identified

using a separate frequency response analyzer with sine-sweep,

except for the Fig. 17, in which Simulink was used.

In Fig. 14, the output-side admittance Y
tot-LS
o is shown

at different PVG operating points, i.e., when the PVG is

operating in constant current region (CCR), at the maximum

power point (MPP), and in constant voltage region (CVR).

The points of interest have been chosen as ±10 % of the MPP

voltage (here 750 V) to represent relatively small variations in
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Fig. 9. Simulated (solid line) and modeled (dotted line) d-component (blue)
and q-component (black) of input-to-output current transfer function G

tot-LS
ioL

.

the voltage under constant irradiation and temperature (STC).

The chosen variations in the MPP voltage imply a reduction

in the produced power of 5 % and 10 % in CCR and CVR,

respectively. Under real conditions, the variations may be

significantly larger depending on the MPP tracker and the

irradiance fluctuation etc. The dynamic resistance of the PVG

depends highly on its operating point and has an effect on the

system dynamics. Accordingly, as can be seen in the figure, the

transfer functions are slightly different. However, the model

predicts them correctly and with good accuracy.

Fig. 15 shows the d-component of the output-side admit-

tance Ytot-LS
o when the grid inductance is decreased from 8 mH

to 2 mH. Note that here the admittance is considered from the

ideal grid point of view. It is clear that the grid impedance

has a strong effect on the output-side admittance at higher

frequencies. Adverse interaction with the grid is stronger when

the grid conditions are weak, i.e., the grid impedance is high.

This affects the output-side admittance by lowering the gain,

as can be seen in the figure.
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Fig. 11. Simulated (solid line) and modeled (dotted line) qd-component (blue)
and dq-component (black) of output admittance Y

tot-LS
o .

The qd-component of the output-side admittance Y
tot-LS
o

with and without the load effect is shown in Fig. 16. The

difference between the two cases is significant. Thus, in order

to guarantee reliable stability analysis, the effect of the load

cannot be ignored, i.e., the grid cannot be estimated as ideal

three-phase voltage source.

Fig. 17 presents the q-component of the control-to-output

current transfer function G
tot-LS
cL when the grid inductance is

decreased from 8 mH to 2 mH. Based on the figure, the

reduction in the grid inductance improves the bandwidth of

the current control. The effect of the grid impedance on the

control-to-output current transfer function should be taken into

account especially when designing reactive power or droop

control. The frequency response also reveals that the inverter

may amplify noise in the kilohertz-range due to magnitude

close to unity.

The figures show a good correspondence between the pre-

dicted and identified frequency responses. As a result, the

model allows the effects of both the source and the load
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Fig. 12. Simulated (solid line) and modeled (dotted line) d-component (blue)
and q-component (black) of control-to-output current transfer function Gtot-LS
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Fig. 13. Simulated (solid line) and modeled (dotted line) qd-component
(blue) and dq-component (black) of control-to-output current transfer func-
tion Gtot-LS

co .

to be taken into account. Thus, the model can be used to

perform reliable and deterministic control design and stability

validation under varying operating conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this paper is the full-order small-

signal model of a grid-connected PV inverter in the dq-domain

which considers both the load and source effects. The model

can be used to assess the effect of an arbitrary non-ideal

current-type source (e.g. PV generator or PV generator with

a boost converter) as well as a voltage-type load (e.g. utility

grid or grid-forming inverter) on the inverter dynamics. Thus,

the full dynamic analysis can be performed as e.g. the control

and impedance dynamics are accurately predicted. The model

is developed with the multiple-input-multiple-output modeling

technique which simplifies significantly the derivation of the

closed-loop model and improves the accuracy of the model [9].

Furthermore, the accuracy of the model is verified from a

switching model as well as using HIL simulations.
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APPENDIX A

The system state matrices presented in Section II in (4)

are given as follows. In A-D, req is the combined inverter-

side inductor ESR and the switch on-time resistance, rC is the

LCL-filter capacitor ESR, rL2 is the grid-inductor ESR, Cin is

the input filter capacitor, L1 is the inverter-side inductance, L2

is the grid-side inductance, Cf is the LCL-filter capacitance,

Uin is the steady-state inverter input voltage, Iin is the steady-

state inverter input current, Dd is the d-component of the

steady-state duty ratio, Dq is the q-component of the steady-

state duty ratio, and ωs is the grid fundamental frequency.

A =























−
req

L1
ωs

rC

L1
0 −

1
L1

0 Dd

L1

−ωs −
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Fig. 16. HIL-simulation result (solid line) and modeled (dotted line) qd-
component of the output-side admittance Y
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C =













0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0













(34)

D = 0 (35)



APPENDIX B

The closed-loop transfer function matrices presented in

Section II in (7)-(15) can be derived from the input and output

dynamics in (5) and (6) and Fig. 2 by ignoring the input-

voltage control loop and can be given as follows:

T
out
oi = Toi −GciGdel(I+ Lout)

−1 [

LoutGcL
−1

GoL

−LoutGcL
−1

IL1GPLL −DGPLL] (36)

G
out
ci = Gci(I+ Lout)

−1
LoutGcL

−1 (37)

Y
out
o = Yo +GcoGdel(I+ Lout)

−1 [

LoutGcL
−1

GoL

−LoutGcL
−1

IL1GPLL −DGPLL] (38)

G
out
co = Gco(I+ Lout)

−1
LoutGcL

−1, (39)

where the output-current loop gain Lout = GccGdelGcL.

In Fig. 2, the matrix GPLL contains the PLL transfer

functions which can be expressed as [17]

GPLL =

[

0 0
0 GPLL

]

, (40)

GPLL =
1

Uod

LPLL

1 + LPLL

, (41)

LPLL = −GPI−PLL

Uod

s
, (42)

GPI−PLL = Kp +
Ki

s
. (43)

For the PLL PI-controller, Kp = 0.67 and Ki = 38.02.
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Abstract—Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) play an
important role in grid-connected renewable energy systems as
they provide great flexibility in the energy production. For pho-
tovoltaic (PV) energy applications, the BESS may be connected
to the dc-link of the converter system to inject the deficit or to
absorb the surplus of generated power. One of the main issues
in such systems is the voltage variation at the dc-link, especially
under grid imbalance, distorting the current fed to the grid.
This paper studies a method to control the BESS to emulate a
capacitance, thus mitigating the dc-link voltage fluctuation, for
example, under heavy imbalance. The derived model initiates
impedance-based analysis at the output of the battery charger.

Index Terms—Battery energy storage system, dc-link voltage
fluctuation, virtual capacitance, PV-inverter, imbalance

I. INTRODUCTION

Battery energy storage systems (BESSs) are gaining pop-

ularity as a supplement to grid-connected photovoltaic (PV)

generators as they enable using the energy when needed

instead of when generated [1]. BESSs have several applica-

tions in power systems, such as peak load shaving, power

outage mitigation, and frequency regulation [2], [3]. However,

regardless of the advancements made in the field, they are still

fairly expensive components and often have a relatively short

lifespan [4]. Therefore, it should be a priority to utilize BESSs

as efficiently as possible.

In PV applications, a BESS is often connected to the dc-

link of an inverter that functions as the system’s grid interface.

In such a system, the dc-link voltage regulation is important

in order to guarantee that the current fed to the grid complies

with the grid codes. To this end, commonly a large capacitor

per unit volume is placed on the dc-link to mitigate the voltage

fluctuations. The capacitor also limits the dc-link voltage

ripple, absorbs harmonics, and provides energy storage during

transients [5]. However, a large capacitor increases the total

cost and size of the system as well as slows down the voltage

response during start-up phase [6].

To overcome these drawbacks, recent studies have proposed

methods that enable the use of reduced dc-link capacitors in

inverter-based systems without losing system reliability [6],

[7]. The work in [6] presented an estimator-based method for a

motor-drive application that stabilizes both the dc-link voltage

and the motor current so that a reduced dc-link capacitor

may be used. The work in [7] proposed an active power

compensator in order to remove the second harmonic ripple of

the dc-link voltage under imbalanced grid-voltages. However,

applications involving a BESS have not been considered in

these previous studies.

In order to attenuate the dc-link voltage variations in

a grid-connected BESS with a reduced capacitor, a feed-

back/feedforward control strategy has been proposed [8]. This

approach is based on the assumption that the BESS (instead of

the inverter) controls the dc-link voltage. However, this may

not always be the case, e.g., in PV applications [9]. For such

a system, in which the inverter controls the dc-link voltage,

the work in [10] proposed a method to emulate a BESS as

a capacitor in order to synthesize extra inertia. However, as

the main focus of the work in [10] is to compare dc-link

capacitance with system inertia and to synthesize extra inertia

to the system, it does not include a further analysis of the

system dynamics nor address the control in the frequency-

domain.

This paper analyses the method of controlling a BESS to

emulate a (virtual) capacitance. The analysis is performed us-

ing small-signal models to enable reliable and straightforward

investigation of the system dynamics and control design. The

limitations and possible issues of the control algorithm are

also emphasized. As a result, the system dynamics can be

adjusted by using this controllable virtual capacitance. Special

focus is given on the application where a BESS is connected

to a dc-link. In this case, the BESS effectively increases the

dc-link capacitance, thus, for example, mitigating the second

order harmonic in the dc-link voltage during a grid imbalance.

The analysis is confirmed by simulations both in the time and

frequency domain.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, the basic idea and analysis behind the capacitance

emulation algorithm are presented. In Section III, the required

small-signal models are derived. That is, the dynamics of

the battery charger emulating a capacitance are determined.

Section IV demonstrates and further analyses the ability of the978-1-7281-1842-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE



Fig. 1. The impedances of an RC circuit (solid line) and an RC circuit in
parallel with a capacitor (dashed line).

control algorithm to affect the system dynamics and to mitigate

the dc-link voltage fluctuation. The paper is summarized in

Section V.

II. CAPACITANCE EMULATION

The impedance of a dc-link capacitor is generally given as

ZCdc+r = rCdc +
1

Cdcs
, (1)

where Cdc is the (dc-link) capacitance and rCdc its parasitic

resistance. When connecting the dc-link capacitor in parallel

with an ideal capacitor (that is, the parasitic resistance is

ignored), their total impedance can be presented as

Z (Cdc+r)‖C =
1 + rCdcCdcs

rCdcCdcCs2 + (Cdc + C) s
, (2)

where C is the ideal capacitance. Fig. 1 gives an example

where the impedances given by (1) and (2) are shown (the

parameter values are specified in Table I). The addition of the

capacitor in parallel lowers the magnitude of the impedance,

hence mitigating variations/disturbances in the voltage more

effectively.

In order to control the BESS to emulate a capacitance (in

terms of impedance), the battery charger needs to control its

output current ibco according to

ibc-refo = − Cem
dvbco
dt

= − Cemsv
bc
o , (3)

where Cem represents the emulated capacitance and vbco the

output voltage of the battery charger. Note that here the

positive direction of the current is defined as out of the battery

charger. As impedance/admittance is (by definition) measured

when the current goes into the device, it requires a minus

sign. The control idea is further illustrated in Fig. 2. With

Fig. 2. Illustration of the capacitance emulation.
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Fig. 3. Bi-directional dc-dc converter used as battery charger.

this control, the output impedance of the BESS would ideally

become

ZC-em =
1

Cems
. (4)

A similar control principle has been used, e.g., in [10].

Using the Euler discretization method, the control algorithm

(3) can be presented in discrete-time as

ibc-refo (z) = − Cem
z − 1

Ts
vbco , (5)

where Ts is the sampling interval.

It is emphasized, that any controller that utilizes numerical

derivative is sensitive to noise. The sensitivity is inversely

proportional to the magnitude of the sampling time [11].

Hence, in a practical system, a low-pass filter should be used

to filter out the noise. Otherwise the output of the controller

may fluctuate severely, possibly decreasing the lifetime of the

switches.

III. SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL OF THE BATTERY CHARGER

FOR CAPACITANCE EMULATION

Fig. 3 presents a schematic diagram of a bi-directional dc-

dc converter in which the output current ilink is defined as

an output variable. That is, the dc-link can be modelled as a

constant voltage source. Note that the direction of the current

is as in discharging mode and, in this paper, will be defined

as the positive current direction. In charging mode, the flow

is the opposite and the current is defined as negative.

In order to derive a small-signal model for the system, the

state vector, and input and output vectors are defined as

x̂(t) =

[

v̂bcCb

îbcLb

]

, û(t) =







v̂bcbatt

v̂bclink

d̂bc






, ŷ(t) =

[

îbcbatt

îbclink

]

, (6)
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Fig. 4. Linear equivalent model of the bi-directional dc-dc converter used as
battery charger.

respectively. Note that switch S2 is controlled by duty cycle

dbc and switch S1 by its opposite, 1−dbc. The linearised state-

space representation of the battery charger can be given as,

dx̂(t)

dt
= Ax̂(t) +Bû(t) (7)

ŷ(t) = Cx̂(t) +Dû(t), (8)

where the state, input, output, and feed-through matrices A,

B, C, and D, respectively, are given in the Appendix.

The transfer functions from the input variables to the output

variables at open loop can be solved in the s-domain by noting

that

y(s) =
(

C(sI−A)
−1

B+D
)

u(s), (9)

where I is the identity matrix [12]. As a result, the open-loop

dynamics can be presented in matrix-form as

[

îbcbatt

îbclink

]

=

[

Y bc
in-o T bcoi-o Gbcci-o

Gbcio-o −Y bc
o-o Gbcco-o

]







v̂bcbatt

v̂bclink

d̂bc






(10)

where the 2x3 matrix consists of the transfer functions between

the input and the output variables. Fig. 4 illustrates the linear

equivalent model of the system. The change in the converter

transient response caused by a load change can be directly

seen from the output impedance Y bc
o-o (when controlled in open-

loop).

By utilizing a feedback controller on the battery charger

output current according to the capacitance emulation algo-

rithm given in (3), the closed-loop dynamics can be presented

as

[

îbcbatt

îbclink

]

=





Y bc-Cem
in-c T bc-Cemoi-c

Gbc-Cemio-c −Y bc-Cem
o-c





ûCem.
︷ ︸︸ ︷

[

v̂bcbatt

v̂bclink

]

=









Y bc
in-o −

GbcPIG
bc
ci-oG

bc
io-o

1 + Lout-bc
T bcoi-o +

GbcPIG
bc
ci-oY

S
o

1 + Lout-bc

Gbcio-o −
GbcPIG

bc
co-oG

bc
io-o

1 + Lout-bc
−Y bc

o-o +
GbcPIG

bc
co-oY

S
o

1 + Lout-bc









ûCem.,

(11)

where

Y S
o = Y bc

o-o − Cems, (12)

Lout-bc = GbcPIG
bc
co-o, (13)
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Fig. 5. Control block diagram of the battery controller for capacitor emulation.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION RESULTS

DC-DC converter

Parameter Symbol Value

dc-link voltage Vlink 480 V
battery terminal voltage Vbatt 200 V
dc-link capacitance Cdc 1 mF

parasitic resistance of dc-link capacitance rCdc 90 mΩ
additional dc-link capacitance C 1 mF
emulated dc-link capacitance Cem 1 mF

switching frequency fsw 20 kHz
battery-side capacitor Cb 1 µF
battery-side inductor Lb 1.3 mH

PV inverter

Parameter Symbol Value

MPP conditions (STC) Vpv-mpp, Ipv-mpp 480 V, 8 A
grid voltage (RMS) Va,b,c 240 V
grid frequency fg 60 Hz

L-filter L 1 mH

in which a proportional-integral (PI) controller GbcPI is used to

regulate the output current. Assuming Lout-bc ≫ 1 (i.e. within
the control bandwidth), the closed loop output admittance

Y bc-Cem
o-c becomes equal to −Cems, i.e. the output impedance of

a capacitance (the inverse of (4)). The closed-loop dynamics

can be used to evaluate the source-effect of the BESS under the

capacitance emulation algorithm on other parts of the converter

system and to initiate impedance-based stability analysis.

Fig. 5 illustrates the (discretized) control structure. In ad-

dition, battery safety must be guaranteed, for example, by

saturation limits. The controller should be implemented to

limit the current and voltage at the battery terminal to avoid

extensive stress on the battery. However, for simplicity and

clarity, the implementation of this has been left out in this

paper. That is, the focus is only on the capacitor emulation.

Furthermore, in a real application, the control function would

mainly be used as a supplementary control algorithm.

IV. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

This section demonstrates and further analyses the ability of

the control algorithm to mitigate the dc-link voltage fluctua-

tion. First, analysis and simulations regarding only the battery

charger shown in Fig. 3 are given. After this, a more practical

case is considered where the battery system is connected to a

PV inverter.

The parameters used in the simulations are specified in

Table I. The crossover frequency of the PI-controller is chosen

as 800 Hz since higher value would decrease the phase margin

to <65° due to control delay. The controller zero is located



Fig. 6. Control to input transfer function (dashed line) and controller loop
gain (solid line).

to have -135° minimum phase at low frequencies. The system

control to output transfer function Gbc
co-o as well as the resulting

control loop gain Lout-bc are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 presents the frequency response of the total output

impedance Zo for three different cases. In the first case (dashed

green line), only the output impedance of the dc-link capacitor

(i.e. 90 mΩ, 1 mF) was considered (without the BESS). In the

second case (dashed blue line), an additional capacitor (1 mF)

was set in parallel with the dc-link. As expected, the addition

of the capacitor decreases the magnitude similarly as in Fig. 1.

In the third case (dashed black line), the BESS was con-

nected to the dc-link and set to emulate a capacitor (1 mF)

instead of using the additional capacitor. This corresponds to

the analysis in (11). The solid black line presents the corre-

sponding frequency response obtained directly from MATLAB

Simulink simulation model by using a nonparametric iden-

tification based on pseudo-random-binary-sequence (PRBS)

injection and Fourier methods [13], [14]. The frequency re-

sponse was obtained by inserting a controllable current source

in parallel with the dc-link and injecting the PRBS perturbation

with it. Note that the nominal output current was set to 0 A. As

the figure shows, the derived output impedance of the emulated

capacitor follows the measured impedance highly accurately

in a wide frequency band.

With an ideal controller, the impedance with the capacitor

emulation would equal to the case with the additional capac-

itor. However, the accuracy of the emulation depends on the

controller performance; e.g, the cross-over frequency of the

current controller. To demonstrate the effect of the controller

cross-over frequency, Fig. 8 presents the output impedance in

the case of a controller with a) 800 Hz (black solid line) and b)

500 Hz (green solid line) crossover frequency. With the higher

crossover frequency, the magnitude of the emulated output

Fig. 7. Output impedance of emulated and real capacitors in parallel with
dc-link capacitor.

Fig. 8. The output impedance of emulated capacitor in parallel with the
dc-link capacitor with different controller crossover frequencies.

impedance follows the output impedance of the additional

capacitor up to higher frequencies due to the faster controller.

However, the difference between them is small since the

crossover frequencies are not significantly different.

To verify the correct operation of the control algorithm,

a grid-connected battery-PV system illustrated in Fig. 9 was

simulated under grid imbalance with and without the capaci-

tance emulation. The imbalance is simulated by setting phase

A voltage magnitude to 70 %. This introduces a second order

harmonic component to the dc-link voltage, as can be seen in

Fig. 10, which presents the dc-link voltage when the capacitor
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Fig. 10. Simulated dc-link voltage during grid imbalance; grid voltage
phase A amplitude is set to 70 %. The capacitor emulation algorithm is set
on at 25 ms.

emulation is set at 25 ms. As a result, the second harmonic

component decreases from 0.24 % to 0.13 % and the total

harmonic distortion (THD) from 0.31 % to 0.24 %. Hence, it

is clear that the second harmonic mitigation is successful as

it is within the controller bandwidth.

Furthermore, since the battery charger controls the current

in an oscillatory manner such that it mitigates the second

harmonic component of the dc-link voltage, the current drawn

from the battery is relatively low and periodical in the sense

that the average current remains at 0 A. Hence, the control

scheme does not require a large battery and the state of charge

(SOC) of the battery remains constant except for internal

losses. However, it should be noted that due to the internal

losses the battery SOC is still a limiting factor for the correct

operation of the control algorithm, as the battery should not

be allowed to (over- or) undercharge.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has studied a method to control a BESS to

emulate a capacitor so that the dc-link voltage fluctuation can

be mitigated. The analysis and simulation results demonstrate

that the battery can be controlled to emulate a capacitance

within the battery charger’s control bandwidth. As a result,

the system dynamics can be adjusted by using this controllable

virtual capacitance.

The analysis was performed using small-signal models to

enable reliable and straightforward investigation of the system

dynamics for control design. The derived model can also be

used to initiate stability analysis at the output of a battery

charger, e.g. at the dc-link, and to evaluate the source-effect of

the BESS under the capacitance emulation algorithm on other

parts of the converter system. The analysis was confirmed by

simulations both in the time and frequency domain. However,

it is emphasized that the battery SOC is a limiting factor for

the correct operation of the control algorithm. Furthermore,

the battery should not be allowed to over- or undercharge to

guarantee safety and reliability of the system.

Controlling the battery to emulate a capacitor can be highly

efficient, for example, if an inverter connected to the dc-link is

operating under heavily imbalanced grid conditions and the dc-

link capacitor is not enough to suppress the voltage fluctuation.

The same effect can be achieved by increasing the dc-link

capacitance. Depending on the application, the control scheme

could also allow a reduced capacitance being used. However,

as the control algorithm changes the system dynamics, the

desired operation of the other converters in the system (e.g.

inverter) must be ensured.

APPENDIX

The state, input, output, and feed-through matrices used

in (7) are defined as

A =







−
1

Cb rCb
0

0
Req1

Lb






, B =







1

C brCb

0 0

1

Lb

D − 1

Lb

Veq

LbReq2






,

C =





−
1

rCb

1

0 1−D



 , D =





1

rCb

0 0

0 0 −
Vbatt+(D−1)Vlink

Req2



 ,

(14)

respectively, where

Req1 = (rLb + rsw1) (D − 1)−D (rLb + rsw2) ,

Req2 = rLb + rsw1 +D (rsw2 − rsw1) ,

Veq = (rLb + rsw2)Vlink + (rsw1 − rsw2)Vbatt,

(15)

rsw1 is the internal on-time resistance of the switch S1 and rsw2

the internal on-time resistance of the switch S2 and the rest of

the variables are as given in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the capital



letters represent steady-state values and the steady-state value

of the duty cycle is defined as in Eq. 16.

D =
Vlink − Vbatt + Irefbatt (rLb + rsw1)

Vlink + Irefbatt (rsw1 + rsw2)
(16)
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Abstract—Bidirectional converters have become extensively
applied in various dc power systems that contain battery energy
storage systems (BESSs). Such dc power systems typically consist
of several feedback-controlled converters, forming a complex
power distribution system. Consequently, a number of stability
issues arise due to interactions among multiple converter sub-
systems. Recent studies have presented adaptive control methods
for guaranteeing the stability of a multi-converter system under
varying operating conditions. However, most methods have not
fully considered the bidirectional power-flow in BESS that
significantly affects the system dynamics and stability analysis.
This paper demonstrates how a bidirectional converter can be
operated as an adaptive virtual impedance to improve overall
system performance. In the method, an adaptive resonance term
is added to the converter’s voltage controller to damp resonances
in the network’s bus impedance, thus improving voltage damping
and guaranteeing stability. The reliability and performance of
the multi-converter system can be maintained under varying
operating conditions by updating the bidirectional converter
controller structure so that the required bus voltage damping
level is guaranteed.

Index Terms—adaptive stabilization, dc power systems,
resonance-based controller, bidirectional converter, multi-
converter system

I. INTRODUCTION

Battery energy storage systems (BESSs) have an increasingly

important role in many power-distribution systems, such as

aircrafts, ships, and dc micro grids [1]–[3]. The operation

of these systems often depends on a bidirectional power-

electronics converter, which enables bidirectional power-flow

and controls the charge and discharge processes of the energy

storage.

Typically, the bidirectional converter is a part of a larger

system consisting of several converters connected to a common

dc bus, as shown in Fig. 1. Such a system may often experience

performance degradation or instability due to impedance in-

teractions between different converters although the converters

may operate well in a standalone mode. The controller of each

converter in the network is designed to track either a voltage,

current, or power reference. The high bandwidth of the load

converters introduces a negative incremental impedance at the

point of coupling with the dc bus, and the load converters

i
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Fig. 1. Dc-dc source and load converters connected to the same bus with a
bidirectional dc-dc converter.

are typically represented as constant power loads (CPLs). The

negative incremental impedance of CPLs is known to present

a destabilizing effect on the system [4] and it is the main

reason of interaction dynamics in dc multi-converter systems

[5], [6]. Therefore, in a multi-converter system, the stability

cannot be reliably evaluated by only studying the operation of

single converters.

Typical methods to assess the stability or performance of a

converter system are based on minor-loop-gain defined as the

ratio between the source subsystem output impedance and the

load subsystem input impedance. Examples of such methods

include Middlebrook criterion, gain-margin and phase-margin

criterion, passivity criterion, and pole location visualization.

These methods are, however, not directly applicable to sys-

tems including bidirectional power-flow because the methods



require that the subsystems and system grouping are clearly

defined and formulated [7]. A different approach to analyze the

stability of a multi-converter system is to apply the minor-loop

gain based on the converter role in contributing to the current

and voltage control instead of characterizing the converters

as load and source converters [8]. However, as the control

roles may also change based on the operating modes of the

applications, this method may not be applicable for all multi-

converter systems. A passivity-based stability analysis based

on bus impedance was proposed in [7]. The method requires

only the bus-impedance information, which is independent

of the power-flow directions, the converter operation modes,

and system grouping, making it suitable for multi-converter

systems with bidirectional power-flow.

One method to avoid impedance-based system performance

degradation caused by the CPLs is adding passive/active circuit

components to the existing system [5], [9]. However, adding

new components can increase both cost and size of the overall

system and/or slow down the voltage response [10]. Hence,

modifying the feedback loops of the individual converters

without adding any extra components is a more attractive

solution.

Methods that aim to mitigate the impedance-based inter-

actions by changing the converter control structure are often

separated into two groups: the load-side stabilizing methods

and the source-side stabilizing methods. In the methods, either

the output admittance of the CPL is reshaped using specific

control solutions, [6], [10], [11], or control solutions are

used to change the output admittance of a source converter,

[12]–[14]. For most of the active-damping methods on the

load side, the stabilizing damping controller deteriorates the

converter load performance and slows down the converter

output dynamics. Therefore, control solutions on the source

side have been considered more efficient. In [13], a virtual

negative inductor is used on the source-side converter by

using the droop control method, thus enhancing the system

damping effect. As the implementations are either on the

source- or load-side converter, they cannot be implemented

on bidirectional converters.

Different control methods that aim to mitigate the

impedance-based interactions by changing the control struc-

ture of converters with bidirectional power-flow have been

implemented in [5] and in [15]–[17]. In [5], a feedback control

of an energy storage is used to increase the robustness of

the system by mitigating the transients which occur due to

temporary faults at the dc bus. In [15], a control method

for multiple bidirectional power converters is proposed to

reduce the circulating current and power-sharing deviation

among converters of a hybrid ac/dc microgrid in island mode.

Virtual impedance -based method is implemented for a multi-

converter system with an AC/DC converter and a battery in

[16]. Droop control with virtual impedance is implemented on

bidirectional converters in [17].

An adaptive stabilization method which utilizes bus

impedance measurements is implemented on a source-side

converter in [18]. As the bus impedance method is based on

impedance measurements, it is possible to monitor the system

stability in real time and to utilize adaptive controllers [18]–

[20]. However, these studies have not applied bidirectional

converters for reshaping the impedance. Even though the bus

impedance method allows for a straightforward stability and

performance analysis of a system with bidirectional converters,

the internal converter dynamics change along the changing

power-flow direction. When implementing the stabilizing con-

trol on a bidirectional converter, these changes in the dynamics

should be addressed to ensure that the virtual impedance

design does not lead to a degradation in the bidirectional con-

verter’s internal performance, possibly leading to instability.

This paper extends the stability and performance studies

of multi-converter systems presented in [18] and [19] by

implementing the stabilizing control using a bidirectional con-

verter. Such a converter can act as a source or load converter,

depending on its operation mode. Specifically, the limitations

of implementing the stabilizing controller on a bidirectional

converter instead of a source converter are discussed. It is

shown that the impedance of the bidirectional converter can

be adjusted to reach a desired level of system damping in both

load- and source-operation modes by applying the measured

bus impedance to implement the adaptive virtual impedance.

This can be achieved regardless of possible variations in the

applications or operating modes.

The remainder of the work is organized as follows. In

Section II, the bus impedance -based stability and perfor-

mance analysis of a multi-converter system is presented. In

Section III, the resonance damping control method is presented

and its effect on the voltage controller is discussed. In addition,

the process of obtaining bus impedance measurements and up-

dating the resonance damping control parameters is described.

In Section IV, simulations are conducted for validating the

effectiveness of the resonance controller on a bidirectional

converter operating both as a load and as a source. Finally,

the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Performance Assessment Based on Bus Impedance

In order to implement an adaptive controller that can guar-

antee a desired damping level for the system, a measurable

performance assessment method is required. A straightforward

method to assess the performance and stability of a multi-

converter system with bidirectional power-flows and changing

control modes is based on analyzing a parameter called bus

impedance [21]. For a system with N converters connected

to a common bus, the bus impedance Zbus can be given as a

parallel connection of the impedances as

Zbus(s) =
1

Z−1
o1 + Z−1

o2 + ...+ Z−1
oN

, (1)

where N impedances are measured on the corresponding

subsystem’s bus-side (indicated with subscript o in Fig. 1)

and positive current direction is defined as flowing into the

converter. Note that as the direction of the power-flow does not

affect the definition, the method is suitable for systems with



bidirectional power-flows as well as changing operating modes

and structures [7]. These terminal impedances describe the

terminal behaviour of the subsystem around certain operating

point.

In order to address the stability of the interconnected

system, two requirements should be met in order to obtain

passivity (and therefore stability) [21]:

1) Zbus(s) has no right half plane (RHP) poles

2) Re{Zbus(jω)} ≥ 0, ∀ω > 0, i.e. arg{Zbus(jω)} ∈
[±90o]

The second condition states that the system is passive (and

therefore stable) if the bus impedance (Zbus) phase stays

within ±90o.

The passivity is only a sufficient but not a necessary

requirement for the stability, and therefore, further concepts

are required to address the performance metrics. To this end,

allowable impedance region (AIR), introduced in [22], can be

used. The AIR is defined as a semicircle in the right-half side

of the complex plane wherein Zbus(s) should be located to

achieve a specified system damping level.

Typically, the system bus impedance is dominated by a

single large resonant peak [22]. Hence, the impedance can

be simplified into a form

Zbus(jω) = Zo−bus

sωo

s2 + sωo/Qbus + ω2
o

, (2)

where Zo−bus is the characteristic impedance of Zbus with a

resonance frequency ωo and the quality factor Qbus specifying

the level of damping of Zbus at ωo. Hence, at ωo (i.e. at the

frequency where the bus impedance phase is 0o), Zbus(jωo) =
Zo−busQbus, which means that the bus impedance has a real

value, and it describes the resonance peak magnitude at the

least damped frequency ωo. To achieve a specified system

damping level, the AIR requires that the bus impedance has to

achieve a specified quality factor, Qmax. In the complex plane,

the AIR can be given as a semicircle with a specified radius

Zo−busQmax. To simplify the comparison, the results can be

normalized by dividing both the bus impedance and the radius

with the characteristic impedance Zo−bus, leading to a clear

representation of the AIR as a semicircle with a radius Qmax.

Therefore, if the normalized bus impedance Zbus−N(jω) stays

within the AIR, the specified level of damping is achieved.

B. Typical Bus Impedance Characteristics

The dynamic behavior of a typical bus impedance based on

Eq. 2 is shown in Fig. 2. Based on Eq. 1, the bus impedance

increases when its denominator becomes smaller. The bus-side

impedance of a CPL can be described as a negative incremen-

tal impedance within the feedback control loop bandwidth,

i.e., its magnitude is resistive and phase is −180o. On the

other hand, the bus-side impedance of a voltage-controlling

converter can be described as having very low impedance

at low frequencies. However, the impedance has a resonance

around the voltage control cross-over frequency, which causes

the magnitude to peak. This peak may cause the parallel sum

of the CPL impedances and the voltage controlling converter

Fig. 2. Frequency response of the bus impedance as given in Eq. 2 with
Zo−bus = 9, ωo = 477 rad/s, and Qbus = 6.5.

impedance to have equal or comparable magnitudes at a

frequency close to the voltage control cross-over frequency.

Furthermore, if the phase difference between the impedances

is greater than 180o at this frequency, the denominator in Eq. 1

becomes very small and the bus impedance exhibits a large

resonant peak. This phenomena is an example of impedance-

based interactions within a multi-converter system and should

be taken into account when analyzing the system stability and

performance.

It is intuitive that a possible resonance or instability

caused by the impedance-based interactions can be prevented

by adding a virtual impedance on the voltage controlling

converter’s impedance, damping the resonance in the bus

impedance. Even though the resonance behavior could also

be smoothed by, for example, increasing the converter’s bus-

side capacitance, a control-oriented solution would be more

desirable as extra hardware would add cost as well as slow

down the dynamics, leading to a non-optimized solution under

some operating points, for example, at lower powers.

It is well known that the resonance (peak) in the voltage

controlling converter’s impedance is caused by a resonant pole,

and it occurs close to the voltage control cross-over frequency.

Therefore, it is typical that the resonance of the bus impedance

occurs at a frequency slightly lower than the voltage control

loop bandwidth.

III. ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTER

FOR RESONANCE DAMPING

A. Resonance Damping Control

To prevent impedance-based interactions from degrading the

system performance, the impedance(s) can be reshaped so

that a specific damping level is guaranteed. As a result, the

converters in the network do not interact with each other in

an adverse way.

The goal is to modify the converter control so that the

closed-loop impedance is further damped in a range around
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the resonance. Specifically, the following design requirements

should be met:

• the resulting normalized bus impedance Zbus−N(jω)
stays within the AIR which is specified as a semicircle

with a radius of maximum allowed quality factor Qmax

on the complex plane,

• the resulting normalized bus impedance at the resonance

frequency Zbus−N(jωo) has an extra separation margin

Km guaranteeing a safe distance from the AIR boundary

Qmax, and

• the added virtual impedance itself has a damping corre-

sponding to the chosen quality factor Qd.

Typical ranges for these parameters are Qmax = 0.7...1, Km =
0...1, and Qd = 0.7...1. To meet these criteria, the voltage

controlling converter’s bus-side impedance can be reshaped

by adding a damping term to its voltage control loop. To this

end, a resonance gain (R-gain) is added in parallel with the

voltage controller, given as [23]

GR =
2Krωrs

s2 + 2ωrs+ ω2
o

, (3)

where Kr determines the amount of damping at the resonance

frequency ωo and ωr is the bandwidth of the resonance. A

block diagram of the controller structure is given in Fig. 3,

where the converter is under a cascaded control with an outer

voltage loop providing reference to an inner current loop,

which controls the battery current ibatt.

Measurements of the bus impedance can be utilized to

determine sufficient values for the parameters Kr, ωr, and

ωo so that the design requirements are met. In [18], the

relation between the parameters of the R-gain and the design

requirements are derived as:

Kr =
Qd

Zo−damp

;ωr =
ωo

2Qd

, (4)

where

Zo−damp = Zo−bus

QdQbus (Qmax −Km)

Qbus − (Qmax −Km)
, (5)

and the resonance frequency ωo can be directly identified from

the bus impedance.

The R-gain improves the damping of the bus-impedance,

hence improving the system performance and stability. An

illustrative example is given in Fig. 4, where the normalized

bus impedance is presented with and without R-gain. Also

the added R-gain is presented after normalizing it by mul-

tiplying the gain by Zo−damp. Without the R-gain, the bus

Fig. 4. Normalized bus impedance without R-gain (blue line) and with R-
gain (black line), normalized R-gain (green line), and AIR boundary (red line)
with Qd = 0.7, Qmax = 1, Km = 0.5. Bus impedance as given in Eq. 2 with
Zo−bus = 9, ωo = 477 rad/s, and Qbus = 6.5.

impedance has a quality factor around 6 (out of scale). An

addition of the R-gain results in a normalized bus impedance

which stays within the AIR, thus guaranteeing the required

damping level. At the resonance frequency, the damping equals

Qmax − Km, as required, to guarantee a safe distance from

the AIR boundary. Furthermore, the added virtual impedance

itself has a damping corresponding to the chosen quality factor

Qd. Hence, all the requirements have been met.

The control method based on R-gain is demonstrated in

[18] for a source buck converter. When operating with a load

converter, the power-flow direction is the opposite. As the bus

impedance is not dependent on the power-flow direction, this

does not affect the fundamental idea behind the control design.

However, since the converter dynamics change, this may cause

issues for the voltage controller stability or performance if the

R-gain affects the voltage control loop in a degrading manner.

B. Effect of R-Gain on Voltage Control

The nominal voltage control gain (PI) is typically designed

based on the desired crossover frequency fc and phase-margin

ϕm. In this work, the converter that performs the stabilization

is considered to be a bidirectional dc-dc converter shown in

Fig. 5. The detailed transfer functions can be found in [24].

The current controller and voltage controller are both based on

PI strategy and the voltage controller is given by Gv−PI(s) =
Kp−v +Ki−v/s. When the R-gain is added to the controller,

is becomes Gv−PI−R(s) = Gv−PI(s) +GR(s).

An example of the effect of the R-gain on the voltage

controller gain is presented in Fig. 6, where the voltage

controller gain is shown with and without the R-gain. Also

the R-gain is shown. The R-gain parameters are Kr = 0.5,

ωr = 80 ∗ 2π rad/s, and ωo = 80 ∗ 2π rad/s, and the PI-gain

parameters are Kp−v = 0.55 and Ki−v = 704. It can be seen
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of the voltage controller without (GPI) and with
damping (GPI-R) and the damping R-gain (GR).

that the added R-gain has an effect only around the resonance

frequency.

The effect of the R-gain on the original (PI) controller

performance is small. However, since the R-gain increases

the voltage control gain in the specified range, its effect on

phase margin and cross-over frequency should be taken into

account to make sure that the resonance term does not degrade

the normal operation of the controller. For example, too wide

R-gain bandwidth may increase the voltage control loop cross-

over frequency too much because the stable operation is

limited both by the inner loop control bandwidth (the inner

and outer loop should be decoupled in a cascaded controller)

and possible poles or zeros in the converter dynamics. In the

case of a bidirectional converter, this is especially important as

the system dynamics, specifically, the locations of the system

poles and zeros, typically change profoundly when the power

direction changes (e.g. buck vs. boost converter). By taking

these restrictions into account in the design, the controller

can damp possible resonances in the bus impedance without

internal voltage control performance degradation.

C. Bus Impedance Measurements

Since the dynamics of the multi-converter system may change

over time and can be difficult to predict, adaptive damping

controller is most desired. Accordingly, bus impedance is a
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Fig. 7. Flowchart representing the adaptive resonance damping algorithm.

suitable performance assessment as it can be measured peri-

odically by means of wideband measurement techniques [25].

By injecting a broadband excitation such as a pseudorandom

binary sequence (PRBS) to the converter control (system

input) signals and measuring the resulting currents and bus

voltage (system output signals), and processing these input

and output signals with Fourier techniques, the bus impedance

can be constructed. Based on the acquired bus impedance,

the controller can react to the changes in the network. This

process is represented as a flowchart in Fig. 7. Note that it is

often enough to measure the bus impedance only around the

voltage control cross-over frequency. Furthermore, to achieve

faster adaptive response from the controller, methods based on

orthogonal binary sequences can be applied to speed up the

bus-impedance identification procedure [19].

The greatest advantage of the impedance-based method is

its black box feature: detailed knowledge of the parameters

and properties of the system are not required as long as the

impedance measurement can be performed [26]. The draw-

backs of the impedance-based stability assessment include

inability to identify the causes of the instability or reso-

nance without further analysis. Nonetheless, the method offers

enough information to adapt the virtual impedance according

to the changes in the network, and hence the resonance can

be prevented regardless of its root-cause.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section demonstrates the ability of the control algorithm

to damp the resonances caused by interactions among the dif-

ferent converters in a multi-converter system both in charging

and discharging mode. The network corresponds to the struc-

ture given in Fig. 1. The topology of the bidirectional converter

is shown in Fig. 5, where the current direction is assumed



TABLE I
CONVERTER PARAMETERS FOR THE BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTER (BC)

AND THE OTHER CONVERTERS (C2-C5) IN FIG. 1.

Parameters Values (BC / C2-C5) Description

Vbus 480 V bus voltage
Vin 350 V / 200 V battery/voltage source voltage
fsw 20 kHz switching frequency
C 85 µF / 45 µF bus-side capacitance
rC 250 mΩ / 100 mΩ bus-side capacitor ESR
L 1 mH inductance
rL 3.6 mΩ inductor ESR
Cb 1 µ F input-side capacitance
rCb 10 mΩ input-side capacitor ESR
rsw 10 mΩ switch on-time resistance
fc−c 2 kHz current loop cross-over frequency
ϕm−c 65o / 60o current loop phase margin
fc−v 100 Hz / none voltage loop cross-over frequency
ϕm−v 55o / none voltage loop phase margin

TABLE II
OPERATING MODES FOR THE BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTER (BC) AND THE

OTHER CONVERTERS (C2-C5) IN FIG. 1.

BC operating mode BC C2 C3 C4 C5

source 30 kW 15 kW -15 kW -15 kW -15 kW
load -30 kW 15 kW -15 kW 15 kW 15 kW

positive in discharging mode [24]. The other converters share

the same topology, but are here designated as source- or load-

converters. All the controllers utilize a PI control strategy.

The bidirectional converter controls the battery current and

the bus voltage using cascaded control with and without the

damping R-gain, while the other converters control just their

input side currents. The converter parameter values are given in

Table I. In this example all the converters are standalone stable,

and therefore, the possible degradation in system performance

originates from the interactions between single converters. The

R-gain parameters are chosen based on bus impedance Zbus

and Eq. (4) with Qd = 0.5, Qmax = 1, and Km = 0.5.

Two situations are simulated: the converter is either dis-

charging (source mode) or charging (load mode) the battery.

The converter operating modes for both cases are given in

Table II, where negative power indicates that the converter

operates as a load. The time-domain results are shown in Fig. 8

for the source mode and in Fig. 9 for the load mode, with and

without the resonance damping R-gain. In the source mode,

it is clear that without the R-gain there occurs a resonance

around 70 Hz. In the load mode, the resonance is smaller but

can still be identified at 70 Hz.

The corresponding bus impedances are shown in Fig. 10,

with and without the resonance damping R-gain. The R-

gain indeed increases the resonance damping. The resonance

occurs around 70 Hz in both cases. The Nyquist contours

of the corresponding normalized bus impedances are shown

in Fig. 11 which indicate that the resulting normalized bus

impedances stay within the AIR boundary, thus guaranteeing

the desired damping level.

Fig. 8. Bus voltage with and without damping in discharging mode (i.e.
source).

Fig. 9. Bus voltage with and without damping in charging mode (i.e. load).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has utilized a bidirectional converter to provide

adaptive damping in a multi-converter system. The adaptive

tuning of the resonance controller is based on bus impedance

measurements, which are used to estimate the system’s stabil-

ity and performance. Using the data from these bus impedance

measurements, the bidirectional converter is operated as a

virtual impedance, damping resonances in the bus impedance.

The analysis shows that the bidirectional converter can ef-

ficiently damp the resonances in the bus impedance. As a

result, the reliability and performance of the network can be

maintained regardless of possible network or operating mode

changes and without hardware updates or controller re-tuning.



Fig. 10. Bus impedance with and without damping R-gain both in discharging
(source) and charging (load) mode.

Fig. 11. Bus impedance with and without damping R-gain both in discharging
(source) and charging (load) mode. AIR boundary indicated with the red line.
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Abstract—The output impedance of a switched-mode converter
is an important parameter in the converter small-signal stability
analysis and stability-enhancing control. One of the popular
methods for obtaining the converter output impedance is to
introduce a broadband signal such as the pseudo-random binary
sequence (PRBS) to the converter duty cycle; the resulting output
voltage and current are measured, and the output impedance
is obtained with Fourier methods. However, such techniques
have not been fully considered for dual active bridge (DAB)
converters. This paper discusses the challenges of broadband
impedance measurements on DAB converters, compares different
implementation methods, and outlines guidelines for achieving
accurate results. Unlike conventional dc-dc converters, the power
of a DAB converter can be controlled by both the duty ratio
and phase shift, thus allowing several methods to perform the
impedance measurement. Yet, nonlinearity between the power
transfer and phase shift and duty ratio introduces potential
challenges to the measurement implementations. Experimental
measurements based on a DAB converter are shown to demon-
strate these challenges as well as the effectiveness of the proposed
measurement guidelines.

Index Terms—dual active bridge converter, impedance mea-
surement, broadband methods, system identification, nonlinear
power characteristics

I. INTRODUCTION

A dual active bridge (DAB) converter is an isolated bidirec-

tional dc-dc converter. Its advantages include flexible power

flow control, zero voltage-switching, high efficiency, and

modular structure, which make it useful for a wide variety

of modern power-distribution systems. In particular, DAB

converters play an important role in many multi-converter

systems, such as dc micro grids [1], automotive power systems

[2], electric ships [3], and electric aircrafts [4].

In a typical multi-converter system, several switching con-

verters are connected to a common dc bus. Each of these inter-

connected converters usually has a high-bandwidth feedback

control. Converters that are standalone stable may exhibit a

different dynamic behavior when interconnected, which can

cause undesired interactions among the interconnected con-

verters and compromise the small-signal stability [5], [6]. As

the power flow of DAB converters is bidirectional, traditional

methods based on Nyquist criterion cannot be utilized directly

for stability assessment [7].

In recent years, studies have presented methods such as the

passivity-based stability criterion to analyze the small-signal

stability of a multi-converter system [7]. This method requires

measuring the system bus impedance which can be computed

as a combined impedance of all the interconnected converters.

Since the criterion only requires the identification of the bus

impedance, the method is not dependent on the system group-

ing nor power flow directions. These characteristics make the

technique especially suitable for stability assessment of multi-

converter systems that utilize DAB converters.

Recent studies have shown broadband methods suitable for

accurate and fast converter impedance measurement [8]–[10].

In these methods, a specifically designed broadband perturba-

tion, such as the pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS), is

added on top of either the converter controller reference or

duty cycle. The resulting voltage and current responses are

measured at the output of the converter and Fourier analysis

is applied to obtain the impedance. By applying the approach

to each converter in the system, the bus impedance can be

obtained as a combination of single measurements [8]–[10].

Such wideband measurement techniques can be performed

online, making the method practical and suitable for various

applications. In [10]–[12] the method was used to facilitate

stability-enhancing adaptive controllers. In these studies, the

effectiveness of the stability-enhancing control relied solely on

sufficient impedance measurements.

Including a DAB converter to a multi-converter system

increases the complexity of the analysis and impedance mea-

surement. The presented broadband impedance-measurement

methods rely on linearity between the perturbed parameter

and converter output power. However, in a DAB converter,

the relationship between the power transfer and duty ratio and

phase shift is more complex and may have a nonlinear nature,

depending on the chosen set-point and modulation and control

strategy [13]–[17]. Furthermore, since the DAB converters can

be controlled by both phase shift and duty ratio, more options

for the perturbation implementation are feasible in comparison

to performing the measurements on more traditional dc-dc

converters in which only duty ratio can be controlled.

This paper presents methods for performing broadband978-1-6654-3635-9/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Dual active bridge converter with battery emulator and resistive load.

impedance-measurements on DAB converters. Different strate-

gies for perturbation and measurement implementation are

considered and guidelines for obtaining reliable results are

outlined. Experimental measurements based on a DAB con-

verter are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed methods as well as to demonstrate the possible

challenges caused by the nonlinear relationship between the

power transfer and phase shift and duty ratio.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II describes the relationship between the DAB converter

power flow, duty ratio, and phase shift, and provides back-

ground on performing impedance measurements in general.

Furthermore, guidelines for reliable impedance measurements

on DAB converters are outlined. Section III presents experi-

mental results based on a DAB converter with a resistive load.

Finally, Section IV draws conclusions.

II. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Power characteristics of dual active bridge converters

DAB converters are typically controlled by manipulating the

duty ratio(s) and/or phase shift between the modulating signals

of the two bridges. This differentiates DAB converters from

more traditional dc-dc converters that can be controlled only

by the duty ratio. Various different modulation techniques exist

for DAB converters. One of the most popular methods is the

phase-shift modulation, which is simple and allows for high

powers but reduces the degrees of freedom to phase shift only

as the duty ratios are kept constant (usually 0.5).

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a phase shift modulated

and single-phase controlled DAB converter with a battery

emulator and resistive load. The modulating signals of the

high-voltage-side bridge are delayed by a phase shift φ, while

the low voltage-side bridge is kept constant (0 rad). The

converter power flow is controlled by adjusting the phase

shift. When using phase-shift modulation and single-phase-

shift control, the power transfer achieved at a certain phase

shift can be given as

P =
nVlvVhv

2πfswLtot
φ

(

1−
|φ|

π

)

(1)

where n is the transformer turns ratio, Vlv and Vhv are

the voltages of the low- and high-voltage side, respectively

(battery voltage and output/load voltage), fsw is the switching

excitation
generator

system
system input
and output

measurements

calculate
frequency
response

input signal

output signal

noise

noise

Fig. 2. Typical setup for frequency response measurement.

frequency, and Ltot is the total inductance. The duty ratio has a

fixed value of 0.5. Maximum power transfer is achieved when

the phase shift is ±π/2. However, due to deadtime, maximum

power transfer may be achieved already at a lower phase shift.

If a different modulation and/or control strategy is used, the

duty ratios (of one or both of the bridges) may be set to other

values than 0.5 and/or both of the phase shifts may be varied.

This adds complexity in the relationship between the power

transfer and phase shift and duty ratio [13]–[16]. For example,

when setting the low voltage-side duty ratio to a constant value

of 0.5 and adjusting the power with the high-voltage-side duty

ratio and phase shift, depending on the range of phase shift,

there are two possible operation states known as inner and

outer state. The power for the inner and outer states can be

given by (2) and (3), respectively, as

P =
nVlvVhv

2πfswLtot
φDhv (2)

P =
nVlvVhv

2πfswLtot

[

φ

(

1−
|φ|

π

)

−
π

4
(1−Dhv)

2

]

(3)

where Dhv is the high-voltage-side duty ratio [13]. Decreasing

the high-voltage-side duty ratio increases the power capability.

Thus, a higher maximum power can be achieved compared

to the power available with both duty ratios set to 0.5. If

a dual-phase-shift control strategy is used, that is, both the

high and low voltage-side duty ratios are varied, the power

characteristics are more complicated.

Regardless of the chosen modulation and control strategy

of a DAB converter, the presence of deadtime complicates

the power characteristics further due to voltage distortion

phenomena, such as voltage polarity reversal, voltage sag,

phase drift, and duty-cycle abnormity [17]. Especially when

operating at high switching frequencies, the effect of deadtime

on voltage distortion and efficiency degradation is significant

and cannot be ignored. The deadtime effect on average power

transfer occurs due to a voltage polarity reversal phenomenon

[17]. Various methods to avoid or mitigate deadtime effects

have been suggested [18]–[21] but the applicability of these

methods depends strongly on the chosen application, such as

the modulation and control method.



B. Broadband measurements

A switched-mode converter can be considered as a linear time-

invariant (LTI) system up to half of its switching frequency.

The dynamics of such a system can typically be characterized

by system frequency-response functions. Fig. 2 shows a gen-

eral measurement setup for obtaining the system frequency-

response function. An excitation signal is introduced to the

plant by, for example, applying the plant actuator/controller.

The input and output signals are measured, and Fourier meth-

ods are applied to obtain the system frequency response.

The selection of an excitation signal plays an important role

in measuring the system frequency response. A conventional

technique is to apply sine sweeps. This technique provides

the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio and hence the most

reliable and accurate estimate of the frequency-response. How-

ever, sine sweeps are not well suited for online measurements

due to long measurement time and difficulties in implementing

the injection.

Recent studies have presented methods based on broadband

perturbations to measure the frequency response(s) of various

power-electronics systems [22]–[24]. One of the most popular

excitation signals is the maximum-length binary sequence

(MLBS). The MLBS broadband signal has a very high to-

tal energy in relation to the signal time-domain amplitude,

thus minimizing the signal interference on the measured

system [25]. Unlike a sine-based signal, the MLBS signal

has energy at multiple frequencies. Therefore, the frequency

response measurement is acquired at multiple frequencies

simultaneously. Furthermore, since the MLBS consists only of

two signal levels, the signal generation is straightforward: it

can be easily implemented on the converter controller platform

using a shift register with exclusive-or feedback [26]. The

sequence length is always N = 2n − 1, where n is an integer

that denotes the number of bits in the shift register.

Designing the MLBS typically requires defining the follow-

ing specification variables [25]:

• frequency resolution

• measurable bandwidth

• measurement time

• variance and/or SNR

Then, the sequence is generated using the following design

parameters:

• sequence length

• sequence generation frequency

• perturbation amplitude

• number of averaged periods

C. Impedance measurement on DAB converters

Performing impedance measurements on a DAB converter is

more complex compared to traditional dc-dc converters. First,

depending on the operating point, the relationship between

the transferred power and duty ratio and phase shift may be

nonlinear. Yet, the MLBS-based measurement methods rely on

linearity between the perturbed parameter and converter output

power. Second, since the DAB converters can be controlled

by both phase shift and duty ratio, an alternative option for

the perturbation injection design is obtained compared to

conventional dc-dc converters where only the duty ratio can

be controlled.
Due to nonlinearity between the perturbed parameter and

converter output power, the MLBS energy at a specific fre-

quency may not translate to the same frequency in the con-

verter output power, thus degrading the measurement accuracy.

Some strategies can be considered to avoid or mitigate the

nonlinearity [18]–[21] but the applicability of these approaches

depends strongly on the chosen application.
To successfully use the MLBS for the impedance measure-

ment of a DAB converter it is of paramount importance to

appropriately define the perturbation amplitude. Depending

on the effects of noise and other distortions as well as the

allowable system interference, the amplitude is usually chosen

so that the output deviates 1-5% from the nominal value. If

the perturbation is injected on top of the controller reference,

the amplitude selection is typically not very sensitive because

the injection is strongly affected by the controller dynamics.

However, if the perturbation is injected to the duty ratio or

phase shift, the perturbation amplitude requires more careful

design to ensure that the perturbation produces high enough

spectral energy to the whole frequency band of interest. In the

presence of nonlinearity, increasing the perturbation amplitude

may not improve the measurements but yields unreliable esti-

mates. Thus, the injection method that provides the most linear

behavior between the perturbed parameter and the converter

output power at the chosen set-point should be used.
Three different injection methods can be applied when

implementing a broadband impedance measurement for a DAB

converter.

Method 1—Injection to output voltage or current reference:

In this method the amplitude design of the excitation is less

sensitive compared to other methods because the injection is

affected by the controller dynamics. The amplitude value as

well as other parameters of the injection can be designed by

general guidelines [25].

Methods 2 and 3—Injection to duty ratio or phase-shift: In

this method the amplitude design is sensitive and set-point

dependent due to nonlinear behavior between the perturbed

parameter and output power. Hence, it is recommended to

identify the nonlinear operating points and use the injection

method which produces the most linear behavior around

the chosen set-point. The perturbation amplitude can then

be increased so that the desired SNR is reached without

violating interference requirements. It is emphasized that under

strong nonlinearities the measured impedance accuracy cannot

be improved by increasing the injection amplitude. Instead,

strategies to mitigate or to avoid nonlinear effects should be

considered. The other injection parameters can be designed by

general guidelines [25].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A power-converter system depicted in Fig. 3 was constructed

in the laboratory. The system consists of a DAB with a battery
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Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of the setup used for experimental results. The
perturbation is injected either to the phase shift or duty ratio of the high-
voltage-side switches.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

Parameter Value Description

fsw 50 kHz switching frequency
td 2 µs deadtime
Vlv 100 V dc voltage on low-voltage side
Rload 150 Ω resistive load
n 2.6 transformer turns ratio (nhv/nlv)
Clv 520 µF capacitance on low-voltage side
Chv 520 µF capacitance on high-voltage side
Ltot 300 µH equivalent/total inductance on

high-voltage side
φ 1 rad

(range -π
2
...π

2
)
phase shift between the modulating
signals

Dhv 0.5
(range 0...1)

duty ratio for high-voltage-side
bridge

Dlv 0.5 duty ratio for low-voltage-side
bridge

Fig. 4. Measured transferred
power (normalized) as a func-
tion of the phase shift. Dhv =

0.5.

Fig. 5. Measured transferred
power (normalized) as a func-
tion of the high-voltage side
duty ratio. Dlv = 0.5, φ = 1
rad. The nonlinear point Dhv =

0.5 has been marked.

emulator and a resistive load. The detailed system parameters

are given in Table. I. The converter was operated at open-

loop to bypass the effect of the controller. The perturbation

was injected to the phase shift or duty ratio of the high-

voltage-side bridge, depending on the chosen perturbation

method. Two fundamentally different perturbation methods

were used: 1) perturbation to phase shift (with a duty ratio

of 0.5), and 2) perturbation to duty ratio (with a phase shift of

1 rad). This allowed for straightforward comparison between

(a) MLBS in time-domain. (b) MLBS energy spectrum.

Fig. 6. MLBS signal used for perturbation.

the impedance-measurement-implementation methods as well

as a basis for observing the deadtime effects.

Before measuring the impedance, the relationship between

the power transfer and phase shift and duty ratio was demon-

strated by measuring the output power at different set-points

shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In Fig. 4, the relationship between

the phase shift and power around the phase shift of 1 rad is

linear. On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows strong nonlinearity

between the duty ratio and power around the duty ratio of

0.5: the power increases regardless of how the duty ratio

changes (see the marker in Fig. 5). The applied measurement

method is based on the assumption of linearity between the

perturbed parameter and converter output power. Therefore,

implementing the impedance measurement with an injection

to the duty ratio at the duty ratio of 0.5 is more complicated

and yields unreliable results. To avoid nonlinearity at the

measurement point, an additional impedance measurement was

done with an added offset to the duty ratio. This slightly

increased the converter currents and voltages (that is, changed

the set-point), but allowed for greatly improved measurement

accuracy as the relationship between the power and duty ratio

was more linear.

The perturbation design was done with a desired frequency

range of 10 Hz to 200 Hz. A 63-bit-long MLBS signal with a

generation frequency of 500 Hz was chosen. Three averaging

periods were used to mitigate non-systematic noise, which

allowed for a measurement time less than 0.4 s. The injection

amplitude was selected so that the converter output voltage

and current deviated less than 2% of their nominal (average)

values. Fig. 6 shows the designed MLBS both in the time and

frequency domain.

The designed MLBS was injected into the system by

applying three different injection methods. In the first case

the phase shift was perturbed. In the second and third cases

the duty ratio was perturbed without and with an added

offset, respectively. More details of the perturbation param-

eters are given in Table II. Fig. 7 shows a sample of the

perturbed parameters. The corresponding output voltages and

currents are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The figures show

that the resulting waveforms are very different depending



Fig. 7. Samples of perturbed signals.

Fig. 8. Voltages for the three cases during one PRBS period.

Fig. 9. Currents for the three cases during one PRBS period.

on the chosen perturbation method due to different system

dynamics between the perturbed parameter and the voltage

and current. The resulting converter output impedances are

compared in Fig. 10. When injecting the perturbation to the

phase shift the result is more accurate having less than 2.5 dB

(5.5%) error in magnitude and 10 degrees in phase. On the

other hand, when injecting the perturbation (without the offset)

to the duty ratio, the result is not accurate at all (even if the

perturbation amplitude is increased). This was expected based

on the nonlinear relationship between the power and duty

ratio of the DAB converter at the applied set-point. However,

by adding a small dc-offset to the perturbation the power

is slightly increased but the impedance is more accurately

obtained, giving maximum of 3.5 dB (7.8%) error in the

TABLE II
PERTURBATIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR

EFFECT ON VOLTAGE AND CURRENT (AS PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE).

injection
method

average injection
ampli-
tude

perturbation
amplitude
in current

perturbation
amplitude
in voltage

Phase shift 1.00 rad 0.10 rad 1.9 % 1.7 %
Duty ratio
without
offset

0.50 0.10 1.1 % 0.9 %

Duty ratio
with offset

0.60 0.05 1.1 % 1.0 %
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Fig. 10. Measured output impedances for the three cases and an ideal result.

magnitude response. Yet, in the phase response, the maximum

error is higher and becomes significant at frequencies above

70 Hz. This phase response accuracy cannot be improved by

increasing the amplitude as the relationship between the duty

ratio and output power is nonlinear at both set-points Dhv =
0.5 and Dhv = 0.7. Fig. 11 shows the resulting impedance

errors of each method in comparison to an ideal measurement

(45 dB in magnitude and zero degrees in phase).

The results clearly show that system nonlinearities strongly

affect the impedance measurements of DAB converters. This

applies especially when injecting the perturbation to the duty

ratio due to the strongly nonlinear characteristics at certain set-

points. Therefore, under such nonlinearities, the perturbation

should be applied to the phase shift rather than to the duty

ratio. However, if the nonlinear set-points are avoided or their

effects mitigated, sufficient measurements could be achieved

using both perturbation methods.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work has presented broadband impedance-measurement

methods for dual-active bridge (DAB) converters. In a DAB

converter, the relationship between the power transfer and

duty ratio and phase shift may be nonlinear, depending on
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Fig. 11. Errors of the output impedance measurements compared to an ideal
measurement.

the chosen set-point and modulation and control strategy.

The work showed that it is vital to take into account the

system dynamics at the chosen set-point before choosing the

perturbation method. When injecting the perturbation on the

converter duty ratio, the measurement implementation may

be unfeasible at certain set-points due to strong nonlinearity

between the duty ratio and output power. On the other hand,

when the perturbation is injected into the phase shift, an ac-

curate measurement implementation is more straightforward.

Experimental measurements based on a DAB converter were

presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

methods.
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Abstract— Modern dc-power-distribution systems utilizing
energy storages are often dependent on the operation of bidi-
rectional power-electronics converters. Such distribution systems
typically consist of several feedback-controlled converters prone
to experience stability issues due to cross-effects among the dif-
ferent converters. Studies have presented adaptive control-based
techniques to prevent such stability issues, but most studies
have not fully considered their implementation on a bidirectional
converter. The system dynamics may vary significantly depending
on the operating point and particularly the direction of the
bidirectional power flow. Therefore, specific care should be taken
in the design of the adaptive stabilizing control to guarantee
that the system’s regular operation is not impeded when the
stabilization is implemented on a bidirectional converter. This
article proposes a procedure to implement an adaptive stabiliz-
ing control method on a bidirectional converter with minimal
changes to the regular controller. We add an adaptive resonance
term to the bidirectional converter’s voltage controller that
enhances stability and damping around the identified resonance
frequency without impeding the converter’s regular operation.
The resonance term is adjusted periodically based on online

impedance measurements and the chosen design criteria. As a
result, the controller can dampen resonances and prevent adverse
impedance-based interaction. Experimental measurements based
on a multi-converter setup demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed methods.

Index Terms— Adaptive stabilization, bidirectional converter,
dc power systems, multi-converter system, resonance-based
controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

BATTERY energy storage systems (BESSs) play an

increasingly important role in many power-distribution

systems, such as dc microgrids [2], electric ships [3], and

electric aircraft [4]. The operation of these systems typically

relies on a bidirectional power-electronics converter, which

enables the bidirectional power flow and controls the charge

and discharge processes of the energy storage. For such mod-

ern power-distribution systems, a dual active bridge (DAB)
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Fig. 1. Multi-converter system with a bidirectional converter.

converter has gained prominence due to its flexible power

flow control, zero voltage-switching, high efficiency, galvanic

isolation, and modular structure [5], [6], [7].

Typically, the bidirectional converter is a part of a more

complicated multi-converter system in which several convert-

ers are connected to a common dc bus, as shown in Fig. 1.

Such a multi-converter system may experience performance

degradation due to impedance interactions between different

converters even though the converters may operate well in a

standalone mode. The controller of each converter tracks either

a voltage, current, or power reference. The high control band-

width of the load converters introduces a negative incremental

impedance at the point of coupling with the dc bus. These load

converters act as constant power loads (CPLs). The negative

incremental impedance of CPLs has a destabilizing effect on

the system [8] and is the main reason for interaction dynamics

in dc multi-converter systems [9], [10].

One way of avoiding impedance-based system performance

degradation caused by the CPLs is to add passive/active circuit

components to the existing system [9], [11]. However, the

addition of new components can increase the cost and size of

the overall system and slow down the voltage response [12].

Therefore, a more attractive solution is to modify the feedback

loops of the individual converters based on system stability

assessment [13], [14], [15].



Considering the stability assessment of a multi-converter

system, traditional methods may not be effective with sys-

tems including bidirectional converters and varying control

structures. Such methods are typically based on minor-loop

gain (MLG), which is the ratio between the source subsystem

output impedance and the load subsystem input impedance.

Examples of such stability assessment methods include the

Middlebrook criterion [16] and gain-margin and phase-margin

criterion [17]. These MLG-based methods are not directly

applicable to systems with bidirectional power flow because

they require the subsystems and system grouping to have

specific definitions and formulas [18]. A refined approach for

analyzing the stability of a multi-converter system is to apply

the MLG by characterizing the converters based on their role

in contributing to the current and voltage control rather than

assigning them as load and source converters [19]. However,

because the control roles may change based on the application

operating modes, this method may not be straightforward for

all multi-converter systems.

Recent studies have presented passivity-based stability

analysis [18], which provides an alternative approach for the

stability assessment. This analysis is based on the system

bus impedance, rather than the multi-converter system in

MLG. The bus impedance represents the total impedance

of all the bus-connected subsystems. As the passivity-based

method only requires bus-impedance identification, the method

is independent of the power-flow directions, the converter

operating modes, and the system grouping. This makes the

method especially suitable for the stability assessment of

multi-converter systems with bidirectional power flow.

The stability enhancement of CPL-affected multi-converter

systems on bidirectional converters is still an important prob-

lem where different approaches can be useful. Most stabilizing

control designs in the literature focus on either the load- or the

source-side converters rather than on bidirectional converters;

these methods reshape either the output admittance of the

CPL [10], [12], [20] or the output admittance of a source

converter [21], [22], [23], [24]. Thus, these methods may

not directly apply when implementing a stabilizing controller

on a bidirectional converter. Stabilizing control designs for

bidirectional converters were presented in [9], [25], [26], and

[27]. However, these methods might not be suitable for all

applications, as they utilize specific control methods (e.g.,

semidefinite programming [9]) or are mainly focused on

droop-controlled inverters [25], [26], [27]. Moreover, multi-

converter systems can benefit the most from adaptive, non-

parametric stabilizing methods that do not require detailed

information about the system variables. Such a method was

used in [1], where a bus impedance-based stabilizing controller

was extended to bidirectional converters, but no experimental

results were used to validate the study.

This article proposes a general, adaptive, nonparametric

stabilizing control design method for bidirectional converters

in multi-converter systems. This method assesses the multi-

converter system stability through bus-impedance identifica-

tion, and then optimizes the stabilizing controller to dampen

resonances within the allowable frequency range. The bus-

impedance identification utilizes the existing converters of the

system, and employs measurements of the bus-side voltage

and currents of each converter. Based on the identification,

the stabilizing controller alters the bidirectional converter

impedance to provide the desired level of damping for the

identified bus impedance in both load- and source-operation

modes. Since the stabilizing controller adapts to transitions in

the bus impedance, the variations in the operating modes do

not degrade the performance. However, owing to the presented

design criteria, the stabilizing controller only functions in such

a way that the resonance is within the allowable frequency

range. This is important because the converter dynamics,

such as the current control bandwidth and poles/zeros, limit

the available stabilizing controller bandwidth. Therefore, the

stabilizing controller does not interfere with the regular con-

troller operation in a degrading manner. The controller scheme

is validated with experimental results on a multi-converter

system with a DAB converter and two inverters.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

Section II presents the bus-impedance-based stability and per-

formance analysis of multi-converter systems. Section III uses

this performance assessment to facilitate a resonance-damping

control method for adaptive bus-voltage-damping stabilization

and describes the identification of bus impedance and the

resonance-damping control parameters, as well as the effect

of the resonance-damping control on the voltage controller.

In Section IV, experimental results validate the effectiveness of

the resonance controller on a bidirectional converter operating

both as a load and as a source. Conclusions are drawn in

Section V.

II. BUS IMPEDANCE IN STABILITY ANALYSIS OF

MULTI-CONVERTER SYSTEMS

Consider the multi-converter system in Fig. 1; for a multi-

converter system of N bus-connected converters, the system’s

bus impedance (i.e., single-port impedance) Zbus can be given

as a parallel connection of the bus-connected impedances

(see [28])

Zbus(s) =
1

Z−1
o1 + Z−1

o2 + · · · + Z−1
oN

(1)

where N impedances are identified at the bus-side of the

corresponding subsystem (denoted by subscript o in Fig. 1),

and the positive signs for the currents correspond to the

direction into the converter from the common dc bus. The

interconnected multi-converter system can be shown to be

passive if the following requirements are met [28].
1) Zbus(s) does not have right half-plane (RHP) poles.

2) Re{Zbus( jω)} ≥ 0,∀ω > 0.
Passivity is a sufficient but not necessary condition for

stability. Additional concepts are required to assess other

performance metrics (e.g., the level of damping), such as the

allowable impedance region (AIR) introduced in [29]. Whereas

passivity limits the bus impedance to the RHP, the AIR is

defined as a semicircle within the RHP and its radius relates

to the chosen attenuation level.

In the case of adverse impedance-based interaction, the bus

impedance is typically characterized by a single prominent

resonance peak [29]. In such a case, the bus impedance can



be expressed as

Zbus( jω) = Zo-bus

sωo

s2 + sωo/Qbus + ω2
o

(2)

where Zo-bus is the characteristic impedance, ωo is the res-

onance frequency, and the quality factor Qbus specifies the

level of damping. Thus, the bus impedance has a real value

at the resonance frequency, Zbus( jωo) = Zo-bus Qbus. In other

words, this value depicts the bus impedance peak magnitude.

To achieve a chosen attenuation, the AIR demands that the

bus impedance achieves a specified quality factor, Qmax.

Therefore, the AIR can be defined in the complex plane as

a semicircle with a chosen radius of Zo-bus Qmax. In addition,

to simplify the performance analysis, the AIR condition can be

normalized by dividing the bus impedance and the AIR radius

by the characteristic impedance. This normalization results

in a straightforward expression for the AIR with a radius

of Qmax. Accordingly, the chosen attenuation is achieved if

the normalized bus impedance Zbus-N( jω) remains within the

specified AIR.

Based on (1), the bus impedance peaks when the parallel

sum of the impedances is zero, i.e., the impedances are of

similar magnitude but an opposite phase. Concerning the

individual converters, the shape of their impedance is strongly

affected by their control structure. In the case of current

controlling converters, their impedance can be described as a

CPL since they have a negative incremental impedance within

their feedback control loop bandwidth, i.e., the impedance

magnitude is resistive with a −180◦ phase. In contrast, the

impedance of voltage-controlling converters has a relatively

small magnitude except for a resonance peak around the

voltage control crossover frequency. Likewise, droop control

has the same characteristics as voltage control except for

very low frequencies, in which the impedance magnitude is

affected by the droop coefficient [30]. When converters of

these different types are used together, the resonance peak

in the voltage-controlling converter’s impedance may cause

the parallel sum of the converter impedances to have equal

magnitudes at some frequency. If the impedances’ phase differ-

ence is around −180◦ at that same frequency, the denominator

in (1) becomes very small, and the bus impedance exhibits

significant resonance. This phenomenon is a typical example

of adverse impedance-based interactions of multi-converter

systems. Fig. 2 shows an example of a typical bus impedance

based on (2) in which resonance occurs at 75 Hz.

Utilizing a virtual impedance is a straightforward way to

prevent a resonance caused by impedance-based interactions.

Essentially, the resonance in the bus impedance is caused by a

resonant pole that occurs close to the voltage control crossover

frequency. The resonance typically occurs at a frequency

close to the voltage control loop bandwidth. Thus, a virtual

impedance in the voltage-controlling converter can be designed

to dampen the resonance. Even though the resonant behavior

could also be smoothed with, for example, an additional

capacitor, an adaptive control-oriented solution can offer a

more optimized solution.

Fig. 2. Frequency response of the bus impedance as given in (2) with
Zo-bus = 9, ωo = 477 rad/s, and Qbus = 6.5.

III. IMPEDANCE-BASED ADAPTIVE STABILIZING

CONTROL OF BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTERS

In a multi-converter system, one of the converter

impedances can be reshaped in such a way that the

bus impedance achieves a chosen attenuation level. When

performed adaptively, impedance reshaping can prevent

impedance-based interactions from degrading the multi-

converter system performance. Instead of using additional

hardware, impedance reshaping can be carried out by modify-

ing the converter control. The control can be designed to offer

additional damping to the converter’s closed-loop impedance,

thus affecting the bus impedance. The range of this damping

should be around the identified resonance frequency. For such

a stabilizing control design, the following design criteria are

required.
1) The added virtual impedance itself has a damping level

of a chosen quality factor Qd.

2) The resulting normalized bus impedance Zbus-N( jω)

remains within an AIR specified by a chosen quality

factor Qmax.

3) At the resonance frequency, the resulting normalized bus

impedance Zbus-N( jωo) is limited to remain within an

AIR specified by a chosen quality factor Qmax − Km,

where Km is an additional margin. The quality factor

of the resulting normalized bus impedance Zbus-N( jωo)

corresponds to Qmax − Km at the resonance frequency.
Typical ranges for these parameters are Qmax = 0.7 . . . 1,

Km = 0 . . . 1, and Qd = 0.7 . . . 1. One method of fulfilling

the stabilizing control design criteria is to add a specific

damping term to the voltage-controlling converter’s voltage

control loop. More specifically, a resonance gain (R-gain) can

be added in parallel with the regular voltage controller, given

as [31]

GR =
2 Krωrs

s2 + 2ωrs + ω2
o

(3)

where Kr determines the damping at the resonance frequency

and ωr is the resonance bandwidth. Fig. 3 shows the controller

block diagram. The converter operates under cascaded control;



Fig. 3. Block diagram of the converter controller with a resonance term.

the outer voltage loop provides a reference to the inner current

loop.

Sufficient values for the R-gain parameters Kr, ωr, and

ωo can be determined adaptively with online bus impedance

identification. First, the resonance frequency ωo can be directly

determined from the bus impedance identification. Second, the

following design criteria are derived in [24]:

Kr =
Qd

Zo-damp

; ωr =
ωo

2 Qd

(4)

where

Zo-damp = Zo-bus

Qd Qbus(Qmax − Km)

Qbus − (Qmax − Km)
. (5)

The adaptive R-gain improves the damping of the bus

impedance around the resonance frequency, which improves

the multi-converter system’s performance and stability. Fig. 4

presents an illustrative example of an R-gain’s effect on

the normalized bus impedance. The addition of the R-gain

decreases the normalized bus impedance quality factor from 6

(out of scale) to within the AIR. Due to the chosen R-gain,

the normalized bus impedance attenuation corresponds to

Qmax − Km at the resonance frequency. In addition,

Fig. 4 shows the normalized R-gain (i.e., R-gain multiplied

by Zo-damp). The virtual impedance itself has damping corre-

sponding to the chosen quality factor Qd. Accordingly, all the

design criteria have been achieved. Note that if the resonance

originates from two CPLs that are coupled through identical

resonance frequencies, the resulting virtual impedance cannot

prevent the resonance but other methods are required [21].

An R-gain-based stabilizing control is demonstrated in [24]

for a source buck converter. In the case of bidirectional con-

verters, the fundamental idea behind the control method is not

affected as the bus impedance derivation is independent of the

power-flow direction. However, for bidirectional converters,

the converter dynamics may change profoundly depending

on the operating mode and the power-flow direction. Thus,

the stabilizing R-gain control may disturb the regular control

performance and stability if it affects the voltage control loop

in a degrading manner. The dynamic changes caused by the

change in the operating mode and the power flow direction

require further consideration for the successful implementation

of the stabilizing controller without regular voltage control

degradation or loss of stability.

A. R-Gain Effect on Voltage Control

The nominal voltage control (e.g., PI-based) is typically

designed based on the desired phase-margin ϕm and crossover

Fig. 4. Normalized bus impedance without R-gain (blue line) and with
R-gain (black line), normalized R-gain (green line), and AIR boundary
(red line) with Qd = 0.7, Qmax = 1, Km = 0.5. Bus impedance as given
in (2) with Zo-bus = 9, ωo = 477 rad/s, and Qbus = 6.5.

Fig. 5. DAB converter with a battery emulator.

frequency fc. In this work, the stabilizing controller is imple-

mented on a bidirectional DAB dc-dc converter shown in

Fig. 5, but the procedure can be utilized in any bidirectional

converter topology. The regular current and voltage controllers

are based on PI control; the voltage controller is given by

Gv-PI(s) = Kp-v + Ki-v/s. With the R-gain, the voltage

controller becomes Gv-PIR(s) = Gv-PI(s) + GR(s).

Fig. 6 shows an example of the R-gain effect on the voltage

controller gain. The voltage controller gain is presented with

and without the R-gain. The R-gain is also shown. The chosen

R-gain parameters are Kr = 0.5, ωr = 2π80 rad/s, and

ωo = 2π80 rad/s; the PI-gain parameters are Kp-v = 0.55 and

Ki-v = 704. As Fig. 6 shows, the R-gain only affects the area

around the chosen frequency.

The R-gain effect on the original voltage (PI) controller is

small but not necessarily negligible. Since the R-gain increases

the voltage control gain within the chosen frequency range,

its effect on the phase margin and crossover frequency should

be considered to guarantee that the R-gain does not degrade

the regular controller performance and stability. The converter

dynamics may change profoundly depending on the operating

mode and the power flow direction, which should be taken

into account in the stabilizing control design and its imple-

mentation. For example, if the R-gain bandwidth is too wide,

the voltage control crossover frequency may increase beyond



Fig. 6. Frequency response of the voltage controller without (GPI) and with
damping (GPI-R) and the damping R-gain (GR).

the limits of stable operation, which are restricted both by the

inner control loop (i.e., the control loops should be decoupled

in a cascaded controller) and possible zeros and poles in the

converter dynamics. This can be especially important with

bidirectional converters, as the system dynamics, specifically,

the system poles and zeros, may change profoundly depending

on the power direction (e.g., buck versus boost converter)

and thus more easily lead to degraded control performance.

Therefore, further design criteria and implementation methods

are required to guarantee the proper operation of the stabilizing

controller. As a general guideline, the resonance bandwidth

should be limited to

ωr-max <
2π f min

c-innerloop

10
<

2π fsw

10
(6)

and

ωr-max <
2π frhp-zero

2
(7)

where fsw is the converter switching frequency, fc-innerloop

is the inner (current) control loop crossover frequency, and

frhp-zero is the frequency of a possible RHP zero in the control-

to-output voltage transfer function. This transfer function can

be given as

Gcv =
L in

1 + L in

Gco-o

Gci-o

(8)

where L in is the inner loop gain and Gco-o and Gci-o

are the control-to-output voltage and control-to-input current

open-loop transfer functions, respectively. Note that since the

converter’s internal dynamics change based on the operating

point and the power direction, these restrictions should be

considered in the R-gain stabilizing control design of a bidi-

rectional converter for both power directions. Following these

guidelines, the controller can dampen possible resonances in

the bus impedance without regular voltage control degradation

or loss of stability.

B. Bus Impedance Identification

An adaptive stabilizing controller is desirable in a multi-

converter system with varying operating states and conditions.

Fortunately, bus impedance identification provides a straight-

forward method for adjusting the stabilizing control variables

because the impedance can be conveniently measured using

the converter input and output currents/voltages [32].

Based on (1), the bus-impedance identification requires

information about all the interconnected terminal impedances.

One method of obtaining the bus impedance is to utilize

broadband excitations such as pseudorandom binary sequences

(PRBSs). While injecting these binary sequences into the

converter controllers, the impedances can be identified from

the resulting currents and bus voltage with Fourier tech-

niques [28]. The PRBS perturbations are particularly suitable

for the identification of power systems, as they have only two

signal levels and they have a low crest factor, which means

high signal energy in relation to the signal amplitude in the

time domain [33]. Note that the PRBS signal’s time-domain

amplitude and frequency-domain spectrum must be carefully

designed for the system under study to guarantee that the

system currents and voltage stay within allowable limits and

that the perturbations do not excessively degrade the power

quality [34].

The impedance identification process should be as fast as

possible to enable efficient use of the adaptive stabilizing

control so that the system damping can be optimized and a pos-

sible distortion can be damped before reaching over-voltage

or over-current conditions. For example, unnecessarily low

frequencies can be excluded from the PRBS to accelerate the

identification process, i.e., frequencies much lower than the

voltage control crossover frequency, as specified in (6) and (7).

In addition, orthogonal binary sequences can be applied to

speed up further the bus impedance identification process

and enable simultaneous impedance measurements rather than

measuring the required impedances sequentially [35], [36].

One advantage of the impedance-based method is its black

box feature; specific knowledge of the system parameters and

properties is not needed [37]. Similarly, one of the drawbacks

of the impedance-based stability assessment is that it cannot

necessarily point the original causes of the resonance without

further analysis. Nevertheless, the method offers sufficient

information for adapting the virtual impedance according to

changes in the multi-converter system so that a possible

resonance can be dampened regardless of its root cause.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method is validated experimentally using a

dc multi-converter system consisting of custom-built power

converters. The built system and its specifications are shown

in Fig. 7, in which a DAB converter is connected to two

inverters. The topology of the DAB converter is shown in

Fig. 5 and the inverter topologies are typical three-phase, two-

level inverters; their parameters are given in Table I. The

DAB converter and Inverter #2 are bidirectional and operate

either as a load or as a source depending on the chosen

operating point. The DAB converter and Inverter #1 operate



Fig. 7. Laboratory setup for the experimental tests; a multi-converter system consisting of two three-phase inverters and one DAB converter with a battery
emulator.

TABLE I

CONVERTER PARAMETERS FOR THE DAB CONVERTER AND THE INVERTERS #1 AND #2 IN FIG. 7

Fig. 8. MLBS signals used for perturbation for frequency response measurements (a) in time domain and (b) their energy spectrum.

under two-loop PI control and the Inverter #2 controls the

grid current with PI control. Regular voltage and current

measurements are marked in Fig. 7 with black arrows and

orange arrows relate to the current measurements required for

the stabilizing R-gain controller. The DAB controller and the

Inverter #2 controller are implemented using rapid prototyping

controllers by Imperix, whereas the Inverter #1 controller is

implemented on the dSPACE platform. All the converters

are standalone stable, so degradation in the system perfor-

mance originates from the interactions between the single

converters.

The perturbation sequences are implemented in all three

control platforms. Three orthogonal maximum-length binary

sequence (MLBS) sequences are used: Sequence 1 for DAB

converter, Sequence 2 for Inverter #1, and Sequence 3 for

Inverter #2. Sequence 1 is of length N = 29 − 1. Since the

sequences are orthogonal, the length of Sequence 2 is 2N ,

and the length of Sequence 3 is 4N . Fig. 8 shows the

three sequences in both the time and frequency domain. The

sequences are generated at fgen = 2 kHz, which provides

an 800-Hz bandwidth for the measured frequency responses.

The frequency range of interest (i.e., around the voltage



Fig. 9. Flowchart representing the adaptive resonance-damping algorithm
with the chosen design criteria.

control crossover frequency) is well within the chosen energy

spectrum. As demonstrated in Fig. 8, Sequence 3 has a

period length of 1.022 s, during which the other sequences

are repeated periodically. The actual injection amplitudes are

selected such that their values are 5%–7% of the nominal

voltage/current reference values.

The designed perturbations were simultaneously placed on

top of the controller reference voltages and/or currents of each

converter. The first perturbation was applied with three peri-

ods, the second with six periods, and the third with 12 periods

(because each perturbation length is twice compared to the

previous one). The resulting bus voltage and output current

of each converter were then measured using a sampling rate

of 50 kHz. The measurements were averaged over the applied

periods and the Fourier transform was used to obtain the output

impedances of each converter. The bus impedance was then

computed based on (1). After the identification process, the

R-gain was added to the DAB controller and its parameters

were assigned based on the identified bus impedance and

(4) with Qd = 0.7, Qmax = 1, and Km = 0.4.

The experiments were conducted at two different operating

points: the DAB converter was either feeding the dc bus with

500 W while discharging the battery or consuming 350 W

while charging the battery. This change in the operating point

was achieved by changing the Inverter #2 from feeding the grid

with 150 W to feeding the dc bus with 700 W. Fig. 9 outlines

the bus impedance identification and the controller update

process. First, the discharging mode was considered. The blue

line in Fig. 10 shows the bus voltage when the battery is

discharging and no R-gain is applied. The minimum (394.0 V)

and maximum (405.09 V) values are also marked, meaning

a voltage deviation of 2.77%. Fig. 11 shows the identified

impedances, and the resulting bus impedance is shown in

Fig. 12 with a blue line. Without the R-gain, the bus impedance

has a magnitude of 37 dB at 21 Hz, highlighted with a marker

in Fig. 12. To improve stability, the proposed PI-R controller

Fig. 10. Low-pass filtered (500 Hz) bus voltage without (blue) and with
(orange) damping R-gain while discharging the battery.

Fig. 11. Identified impedances without damping R-gain while discharging
the battery.

is activated so that enhanced damping is achieved around

the chosen frequency. Following the aforementioned design

procedure and the identified bus impedance, the values of

Kr = 0.17 and ωr = 18 Hz are obtained for the R-gain.

The resulting bus impedance with the added R-gain is shown

in Fig. 12 with a red line. The R-gain increases the bus

impedance damping around the identified resonance frequency

(21 Hz), lowering it to 11 dB and thus improving the

system damping. The resulting bus voltage is shown with

the orange line in Fig. 10, and the minimum (395.4 V) and

maximum (404.9 V) values are shown resulting in 2.38%

voltage deviation. Since the voltage variation is lower, the

added damping shows an improvement compared to the case

without the R-gain.

Next, a similar study is performed while charging the

battery. The voltages are comparable to Fig. 10. The identified

bus impedance without the R-gain is shown in Fig. 12 with

a purple line: without the R-gain, the bus impedance has a

magnitude of 23 dB at 13 Hz, highlighted with a marker in



Fig. 12. Identified bus impedances with and without damping R-gain while
discharging or charging the battery. Marker highlights the identified resonance.

Fig. 13. Nyquist contour of the normalized bus impedance with and without
damping R-gain. AIR boundary indicates with the red line. Marker highlights
the identified resonance.

the figure. As before, the proposed PI-R controller is activated

(now with Kr = 0.25, ωr = 7 Hz) and the resulting bus

impedance is shown in Fig. 12 with the yellow line. The R-gain

increases the bus impedance damping around 13 Hz, lowering

it to 12 dB.

In both the discharging and charging experiments, the

damping R-gain controller enhanced the system stability

and damping around the identified resonance frequency. The

R-gain controllers optimized the identified bus impedances,

which were well-stabilized in both charging mode and dis-

charging mode. Fig. 13 presents the corresponding normalized

bus impedances in a complex plane. The normalized bus

impedances with the R-gain have more damping and are

well-confined within the AIR boundary. The Nyquist contour

of the R-gain affected normalized bus impedances intersects

with the real axis around the requested magnitude, indicating

the achievement of the desired damping level. With the

R-gain, the system damping is within the desired limits.

The experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the pro-

posed adaptive stabilization method in both power directions.

V. CONCLUSION

This article has implemented adaptive virtual-impedance-

based stabilizing control on a bidirectional dc-dc converter.

With the stabilizing resonance-damping control and the

provided design guidelines, the bidirectional converter can

operate as a virtual impedance that dampens resonances in

the bus impedance when required without deteriorating the

regular control operation. As a result, the stabilizing control

can prevent adverse impedance-based interactions within a

multi-converter system and optimize system stability and

performance. The stabilizing controller is tuned adaptively

based on an online bus impedance identification that estimates

the system’s stability and performance. The broadband-based

identification method is well-suited for adaptive control due

to its short measurement cycle. Therefore, the stabilizing

control is suitable for multi-converter systems with changing

operating states and conditions, such as bidirectional power

flow. The analysis and experiments show that the bidirectional

converter can efficiently optimize the damping in the bus

impedance in both power directions. As a result, the multi-

converter system performance is maintained regardless of

changes (e.g., in connections or operating modes) and without

hardware updates or retuning of the regular (such as PI)

controller. The resonance-damping control method’s simplicity

(including bus impedance-based stability assessment and lack

of more excessive computations) and basic requirements (such

as voltage and current measurements at the bus-side of each

converter) mean it can be efficiently embedded in parallel with

a regular controller without disturbing its usual operation.
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